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ENGLISH SUMMARY

This dissertation contains four stand-alone chapters on the topic competition eco-

nomics. The first three chapters relates to econometric issues when estimating the

price effect of competition law violations. The economic context of these chapters is

price fixing; in the first chapter, how Courts evaluate econometric analysis when it is

provided as evidence in private actions for dam-ages; in the second chapter, how to

estimate a price effect when the data is time-dependent; and in the third chapter, how

to account for parameter uncertainty when comparing actual and forecasted prices in

counterfactual analysis. The fourth chapter relates to digital mergers and presents a

method for how one can assess closeness of substitution between big data materials.

The first chapter, Cartel damages claims: How Courts have evaluated econometric

analysis, review actual judgments regarding private actions for damages. To quantify

the size of financial damages caused by cartels, so-called cartel damages quantification,

comparative benchmarking using regression analysis have become the most common

method. Although the method is well known in the literature, the knowledge of how the

method it perceived by Courts is less known. This paper review the Courts evaluation

of the econometric analysis submitted as evidence in two private actions for damages

that recently reached judgement. In both these cases regression analysis was used

to quantify the cartel damages – and in both the cases the econometric analysis was

rejected. The reviews focus on how the econometric analyses was perceived by the

Courts and how the Courts reached the conclusion to reject the analysis. In particular,

we discuss the Courts view on a few (interlinked) key issues that practitioners often

encounter when quantifying cartel damages.

The second chapter, Counterfactual analysis with non-stationary data: Bootstrap-

based inference, co-authored with Asger Lunde, Heino Bohn Nielsen, and Anders

Rahbek, outlines a method for how to apply the so-called dummy variable approach

when the underlying time-series is time-dependent. In a time-dependent series, the

previous value is carried over to the current value. Using dummy variables in this

context is problematic, as their contribution accumulate in time. The economic in-
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viii SUMMARY

terpretation of that in the current context is that the law violation is assumed to have

had an everlasting price effect. To overcome the issue, we take the dummy model

to the statistical framework of error correction models, and more specifically to the

cointegrated vector autoregressive CVAR-model, see for example Johansen (1996), and

show that by restricting the dummy to the long run environment of the model one

can avoid the everlasting price effects. We provide necessary bootstrap theory, based

on a straight forward extension of what is presented in Cavaliere, Rahbek, and Taylor

(2012, 2014); Boswijk, Cavaliere, Rahbek, and Taylor (2016) and Cavaliere, Nielsen, and

Rahbek (2016), for how to compute reliable test statistics in this context. Numerical

results for the validity of the bootstrap is provided as well as an empirical application.

The third chapter, On the effects of ignoring parameter uncertainty in antitrust

benchmark comparison, co-authored with Asger Lunde, outlines a correction to stan-

dard testing procedures when one compare predicted (forecasted) values to actual

values in counterfactual analysis. Standard testing procedures only consider normal

sampling uncertainty of known population parameters. When the parameters are

estimated the uncertainty surrounding these parameters must be accounted for. If not

accounted for, this extra level of uncertainty bias tests statistics that may lead to a too

frequent rejection of the null hypothesis, see McCracken and West (2001). We show

that by incorporating the estimation uncertainty in the test statistics, it is possible to

correct the testing procedure and thereby get reliable inference. Numerical results for

the validity and relevance of the test correction is provided.

The fourth and final chapter, Closeness of substitution: An empirical approach for

comparing “big data”, outlines a method for how to assess closeness of substitution of

“big data” materials. By using the big data value chain, it is possible to link the products

and services derived from data to the underlying data material, see Graef (2015) and

Maier (2019). This can then be used to decompose these products and services first

into their functions, and then further into separate features of the functions that is

associated with separate parts of the data. By constructing different clusters of datasets

one can then consult various users, with different demand or interest in the data in

question, on their preferences for the different clusters. Thereby, it is possible to reveal

the user’s preferences for the parts of the data material that may, or may not, cause

concerns for competition and to evaluate under which requirements the data material

in question can be found substitutable for data provided from alternative sources of

information.
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DANSK RESUMÉ

Denne afhandling består af fire selvstændige kapitler om emnet konkurrenceøkonomi.

De tre første kapitler vedrører økonometriske problemer ved estimation af priseffekter

som følge af overtrædelser af konkurrenceloven. Den økonomiske kontekst for disse

kapitler er karteldannelser og vedrører følgende: I det første kapitel hvordan retten

typisk vurderer økonometriske analyser som parterne levere som bevismateriale i

skadessager. Det andet kapitel omhandler hvordan man kan estimere en karteleffekt,

når dataene er meget persistente ; og i det tredje kapitel hvordan man håndterer

usikkerhed ved sammenligning af faktiske og prognosticerede priser i en kontrafaktisk

analyse. Det sidste kapitel vedrører digitale fusioner og fremlægger en metode til,

hvordan man kan bedømme nærhed af substitution imellem store mængder data.

Det første kapitel, Cartel damages claims: How Courts have evaluated econometric

analysis, gennem går to domme i private kartel skadessager . Det mest anvendte meto-

de til at udmåling af skade i sådanne sager er sammenligning via regressionsanalyse.

Selvom metoden er velkendt i den gængse litteratur er der meget sparsom viden om

hvordan retten opfatter metoden som bevis. Kapitlet gennemgår retten evaluering af

de økonometriske analyser som blev fremlag som bevis i to sager hvor der fornylig

er faldet dom I begge sager blev skaden kvantifiseret via regressionsanalyse – og i

begge sager blev de økonometriske analyser forkastet af retten. Gennemen fokuserer

på hvordan rette opfattede analyserne, og hvad retten lagde til grund for at afvise dem.

Det andet kapitel, Counterfactual analysis with non-stationary data: Bootstrap-

based inference, fælles med Asger Lunde, Heino Bohn Nielsen og Anders Rahbek,

beskriver en metode til, hvordan man anvender den såkaldte dummy-variabel-tilgang,

når den underliggende tidsserie er meget persistent. I en persistent tidsserie over-

føres den tidligere værdi til den aktuelle værdi. Brug af dummy-variable i en sådan

sammenhæng er problematisk, da deres værdi akkumulerer over tid. Den økonomi-

ske fortolkning heraf i denne sammenhæng er, at lovbruddet antages at have haft en

vedvarende prispåvirkning. For at undgå problemet tager vi dummy-modellen til de

statistiske rammer for fejlkorrektionsmodeller, og mere specifikt til den cointegrerede
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vektor-autoregressive CVAR-model, se for eksempel Johansen (1996) og viser, at ved at

begrænse dummy-variablens effekt til at påvirke langsigtssammenhængen kan man

undgå de vedvarende priseffekter. Vi leverer den nødvendige bootstrap-teori, baseret

på en udvidelse af, hvad der præsenteres i Cavaliere et al. (2012, 2014); Boswijk et al.

(2016), og Cavaliere et al. (2016). Numeriske resultater for validering af bootstrap-

metoden præsenteres, efterfulgt af en empirisk applikation.

Det tredje kapitel, On the effects of ignoring parameter uncertainty in antitrust

benchmark comparison, fælles med Asger Lunde, beskriver en korrektion til standard

testprocedurer, når man sammenligner prædikterede (forventede) værdier med fakti-

ske værdier i en kontrafaktisk analyse. Standard testprocedurer tager ikke hensyn til, at

modelparametre skal estimeres for at man kan lave prædiktioner. Når parametrene

estimeres, skal usikkerheden omkring disse parametre tages i betragtning. Hvis dette

gøres, kan det føre til en for hyppig afvisning af nulhypotesen, se McCracken og West

(2001). Vi viser, at ved at inkorporere estimationsusikkerheden i teststatistikkerne, er

det muligt at rette testproceduren og derved opnå en pålidelig konklusion. Der gives

resultater for validering og relevans af testkorrektionen.

Det fjerde og sidste kapitel, Closeness of substitution: An empirical approach

for comparing “big data”, skitserer en metode til, hvordan man vurderer nærhed af

substitution af "big data"-materialer. Ved at bruge den store datakæde er det muligt

at forbinde produkter og tjenester fra data til det underliggende datamateriale, se

Graef (2015) og Maier (2019). Dette kan så bruges til at nedbryde disse produkter og

tjenester først til deres funktioner og derefter yderligere ind i separate funktioner i de

funktioner, der er knyttet til separate dele af dataene. Ved at opbygge forskellige klynger

af datasæt kan man derefter høre forskellige brugere med forskellig efterspørgsel

eller interesse i de pågældende data på deres præferencer for de forskellige klynger.

Dermed er det muligt at forstå brugernes præferencer for de dele af datamaterialet,

der måske eller ikke kan forårsage bekymringer for konkurrence og at vurdere, under

hvilke krav datamaterialet kan findes substituerbart for data tilvejebragt fra alternative

informationskilder.
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C H A P T E R 1
CARTEL DAMAGES CLAIMS: HOW COURTS HAVE

EVALUATED ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS’

Erik Lindén
Aarhus University and CREATES

Abstract

As a lower level of competition allows firms to exert market power and thereby increase

prices, it is always attractive for competing firms to restrict competition. This can be

achieved by, for example, agreeing on a course of action and fixing price levels – in

other words, forming a price-fixing cartel. This unlawful act is presumed to be harmful

to the cartel’s trading partners. In the aftermath of public enforcement investigations,

trading partners may raise follow-on damages claims against the convicted cartel

members. To quantify the size of these financial claims, i.e., the damage caused by

cartels, comparative benchmarking using regression analysis has become the most

common method. In this paper, we review two private damage claim cases that have

recently reached judgment in which regression analyses were used to quantify the

damage caused by cartels. The reviews focus on how the econometric analyses were

perceived by the Courts and how they influenced the outcomes of the cases. In partic-
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2 CHAPTER 1. CARTEL DAMAGES CLAIMS

ular, we discuss the Courts’ views on a few (interlinked) key issues that practitioners

often encounter when quantifying cartel damages.
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1.1 Introduction

In the European Damage Directive 2014/104/EU (2014), it is made clear that any

party suffering financial harm due to cartel conduct possesses the right to be fully

compensated for these losses; the Damage Directive 2014/104/EU (2014, point 3).

To successfully obtain compensation in private actions,1 as Rubinfeld (2009) points

out, the plaintiff must prove three distinct elements: first, the antitrust law violation;

second, that the plaintiff has suffered harm;2 and third, the damages (the overcharge).

In this paper, we assume the first two elements to be fulfilled and focus entirely on the

third element. It has been demonstrated that, although there is a presumption that

cartel conduct is harmful,3 victims of such conduct are not always compensated for

their suffered loss, Renda, Peysner, Riley, and Rodger (2007)).4 This means that, even

when it has been proven that a law violation had caused the plaintiff financial harm,

the plaintiff may fail to prove that the harm had been caused by cartel conduct, Siotis

and Granado (2010, pages, 42-43).

It should be stressed that there exists no such thing as a universal cartel damage,

Connor (2014). Thus, the damage caused by a cartel must be evaluated on a case-

by-case basis and determined according to the factual situation of the case at hand,

Huschelrath, Muller, and Veith (2013) andde Coninck (2010). Typically, this is done

by establishing a counterfactual (but-for the cartel) scenario with which the factual

outcome (of the market with the cartel) can be compared. The difference between

these two scenarios is the cartel damage.

There is a rich body of literature on economic methods for deriving counterfactual

scenarios with the aim of estimating cartel overcharges.5 The most common (and

reliable) method of generating a counterfactual is to use comparative benchmarks that

evaluate, for example, price differences over time within the same market, McCrary and

Rubinfeld (2014) and Blair and Page (1995). Like any other method, the benchmarking

method generates a counterfactual under a specific set of assumptions. Although these

assumptions and alterations in these assumptions may be clear from an economic

point of view, it is ultimately within the legal framework of the jurisdiction where the

1It should be noted that, although this paper focuses on private actions for follow-on damages, cartels
are harmful to more than just direct and indirect customers. One such group is cartel suppliers; see, for
example, Bueren and Smuda (2014)for further discussion.

2In follow-on damage cases, the law violation is typically given by public enforcement and, thereby,
relies on a public decision regarding the existence of a law violation. Nonetheless, this does not have to be
the case, as a plaintiff may take subsidiary action and hence must also prove the law violation.

3The Damage Directive 2014/104/EU (2014, point 47).
4For clarity, this presumption of cartel harm is rebuttable and, as a result, does not award a plaintiff a

minimum damage.
5For an overview, see, for example, van Dijk and Verboven (2008) or Oxera (2009).
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decision on compensation is taken, van Dijk and Verboven (2008). However, there is

scant literature on how the method is perceived by Courts when used as economic

evidence in private actions for damages, especially when the damage calculation

is undertaken using regression analysis. This paper contributes to the literature by

reviewing two private damage claim cases that have recently reached judgement. In

both cases, the cartel effect was estimated using comparative benchmarking. The

reviews focus on how the econometric analyses were perceived by the Courts and how

they influenced the outcomes of the cases. In particular, the discussion focuses on

a few (interlinked) key issues that the Courts address as critical in their evaluations

of the benchmark analyses, namely the difficulty faced in defining a correct cartel

and post-cartel period, the limitations that come with the data used to conduct the

analysis, and how the quality and role of the econometric results should be evaluated.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the concept of

cartel conduct and provides an overview of the methodological framework of using

benchmarks to quantify cartel damages. The section highlights the importance of a

case-specific approach that depends on the factual situation at hand. Section 3 reviews

the aspects determining the outcomes of two actual Court cases that have recently

reached judgement. The focus of the review is on an evaluation of the econometric

analyses provided as evidence. Section 4 discusses the key issues that the Courts raised

that determined the outcomes of the two cases Section 5 presents concluding remarks.

1.2 The counterfactual analysis

The fundamental concept underlying competitive markets is that competition forces

firms to charge a price below the monopoly price level. Depending on the degree of

competition in a market – in other words, the degree of market power among its players

– the price level is somewhere between marginal cost and the monopoly price, Motta

(2008, Chapter 2). As a lower level of competition allows firms to exert market power

and thereby increase prices, it is desirable for competing firms to restrict competition

by agreeing on the course of action and, for example, fixing price levels, Levenstein

and Suslow (2012) and Harrington and Skrzyacz (2011)].6 This allows the colluding

firms to exert market power, which they would not have under the normal form of

competition, Boswijk, Bun, and Schinkel (2019) and Roller and Steen (2006). Such

collusive behavior is consequently harmful, as direct and indirect customers end up

paying more for lower quality, which reduces their overall economic welfare. For this

6Note that price fixing is just one method for cartelists to exert market power. Other forms of agreement
could concern, for example, market sharing, production quotas, or where the colluding parties share
information.
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reason, most competition regulations around the world have a per se prohibition of

such collusive behavior (e.g., in Article 101 of the European treaty and the U.S. Sherman

Act §1), Huschelrath et al. (2013). The colluding parties, the “cartelists,” face a trade-off

between increasing profits by forming an illegal agreement (a cartel) among each other

and the cost of getting caught and punished (fined) by the competition authorities.7

The public fine is, however, only one side of the economic sanctions imposed on a

cartel if found guilty. Most jurisdictions that have a per se prohibition of cartels also

have regulations that give the harmed parties the right to be fully compensated for

their losses; see, for example, the Damage Directive 2014/104/EU (2014).

To receive full compensation, the suffering parties must undertake a damage

assessment. The aim of a damage assessment is to analyze the economic impact that

the unlawful act has had on the cartel’s trading partners. A complication is that a cartel

can lead to a wide range of outcomes, meaning that there is no “typical” cartel damage,

Levenstein and Suslow (2006) and Connor (2014). Hence, each impact assessment is a

case-specific exercise comparing the factual outcome of the market with the cartel to a

counterfactual outcome of the market without the cartel – in other words, a comparison

of two states of the world in which only one is observable, de Coninck (2010). Thus, the

core question is, what would have happened in absence of the cartel? This is what must

be approximated. A counterfactual analysis typically involves a comparison of relevant

economic values (here, the product price), either across treated and untreated entities,

in a yardstick or cross-sectional analysis. Or for the same entities across two distinct

time periods with treated and untreated observations, in a benchmark or time-series

analysis; see, for example, Niels and Nobel (2010). The latter approach is generally

referred to as a before-during-after analysis, and it is generally considered to be the

most common method of assessing cartel effects, McCrary and Rubinfeld (2014). This

benchmark approach is further discussed in this paper.

Conceptually, a benchmark comparison is straightforward. In its simplest form,

the approach compares the product price level in the affected market over time. The

average price during the cartel is compared to the average price after the cartel, and

the difference between these averages constitutes the cartel effect (the overcharge).8

Although a simple comparison of averages may seem to be inadequate, it could, indeed,

provide a good indication of the cartel effect. If nothing but the level of competition had

changed between the two periods, then the differences in prices between the periods

7For a detailed discussion on cartel incentives, see, for example, Harrington (2004b,a) and Levenstein
and Suslow (2006)

8In practice, the limitations to access of relevant data mean that the before-during-after approach boils
down to only a during-after analysis.
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would be the precise cartel effect.9 However, economists and other practitioners assert

that this is seldom the case and that simple price comparisons will most likely be

misleading; see, for example, Frank and Lademann (2010) and Friederiszick and Roller

(2010). Because the price is determined by a range of factors, such as market structure,

volume differences, changes in demand, or supply and cost shifters, these factors

are all likely to affect the development of the product price regardless of the cartel.

To properly isolate the cartel effect, these other factors must be controlled for in the

damage estimation, Finkelstein and Levenbach (1983). This has placed econometric

techniques, such as regression analysis, in a central position in empirical cartel damage

assessment, Connor (2008) and Baker and Rubinfeld (1999).10

There are two standard approaches to generate a counterfactual in the during-after

setting: the so-called dummy variable approach and the forecasting approach; see, for

example, Davis and Garces (2010).11 Both of these approaches typically estimate a

multiple regression model in which the product price is modelled as a function of a

set of control variables in a reduced-form regression equation, Baker and Rubinfeld

(1999), Brander and Ross (2006) and Nieberding (2006).12 The reduced-form model

is often the preferred choice in antitrust litigation, as it requires less with respect to

quantity and quality of data than, for example, a structural price equation, Davis and

Garces (2010).

In the dummy approach, the regression model is estimated for the entire period for

which data are available. The cartel effect is captured by including a dummy variable

indicating the cartel period. The estimated coefficient of the dummy variable consti-

tutes (if statistically significant) the artificial price markup caused by the cartel (the

cartel effect). In the forecasting approach, the cartel effect is estimated in a three-step

procedure. First, a regression model is estimated to measure the effects of the control

variables on prices during the period unaffected by the cartel. In the following step,

these estimated parameters are then used to forecast (backcast) the counterfactual

prices that would have occurred in absence of the cartel. In the third step, the factual

and counterfactual prices are compared, and the difference constitutes (if statistically

9It should also be noted that this simple averaging approach is argued to, to a large extent, constitute
the damage assessment undertaken by Courts across Europe Laborde (2017).

10For an introduction to regression analysis, Rubinfeld (2000).
11For a detailed discussion on the relative merits and complications with the two approaches see Godek

(2011); McCrary and Rubinfeld (2014); Nieberding (2006); Linden and Lunde (2019); and White, Marshall,
and Kennedy (2006).

12A reduced-form regression model that analyses prices as an interplay between demand and supply
factors. This type of model directly estimates prices as function of a set of factors influencing supply and
demand. The reduced form model is a simplification of a structural price equation, which separately
estimates supply and demand, hence the name “reduced”-form.
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significant)13 the cartel effect.

1.3 Cartel damages using benchmarks – two case studies

It is of great value for practitioners to understand how Courts view the various methods

available for damage quantification. The data on this issue are, however, quite limited.

To assess how often European Courts have accepted specific methods to quantity an

overcharge, Laborde (2017) reviewed the outcome of 23 cartel damages cases from

the period of 2000–2016. Only in two of those cases had regression models been

presented to the Courts, and, in both cases, the econometric evidence was rejected.14

It is, however, unknown how the Courts reached their decisions.

The review in this section surveys two private damage claim cases – the global

Power Cable cartel and the Finnish Roundwood cartel – that recently reached judge-

ment in the UK and Finland, respectively. In each case, the Claimant use a benchmark-

ing approach in an econometric setting to estimate the cartel effect. The review focuses

on the claimants’ analyses, as that is the focus of the Court’s evaluation. Thus, it does

not focus on the defendants’ own damage estimations, as none of these analyses were

decisive for the final decisions made.

1.3.1 The Power Cable cartel

BritNed v. ABB [2018] EWHC 2616 (Ch) – hereafter, “the judgement” – was (to our knowl-

edge) the first English cartel damage case to reach judgement where an econometric

approach to damage quantification played a prominent role. The econometric analysis

was rejected by the Court on the grounds that it was “too complex” and “unspecific.”15

This subsection explains how the Court reached that conclusion.16

Background of the case

This case is a follow-on damage case following the European Commission’s decision in

the “Power Cable cartel” in 2014 (case no: AT.39610) – hereafter, “the Decision.” The

European Commission found ABB to be one of the cartel members of a global cartel

concerning (extra) high voltage submarine and (extra) high voltage underground power

13For a discussion of the comparability of predicted and actual prices in the framework of testing see
Linden and Lunde (2019).

14The Finnish asphalt case and a “French case”; Laborde (2017, point 28).
15The judgement – point 417.
16For clarity, this sentence is not the end of the story, as both sides have been unsatisfied with the

decision and have been granted leave to appeal.
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cables.17. The cartel was active for 10 years (from 1999–2009).18 During this period,

ABB successfully won a project for the claimant, BritNed, to construct a submarine

cable system connecting the Dutch and UK electricity grids.19

BritNed claimed compensation for three heads of loss from ABB,20 namely a price

overcharge, lost profit, and compound interest (the latter two were rejected). 21BritNed

argued that the price it paid for the project was 21.8% higher than it otherwise would

have been. This overcharge had been estimated using econometric methods. The

overcharge implied that BritNed had suffered financial damages of €61.3 million due

to ABB’s participation in the cartel. The Court rejected the econometric evidence and

awarded BritNed €13 million in damages using a cost-based method (a damage that

was later reduced to €11 million).22

BritNed’s model and data

The econometric analysis undertaken by BritNed followed a comparative benchmark

approach using a dummy-variable model to estimate the overcharge. The data con-

tained a total of 92 ABB power cable projects. Of these 49 were submarine projects (15

during the cartel and 34 after), while 43 where underground cable projects (21 during

the cartel and 22 after).23 The data covered the period from 2001–2016, thus missing

the first two years of the cartel period as stated by the Commission in the Decision.

The analysis consisted of a reduced-form price equation estimated in a during-

after setting.24 The comparator used in the estimation was the unaffected period

after the infringement, i.e., the 56 post-cartel projects assumed to have been priced

under normal form of competition. To isolate the cartel effect from alternative price

shifters, the price model contained a range of control variables. These control variables

aimed to account for any change in the value of the project, aside from the cartel.

17The Decision – point 1
18The judgement – point 3.
19The judgement – point 4.
20The judgement – point 7.
21The lost profit is rejected on the basis that, if the cartel did not exist, the BritNed would not have made a

different decision – the judgement – point 507. The compound interest is rejected on the basis that the Court
found this claim unarguable. BritNed was, however, entitled to simple interest – the judgement – points
549–550.

22This cost-based approach is an overcharge calculation made by the Court itself. This overcharge
consists of two parts: a baked-in inefficiency from ABB using more copper than its competitors – considered
to be a harm, as ABB was, by the cartel, allocated the project (€7.5 million); and a cartel saving in ABB’s
common costs that was attributed as less competitive due to the cartel (€5.5 million) – the judgement –
point 464.

23The judgement – point 312.
24The judgement – points 288 and 290.
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The value of the project was thus a function of costs, factors separating underground

cable projects form submarine cable projects, factors capturing demand, and a time

trend.25 To capture the cartel effect, a dummy variable indicating the cartelized and

non-cartelized projects was included in the model. The estimated overcharge was

21.84%, which was revealed to be statically significant at a 5% level using a one-sided

test.

The Court’s evaluation of the econometric evidence

In the judgement, four types of evidence are addressed and evaluated:26 factual witness

evidence, documentary evidence, the Decision, and, finally, expert evidence. In this

review, we focus on the econometric part of the expert evidence – in other words, the

economic evidence submitted by BritNed.

The economic experts27 exchanged several reports before the trial,28 which allowed

them to reply and rebut their counterparts’ economic analysis. In addition, the two

experts wrote a joint statement in which they shared their view of common ground

and disagreements among themselves and the reasons therefore. Both experts also

appeared in front of the Court as expert witnesses and were cross-examined by the

Court.29

The judgement scrutinized BritNed’s econometric evidence and ultimately stated

that such evidence was “one on which [the Court] can place no weight and reject as

evidence.”30 Before the Court rejected the evidence, it focused much of its reasoning

on primarily on two issues – costs and data – used in BritNed’s analysis.31

It was not accepted that BritNed used proxies for ABB’s provided costs.

According to BritNed, the ABB’s reported costs were “lack[ing] transparency and con-

sistency,” and, as it “might be a biased reporting of costs during the Cartel period,” ABB’s

25The dependent variable was the project value, while the explanatory variables were a cartel dummy,
total volume of conductor materials, submarine indicator, copper and aluminum prices, cable voltage, cost of
installation and accessories, capacity utilization control, and a time trend; see the judgement – Table 4, point
318.

26The judgement – point 26.
27The experts are referred to as two individuals, although they represent two economic consultancies.
28The judgement – point section C.5.
29An interesting (and unusual) request from the judge in the case was that both experts were asked to

appear in front of the judge before the trial to leave what came to be referred to as a “tech-in.” The aim was
to allow the two experts to provide, “under oath,” their own explanation of the methodology undertaken in
their assessments of the cartel damage; see the judgement – point 75.

30The judgement – point 419.
31The judgement – point 417.
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costs should not be used in the analysis.32 Nonetheless, BritNed had to control for

ABB’s costs (and changes therein) associated with the projects. Thus, BritNed used

ABB’s aluminum and copper input prices as a proxy for ABB’s project costs in their

regression model, as these commodity prices could not have been affected by the cartel

conduct. Nonetheless, the Court found these costs to be “insufficiently allied” with

the actual costs of the particular submarine cable project, which the Court stated was

“highly individual.”33 Thus, the Court argued that the costs reported by ABB should

have been used in the model. 34

It was not accepted that BritNed used data on different types of projects.

A prominent issue for BritNed’s econometric analysis was the lack of observations.

In total, BritNed only had access to 49 submarine cable projects: 15 projects during

the cartel and 34 after.35 BritNed solved this problem by additionally including 43

underground cable projects within the data material. To account for the difference

between submarine projects and the additional underground projects, BritNed used

project-specific metrics for the control variables.36 The Court did not find the under-

ground projects to be sufficiently similar to the submarine project. In fact, the Court

found them to be so different that the inclusion of these projects “exacerbated” the

problems with the cost proxy used by BritNed.37 In addition, when the underground

projects were removed from the sample, the overcharge decreased and became in-

significant; further, the coefficient for a number of other control variables changed.38

If the two types of projects were truly similar, the overcharge would not have changed

materially when the underground projects were excluded. Thus, the Court did not

accept the inclusion of these projects in the econometric analysis. This removed 50%

of the observations in BritNed’s analysis.

The exclusion of data did, in turn, aggravate another problem, namely the already

small sample size. The small sample size generated large standard errors of the dummy

coefficient representing the magnitude of the cartel impact. This had implications for

the precision of the estimate and, consequently, for the confidence interval. The Court

stated that “The confidence interval of the model is scarcely impressive.”39 Although

32The judgement – point 349.
33The judgement – point 417.
34The judgement – point 417. This take by the Court is particularly odd, as in its own calculations of the

harm, the Court accepted that ABB’s costs was influenced by the Cartel; see judgement – point 464.
35The judgement – point 312.
36The judgement – points 314 and 318.
37The judgement – point 417.
38The judgement – point 379.
39The judgement – point 418(3).
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the most likely outcome was a 21.84% overcharge, the 95% confidence bands ranged

from 0.32%–38.71%. Consequently, in terms of damages, the result of the analysis

implied that although the most likely harm was €61.3 million that estimate did, with a

95% chance, lay within the range of €885,000–€108.7 million. Based on the size of this

monetary interval, the Court rejected the econometric evidence and stated that “the

model is not producing useful outcomes such that I can rely upon.”40

However, the Court made an interesting remark about the use of the conventional

95% confidence level. In its evaluation of the econometric results, the Court applied

the legal standard of proof used in civil and common law. Thereby, it evaluated whether

the event was more likely than not to have occurred by applying a 51% confidence

level. The confidence bands around the most likely outcome of 21.84% then ranged

from 14.92%–28.19%. In terms of damages, the result would then, with a 51% proba-

bility, lie within the range of €41.9 million–€79.1 million.41 The Court rejected its own

unconventional suggestion on the basis that the monetary range was still considerable.

Although the Court reject BritNed’s econometric analysis as evidence based on cost

and data issues, the Court also addressed severe critiques against some of the control

variables included in BritNed’s model, as well as against the modelling approach as

such.

The Court found the trend and the capacity utilization variables to have disproportion-

ate effects.

The rationale for BritNed to include a linear time trend was to capture any remaining

trends in the raw material prices, changes in manufacturing efficiency, and long-term

systematic changes in cost of supply.42 In addition, BritNed included capacity utiliza-

tion as a control variable in the model. This variable was modelled using ABB’s backlog

for the power technological division. The rationale for the inclusion of this variable was

to capture the change in appetite for projects that were expected to affect the price.43

In addition to disagreeing with the rationales for including the two variables, the Court

emphasized the results of the sensitivity analysis.44 In the sensitivity analysis carried

out by both experts, it was determined that the overcharge changed significantly (and

became statistically insignificant) when either of the two variables was excluded. The

Court hence concluded that “If there is an overcharge, then it ought to be capable of

40The judgement – point 418(3).
41The judgement – point 418(3).
42The judgement – point 399.
43The judgement – point 318.
44The judgement – points 400–401.
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being demonstrated in a statistically significant manner without these variables.”45 As

neither of the two variables could be viewed as fundamental to the operation of the

model, their disproportionate effect on the results was found to be problematic.

The Court found that a model that averages across multiple projects is inappropriate.

BritNed’s modelling approach46 included all (submarine and underground) projects

for which ABB had provided information. This means that the analysis relied on

information on projects other than the BritNed project. Consequently, the approach

gave an estimate of the average effect of the cartel on all cable projects included in

the sample (i.e., all submarine and underground projects). Within this framework,

it was possible to test whether the effect on the BritNed project was significantly

different from the average effect.47 With respect to BritNed’s modelling approach, the

Court stated that “the fragility of the model is in large measure hidden by [BritNed’s

] use of averages” of all 92 projects.48 When the model was applied to any of the

other submarine cable projects, the results showed to be inconclusive in terms of the

overcharges. Some were small, while others were quite large, and some even became

negative. All of these represented significant deviations from the mean.49 The Court

therefore rejected the methodology as applied to the factual situation of the case at

hand, stating, “given the bespoke and unique nature of these projects, I find that an

overcharge calculated by a model that is explicitly averaging across multiple projects to

be an inappropriate one.”50

Lessons from the Power Cable case

Besides the statistical issues presented – lack of robustness and statistical uncertainty –

the factual situation of the case was not clearly considered. The decision to undertake

an econometric analysis in the presented format is thus questionable, and it is doubtful

that it formed the best possible basis to support BritNed in its actions for damages.

If the projects truly are unique and heterogeneous in characters, an econometric

approach estimating an average damage across them may not be representative of an

individual bespoken (or any other) project. Moreover, it is indeed unknown whether

the estimated effect reflects the actual harm inflicted upon BritNed, which is what they

possess the right to receive compensation for.

45The judgement – point 418(1).
46The judgement – points 288–292.
47Footnote 490 in the judgement – point 418(2).
48The judgement – point 418(2).
49The judgement – point 418(2).
50The judgement – point 421.
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The judgement between BritNed and ABB clearly identifies two critical factors

when quantifying cartel damages using the benchmarking method: First, it pinpoints

the limitations data place on the methodological approach and how important it is

that the approach complies with the factual situation of the case. Second, it highlights

the importance of being transparent and nuanced in the interpretation of the results.

1.3.2 The Roundwood cartel

Metsähallitus v. Stora Enso Oyj, UPM-Kymmene Oyj, and Metsäliitto Cooperative –

Helsinki Court of Appeal [No. 580] – 05/21/2018 – S16/2275 – hereafter, “the judge-

ment” – is a case that relied heavily on the econometric evidence provided by both

sides. Although several analyses were submitted, only the use of the dummy variable

approach was accepted in principle by the Court. This means that the dummy vari-

able approach was found suitable for assessing the factual case at hand and was thus

presumed to generate results on which the Court could rely. In the end, result was still

rejected, as the Court did not accept the assumptions made in the analysis. Thus, the

econometric analysis did not provide sufficient evidence on its own to prove that the

cartel’s conduct had caused financial damages.51 The following subsection explains

how the Court reached this conclusion.

Background of the case

This case is a follow-on damage case based on the Finnish Market Court decision

dated December 3rd 2009. The Market Court found the three forest companies, Stora

Enso Oyj, UPM-Kymmene Corporation, and Metsäliitto Cooperative – hereafter, “the

forest companies” – guilty of unlawful sharing of sensitive market information. The

aim of the cartel was to prevent a future increase in procurement prices, as well as

to keep procurement prices stable.52 The three forest companies had a combined

market share of 80% of the national wood procurement market. The Market Court

decision states that the cartel was active from the “beginning of 1997 to early 2004.”53

During this period, the forest companies procured roundwood from the state-owned

forest enterprise Metsähallitus (MH). The procurement mainly constituted purchases

of three roundwood assortments (pine, spruce, and birch) that were traded in two

different qualities (low-quality pulpwood and high-quality sawlogs).

51The judgement – pages 146–150.
52The judgement – page 2 – last paragraph.
53The judgement – page 27 – last paragraph. The “early 2004” referred to the time for the competition

authority’s dawn raid at the three forest companies in the beginning of April 2004.
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Metsähallitus sued the forest companies for having undercharged the negotiated

contracts, in terms of price, with MH in the period of collusion. Metsähallitus argued

that the prices it was paid were artificially lower than they otherwise would have been.

More precisely, MH’s economic experts estimated undercharges for pulpwood to be

-16.3% pine, -13.6% spruce, and -12.4% birch, while, for sawlogs, they were -4.2%

pine and -8.7% spruce.54 This undercharge implied that MH had suffered financial

damages of €124.9 million.55 The undercharge referred to by MH was estimated using

an econometric dummy variable model. The Court rejected the econometric evidence

submitted by MH and awarded no financial compensation.

Metsähallitus’s models and data

Metsähallitus submitted a range of economic analyses to support its claim that the

cartel had led to lower procurement prices, which had inflicted financial damages on

MH. All of these analyses used a comparative benchmark approach in a during-after

setting to estimate the undercharge.56 They also used the period after the cartel as a

competitive control period when estimating the counterfactual prices.57

In contrast to these similarities, the analyses differed in a wide range of aspects.

In addition to a simple price comparison,58 MH estimated the counterfactual price

using both dummy and forecasting types of models.59 These models relied on different

data, used different control variables, and made different assumptions concerning

the factual situation of the case at hand. In this section, we examine three of MH’s

benchmarking models, pointing out the fundamental differences between them and

54MH found no statistically significant effect for birch sawlogs; hence, the results are excluded from the
claim; see the judgement – page 74 – third paragraph.

55The judgement – page 1 – first paragraph.
56For clarity, MH also submitted a simulations analysis, which did not follow a benchmarking approach,

to support its claim. This analysis was, however, rejected as economic evidence on three grounds: (1) the
model used prices on private sales of pine pulpwood; consequently, it could only estimate a price effect on
that particular type of sale, which could not be generalized to MH’s roundwood sales; (2) the Court found
it uncertain how the model controlled for the difference in the competitive conditions between the cartel
period and the post-cartel period; (3) the Court found the motivations for the chosen price elasticity of
demand and for the normal profit assumption to be unclear; see the judgement – Section 11.4(b) – page 145.

57One model did, however, use a two-year period before the cartel (1995–1996) as a comparator in one
(of several) model specifications. The result of that model was rejected, as the period before the cartel was
not deemed competitive and could thus not be used as a control period; see the judgement – Section 11.2.1
– page 127.

58The Court rejected the simple price comparison on the grounds that it did not control for other price
determining factors. Thereby the Court required the analysis to be of regression type, that in a systematic
way took these other factors in consideration, see the judgement – Section 11.3(a-b) – pages 141–134.

59The judgement – Section 10 – pages 73–100.
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the motivations for why the Court rejected them.

Metsähallitus’s dummy variable model60

To quantify the overcharge, this econometric analysis estimated a static reduced-form

price model in a dummy variable setting. The data material used in the dummy vari-

able model contained, in total, 1,600 biannual sales contracts between MH and the

forest companies (900 pulpwood contracts and 700 sawlogs contracts) from 1997–2010.

Estimation results were submitted to the Court on two occasions. In the first submis-

sion, the data covered the period of 1997–2008, while the second submission contained

data from two additional years. The analysis consisted of two sets (one set per wood

quality type) of reduced-form price models for each of the three wood assortments,

for a total of six estimations.61 These price models were estimated in a during-after

setting in which the period after the cartel was used as a comparator.62 To isolate

the cartel effect from alternative price shifters, the price models contained a range

of control variables. These control variables aimed to account for any changes in the

value of the wood prices outside of the cartel. The models contained slightly different

control variables dependent on the wood quality (pulpwood versus sawlogs), but both

contained a half year season indicator, production volume, capacity utilization in the

industry, and a dummy indicating an industrial lockdown. The pulpwood-specific

control variables were Russian import volumes and an interaction variable between

volume and capacity utilization. The sawlog-specific control variables were export

prices and a construction index. Finally, to capture the cartel effect, a dummy variable

indicating the cartel period was included in the model. Metsähallitus presented two

sets of results, first with a cartel period spanning 1997–2006, and later an additional

period from 1997–2005. The control period used in the analysis constituted the years

2006–2008 and 2007–2008 in the first submission and 2006–2010 and 2007–2010 in the

second submission. In the claim for damages, MH referred to the results using a cartel

period spanning 1997–2005 and a control period spanning 2006–2008. The estimated

undercharges for the dummy model for pulpwood were -16.3% pine, -13.6% spruce,

and -12.4% birch; while, for sawlogs, they were -4.2% pine and -8.7% spruce. All of

these results were statistically significant and constituted the basis for MH’s damages

claim.63 The cartel effect was estimated using all 1,600 sales contracts between MH

60The judgement – Section 10.1 – pages 73-79.
61The six price equations were assortment specific (pine, spruce, and birch) for both wood qualities

(pulpwood and sawlogs); see the judgement – Section 10.1 – page 73.
62The judgement – Section 11.2.1 – pages 127-128.
63Metsähallitus found no statistically significant effect for birch sawlogs; hence, the results are excluded

from the claim; see the judgement – page 74 – third paragraph.
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and the forest companies. To demonstrate that the results were representative for each

of the forest companies when using only their contracts, a separate analysis was also

made for each forest company.64 As no major deviations in the results were observed,

the results were determined to represent all sales contracts.

Metsähallitus’s forecasting model

To quantify the overcharge, this econometric analysis estimated a static structural

economic price model in a forecasting setting. Further, this model estimated cartel

effects for all six types of wood.65 The approach was conducted in three steps: first,

the model parameters were estimated in the post-infringement period (2006–2010),66

assuming that prices were determined by imperfect competition (oligopolistic com-

petition). Subsequently, they used the estimated model to predict (or backcast) how

prices would have developed in the cartel period (1997–2004) if there had been no

cartel. Finally, they calculated the cartel effect as the percentage difference between

the predicted price and the actual price during the cartel period and tested whether

the difference was statistically significant (using a standard t-test). The data used in

the analysis were average national monthly prices paid to private forest owners from

1997–2010.67 The estimated undercharges for the forecasting model for pulpwood

were -24% pine, -17% spruce, and -9% birch; while, for sawlogs, they were -1% pine,

-7% spruce, and -29% birch.68 These results were all statistically significant and used

by MH to support the findings of the dummy variable model.

Metsähallitus’s vector error correction (VEC) model

To quantify the overcharge, this econometric analysis estimated a dynamic multivari-

ate dummy variable model formulated in an error correction setting. This model was

only used to estimate cartel effects for three types of wood (pine, spruce, and birch

pulpwood).69 The purpose of the model was to investigate the long-term equilibrium

relation in the price series in relation to the short-term error correction mechanism.

Metsähallitus estimated two sets of models using average monthly pulpwood prices

paid to private forest owners from 1995–2014.70 In fact, two different models were

64The judgement – Section 11.2.1 – page 127 – fourth paragraph.
65The six price estimates are the pine, spruce, and birch assortments traded in the two wood qualities,

pulpwood and sawlogs.
66The judgement – Section 10.4 – page 87 – fourth paragraph.
67The judgement – Section 11.4(a) – page 144 – third paragraph.
68The judgement – Section 10.5 – page 87 – fifth paragraph.
69The judgement – Section 10.7 – page 99 – first paragraph.
70The judgement – Section 11.4(a) – page 144 – third paragraph.
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estimated, one large and one small.71 While the models had a varying number of

explanatory variables, they both included the same set of dummy variables. These

dummy variables were used to control for a range of forest-related economic events,

namely change in forest taxation reform, an industrial lockdown 2005, and various

changes in Russian export tariffs.72 The large model additionally controlled for other

market factors: volumes traded, Russian import prices, Russian import volumes, oil

prices (Brent), and the end product price of wood pulp.73 This large model was esti-

mated on the full available data set, 1995–2014. The small model was a three-variable

model only including the three wood prices; it was estimated on a shorter dataset

covering the period from 1995–2006. Both the large and small models were estimated

using two different cartel dummies spanning January 1997–April 2004 and January

1997–December 2004. The estimated undercharges for the VEC model for pulpwood

were -17% pine, -4% spruce, and -21% birch.74 This model was also submitted to

support the findings of the dummy variable model.

The Court’s evaluation regarding MH’s analyses

Although a wide range of econometric models (using different methods) were sub-

mitted in the case,75 the Court avoided taking a stand on whether any of these could

be viewed as correctly executed. Instead, the Court stated that the dummy variable

approach was most credible given the factual situation of the case at hand and was

thus the one best suited to estimate the undercharge.76 This is mainly because the

modelling approach was the most applied among the economic experts, and the Court

had no reason to evaluate that premise.77

The Court ruled that it was MH who had the burden of proof, and it therefore

focused its evaluation on the credibility of MH’s submitted economic evidence – pri-

marily, MH’s execution of the dummy variable model.78 Further, the Court stated that

the burden of proof, and the strength thereof, must, in this case, be determined by

71The judgement – Section 10.7 – page 98.
72The judgement – Section 11.4(c) – page 145.
73The judgement – Section 10.7 – page 98.
74The judgement – Section 10.7 – page 99 – first paragraph.
75It should be mentioned that no fewer than 21(!) economic experts appeared in front of the Court to

make individual witness statements about the 40(!) written statements that were submitted in the case; the
judgement – Section 9.1. – pages 69–70.

76The judgement – Section 11.1 – pages 126–127; Section 11.2.1 – page 127.
77The judgement – Section 11.1 – page 126.
78The judgement – Section 8.2 – page 68 – second paragraph.
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empirical probability.79

In the final summary of the judgement, the Court stated that MH’s dummy variable

model

“indicates that the infringement has had a negative effect on prices, most likely on

spruce pulpwood and especially on pine pulpwood. However, this evidence significantly

loses credibility from the critic, robustness checks, and own estimations of the defendant

side experts. [MH’s] damage claims are mostly based on [its dummy variable model]

estimations, which are, in some central features, based on false assumptions and where

some variables have been given a questionable emphasis.”80

On these grounds, the Court finally ruled that MH had not provided enough evi-

dence to prove that the cartel had caused financial damages.81 Therefore, there were

no grounds on which MH could be awarded financial compensation.

In the following subsection, we explore the main arguments for the Court’s decision

to reject the three aforementioned models.

The dummy variable model
The Court placed much emphasis on the dummy variable approach. The judgement

scrutinized MH’s dummy variable model and the critiques that had been leveled

against it to finally conclude that this evidence did not prove that MH had suffered

financial damages.82 Before the Court rejected the evidence, it spent much reasoning

primarily on two issues with MH’s analysis:83 the definition of the cartel/post-cartel

period(s) and how to model an industrial lockout.84

79The judgement – Section 8.2 – page 67 – third paragraph.
80The judgement – Section 11.5 – page 147 – second paragraph.
81The judgement – Section 11.5 – page 150 – first paragraph.
82The judgement – Section 11.5 – page 149.
83For completeness, the Court also addressed a range of factors it found “controversial” to its character

but that it found likely to also affect (or not) the evolution of roundwood prices. The complete list of the
factors is: change in forest taxation, changes in harvesting and transportation costs, construction index,
structural changes in the wood industry, storms, thinning cuts, and a tax cut. None of these factors in
themselves, however, motivated the Court to reject the analysis; see the judgement – Section 11.26 – pages
137–141.

84The judgement – Section 11.2 – pages 127–137. For completeness, also the question of whether Russian
import prices could be used as a control variable in the regression model. This discussion did not contribute
to the Court’s final decision and is hence excluded from the review. Nonetheless, the defendants claimed
that Russian prices would have been a better variable to capture the effect of imported wood from Russia on
the Finnish than would Russian volumes. MH claimed that Russian import prices were endogenous and
could not be used. This was rejected by the Court.
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The Court found MH’s definition of the cartel period to be based on arbitrary assump-

tions.

Metsähallitus used a cartel period of 1997–2006, though the Market Court (2009) stated

that the cartel ended in “early 2004.” The argument for this extended cartel period

was that the cartel was active for a lengthy period of time and was therefore likely

to have also influenced prices after the end of the cartel period.85 In principle, the

Court agreed with MH, especially regarding the price negotiations in the second half

of 2004, because it was possible, “or even likely,” that there had been a gradual shift

back to normal prices.86 Nevertheless, the Court rejected the use of an extended cartel

period, stating that “extending the cartel period in economic models without presenting

economic evidence of the after effects is problematic, as this is likely to lead to biased

results.”87 The sensitivity analysis also severely challenged MH’s results. When the

cartel period was biannually extended starting in the first half of 2004’, the cartel effect

increased every additional half year until 2007. The Court found this to be a sign of

model instability.

As no evidence was presented regarding when the cartel effects were actually ef-

fects ceased, the Court stated that a conservative cartel period should be applied. The

Court referred to the date stated in Market Court’s (2009) decision (i.e., “early 2004”)

as being the correct conservative date to use. The Court interpreted “early” as April

and concluded that a correct cartel period would last between 1997 and April 2004.

According to the Court, this period would generate a “minimum level of damages.”88

The Court found this reasoning to be in line with the Commission practice.89 The

Court also stated that a lagging cartel effect could be accounted for by using a dynamic

model (including, i.e., a lagged price). The primary motivation for this approach was

that it would pick up the lagging cartel effect without arbitrarily extending the cartel

period.90

85The judgement – Section 10.1 – pages 74–75.
86The judgement – Section 11.2.2 – page 130.
87The judgement – Section 11.2.2 – page 131 – first paragraph.
88The judgement – Section 11.2.2 – page 131 – third paragraph.
89Additionally, the Court stated that it was not aware that there would be any precedence within compe-

tition law of defining a longer cartel period than the length of infringement due to after effects. The Court
did not see a problem with including periods after the infringement into the control group, even if they
might still include a lagging cartel effect, as the cartel period was so long that these periods should not
have substantially affected the results. Further, as the effect of the cartel should gradually decrease, the
effects should be smaller after the cartel than during it; see the judgement – Section 11.2.2. – page 131 – third
paragraph.

90The judgement – Section 11.2.2 – page 132.
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The Court found MH’s post-cartel period to be too short.

A discussion closely related to the definition of the cartel period is the discussion

regarding the control period. The first set of results submitted by MH was based on

a data sample covering the period of 1997–2008. Regarding these results, the Court

stated that, although there “unambiguously exists no such thing as a correct control

period. . . a control period that ends in 2008 is too limited.”91 The rule of thumb should

be the more observations that are available, the more reliably the model explains the

behavior of the market. In its second submission, MH had added two additional years

(i.e., until 2010) to the sample. The Court found that a control period ending in 2010

should be deemed sufficiently long. Furthermore, the Court stated that extending the

control period past 2010 did not seem particularly problematic if changes in market

conditions were controlled for.

The Court found MH’s way of modelling an industrial lockdown to be inaccurate.

In May and June 2005, an industrial lockdown took place in the Finnish downstream

pulp industry.92 Metsähallitus argued that this had to be controlled for in the analysis.

Thus, MH included a dummy variable for the following year (2006). The rationale

for the placement of the dummy variable in 2006 was that the industrial lockdown

decreased demand for wood, which led to an accumulation in the wood reserve. That

accumulation, in turn, affected demand and harvesting in the following season. This

argument was rejected by the Court, as such a change in demand would be reflected

in variables such as production volume and capacity utilization, variables that were

also included in MH’s model. Given the limited time frame of the lockdown, it is unrea-

sonable to assume without economic evidence that the effects on the market lasted

longer than the few months that it did.93 This is because taking out a whole year using

a dummy variable would give the lockdown disproportionate effects, which would

lead to overfitting and is all around erroneous.

The forecasting model94

The Court examined MH’s forecasting model and the criticism against it to ultimately

91The judgement – Section 10.2.3 – page 133.
92The judgement – Section 10.2.4 – page 134.
93The judgement – Section 10.2.4 – page 135.
94For clarity, two forecasting models were submitted by MH as evidence. In addition to the structural

economic model presented here, also a forecasting version of the dummy-variable models was submitted
as evidence. That model was, however, rejected on was rejected on essentially the same grounds as the
dummy-variable model.
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state that this evidence did not prove that MH had suffered financial damages.95 Before

the Court rejected the evidence, it primarily considered four issues with MH’s analysis.

First, using average monthly prices paid to private forest owners from 1997–201096

could not be seen as representative, but only indicative, of MH sales. Second, the Court

found the exclusion of 2005 from the post-cartel period to be unmotivated. No evi-

dence that justified the exclusion of the observations was presented. Third, the Court

did not find an estimated relationship between the price and the control variable from

2006–2010 to be reliable for predicting nine years back in time. Though MH argued

that the model correctly forecasted the prices for 2011, it could not be considered to

disprove the Court’s concern. Finally, the Court did not find it possible to determine

whether the statistical analyses testing the differences between the factual and coun-

terfactual prices were reliable. It had been claimed that the standard t-test used by

MH could not be used to test for statistical significance in this setting with predicted

values. On these grounds, the results of the forecasting approach could not be used to

conclude whether MH had suffered financial damages.97

The vector error correction model
The Court examined MH’s vector error correction model and the criticism against it to

finally state that this evidence did not prove that MH had suffered financial damages.98

Before the Court rejected the evidence, it primarily considered two issues with MH’s

analysis, first, on the basis that 1995 and 1996 were included in the control period.99

These prices could not be considered competitive and therefore could not be used

as reference.100 Second, it was unclear to the Court whether the model estimated a

temporary or permanent cartel effect. It was thus unclear whether the VEC modelling

method was appropriate for assessing cartel damages.101

95The judgement – section 11.4(a) – page 144
96The judgement – section 11.4(a) – page 144 – third paragraph.
97In the judgement’s summary of the modelling approach is states that one of the main points of critique

against the model was that the data were non-stationary. Hence, the results were likely to be spurious and
could not be relied upon. However, in its decision this point of critique is left out and not reflected upon.

98The judgement – 11.4(c) – page 145-146.
99The judgement – 11.4(c) – page 145.

100This was actually an undisputed fact in the case. The price of roundwood was in the pre-cartel period
not determined under normal forms of competition, see section 11.2.1 – page 127 – fifth paragraph.

101The judgement – section 11.4(c) – page 146.
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Lessons from the Roundwood case

It is clear from the judgement that the Court placed a generally high trust in the

methodological approach used by the Claimant but did not agree with its implementa-

tion. The key takeaway from the judgement is that the Court did not find it possible to

decide upon damages solely based on a simple price comparison, factual witnesses,

and documentary evidence. Rather, it required the damage to be quantified using a

method that could isolate the cartel effect from other factors. The Court even found

the dummy variable model to be particularly suited for and more appropriate than

other methods to quantify damages in this case. Nevertheless, the Court dismissed the

results of the econometric analysis.

In its scrutiny of the analyses, the Court consequently rejected evidence when

it was not motivated, when there were uncertainties regarding the implementation

of the methodological approach, or when there were uncertainties surrounding the

accuracy of the results. Two of the three analyses submitted by MH were rejected

without much reasoning, mainly on the grounds that MH could not convince the Court

of the appropriateness of the analyses and their results. This is justifiable, as rejecting

an econometric analysis and its results is not unreasonable if it is not possible for the

Court to understand how it has been implemented – in other words, if it leaves the

Court wondering whether the method can be used to quantify damages.102

The judgement clearly highlights two critical issues in quantifying cartel damages

using the benchmarking method: the difficulty in determining the cartel and post-

cartel period and the communication of the methodological approach.

1.4 Discussion

In light of the judgements, it is clear that the Courts have a clear understanding of the

essence of comparative benchmarking using regression analysis and, in particular,

understand that it is simply a refined implementation of the naïve price comparison.

The Courts’ approach to the economic evidence was mainly to address three critical

concepts in the Claimants’ economic analyses: the limitations associated with data

and their characteristics, the definition of the cartel and post cartel period, and the

reliability of the results. These concepts and their underlying assumptions are closely

related and are clearly central in all benchmarking analyses. They are significant

because they illustrate that, although the principles of damage quantification are

relatively simple, it is not always simple to conduct an assessment in practice. It can

102This was the Court’s main argument for rejecting MH’s VEC model; see the judgement – Section 11.4(c)
– page 146 – first paragraph.
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certainly be challenging and requires considerable skills and understanding on the

part of the economist performing the damage quantification. In this section, using the

issues raised in the judgements as a foundation, we discuss common challenges and

questions encountered by economists when estimating cartel damages.

1.4.1 The data used in the analysis must be representative of the alleged

harm

All empirical quantifications of cartel damages start by considering the available data

and their characteristics. It is after the data have been displayed and their properties

have properly been investigated that one can begin to build a model and make infer-

ences about the cartel effect Blair and Page (1995). The data and their characteristics

thus determine which approach to data analysis is most suited to the factual situation

of the case at hand van Dijk and Verboven (2008). When a model does not fit the col-

lected data, estimates and standard errors may not be probative Kaye and Freedman

(2011). This makes the initial stage of understanding the data essential to the outcome

of the analysis. The availability of data in antitrust cases is often up for discussion, and

data are often found to be scarce and unrepresentative.

The issue of data representativity was addressed in both judgements. In both cases,

the Court rejected the analyses on data that were found to be unrepresentative of the

Claimant’s actual trade with the Defendant. The complication is that representative

prices may be quite limited and/or difficult to obtain. Nonetheless, this question

had an immediate effect on the outcome of the Courts’ evaluation of the analyses.

Both judgements addressed critical issues associated with the data in terms of how

representative they were when used to quantify the size of the damage in each case. In

the Roundwood case, the Court indicated that publicly available price averages could

only be used to generate an indicative estimate of the cartel effect. They should not be

used for estimating the size of the actual damages inflicted upon the Claimant.

A closely related issue is that the control period may not be representative of how

the market would have functioned without the cartel, although the prices may reflect

the actual trade between the parties. Structural changes or market irregularities that

have changed the price formation mechanism over time may have occurred in the

market. In the Roundwood case, the Court found that the control period (2006–2008)

used by the Claimants was not sufficiently long. The reason for this was the unusual

economic activity leading up to the financial crisis in 2008. It was therefore found to

be uncertain whether the three years following the cartel reflected a normal form of

competition. Thus, these years was not found to be a sufficient benchmark to estimate
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an effect spanning the eight years of the cartel conduct.103 While it is possible to

control for such events, they unmistakably complicate the analysis. In addition, it is

also likely that the data just before or after the cartel may contain market irregularities

caused by the cartel. These irregularities may not reflect how the market would be

working under a normal form of competition and are therefore unrepresentative as a

benchmark. For example, Levenstein and Suslow (2006) argue that a decline in market

prices before the cartel may be the factor that initially triggered the formation of the

cartel. Using the period before the cartel may, in such a case, cause endogeneity issues,

as the prices in this period are linked to the cartel formation decision. Similarly, the

period after the cartel could also contain price irregularities (besides financial crisis)

that disqualify it as a benchmark. This could be, for example, a price war following a

cartel breakup; see, for example, Frank and Lademann (2010) and Friederiszick and

Roller (2010). As it is unlikely that a price war would have occurred in the absence of

the cartel, these prices are not representative of the market under a normal form of

competition. Using any of these (abnormal) periods as a benchmark for estimating the

cartel effect would consequently overestimate the effect.

1.4.2 The statistical properties of the data dictate the econometric

approach

Although the representativity of the available data held a central position in both

Courts’ judgements, the matter of the statistical properties of the data did not have

a particular influence. From an economic perspective, this is interesting, as what

determines which econometric approach is most suitable for the analysis is, to a large

degree, determined by data characteristics.

The number of models and results presented in the Roundwood case indicates

that the Claimant made different (and contrarious) assumptions about the under-

lying data properties. For example, the forecasting and VEC models seem to make

different assumptions regarding the characteristics of the underlying price data. In the

forecasting model, the prices that are used as a dependent variable are modelled as

a static function of a range of different economic variables in a structural economic

model. A requirement for such a model to deliver economically reasonable results

is that all of these variables must have stationary properties Nieberding (2006). With

103In this context, it is worth noting that Hellwig and Huschelrath (2016) illustrate that the typical price-
fixing cartel has, on average, been active for eight years. Their analysis reveals, however, that the cartel periods
span from as little as a couple of months to 35 years. This means that the period after the infringement,
considered for comparison, is likely to be relatively short in relation to the cartel conduct, especially given
the time limitation of five years for raising a claim after the cartel has become known to the public Damage
Damage Directive 2014/104/EU (2014, Article 10, point 3).
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stationary properties, one often refers to data for which the observations in each time

period are drawn from the same distribution – in other words, having a constant mean

and variance along the time dimension.104 When the stationarity condition is vio-

lated, the data are said to be non-stationary. If data are non-stationary, the results are

likely to be spurious and therefore of no economic significance, Granger and Newbold

(1974).105 As the Claimant also applied a VEC model to investigate the cartel effect,

the assumption regarding stationary price series seems to be questionable. One of

the main reasons for applying the VEC model when quantifying cartel damages was

because the variables used in the analysis had demonstrated to possess non-stationary

(unit-root) properties, Linden, Lunde, Nielsen, and Rahbek (2019). If the prices would

have shown to possess stationary properties, the VEC model would have properly been

estimated in a vector autocorrection model, though this is not the case. Given that the

estimated forecasting model was static, the non-stationary properties of the underly-

ing data had not been taken care of. Thus, it is likely that the forecasting model yielded

results with no economic meaning. Although the forecasting model was rejected by

the Court, it was not due to the statistical properties of the data. This clearly points

to the importance of properly investigating the characteristics of the data used in the

analysis a priori the damage quantification.

1.4.3 The actual cartel period is typically not known

The judgement in the Roundwood case placed significant emphasis on a key factor

that must be decided upon before it is possible to undertake a proper damage quan-

tification, namely, during which period the cartel has indeed affected prices in the

marketde Coninck (2010) and Frank and Lademann (2010). A complication with that

decision, however, is that the start and end dates of a cartel effect are typically un-

known. Nonetheless, to be awarded financial compensation for the harm caused by the

cartel, the causality between the harm and the cartel conduct must be proven and must

not be a result of speculation, Blair and Page (1995). A “safe” approach for modeling

the cartel period has thus become, as in the Roundwood case, to use the official dates

stated in the verdict of the law infringement, European Commission (2013, point 43).

This is problematic, as these dates are often based on ambiguous grounds and have

been determined based on information such as, for example, “records of telephone con-

104For clarity, it should be noted that a time series need not to be stationary even if the observations are
drawn from the same distribution. This follows the distinction between marginal and joint distribution, as it
is only a constant unconditional joint probability distribution that fulfils the stationarity condition. For a
complete discussion, Enders (2014, CHapter 2).

105In the literature, one can also find the term spurious causation, which refers to the inference of false
positives, i.e., a true causal relationship that is, in fact false, Deng (2015).
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versations among suspected cartel participants, of their travel to a common destination

and notes or records of meetings in which they participated”, OECD (2006, point 4). It

is therefore not obvious how these dates coincide with the period during which the

cartel affected the prices in the market, Davis and Garces (2010, pages 376-377).

In the Roundwood case, the Court motivated its decision to use the official dates

from the verdict by referring to the European Commission’s practical guide on Quanti-

fying Harm: “Even when there are doubts as to whether or not a certain period before

or after the infringement was affected by the infringement, this period [as stated in the

verdict] could, in principle, still serve as a reference period to obtain a safe estimate of

the harm that will at least have been suffered (‘lower-bound’ estimate or ‘minimum

damage’)”, European Commission (2013, point 46). This must be viewed as a justified

argument and is in line with the objective to empower effective compensation in

private action for damages.

The Court did, however, believe that it was likely that the cartel effect lasted longer,

but no conclusive evidence proving this was provided by the Claimant. The Court only

rejected the Claimant’s extension of the cartel period on the grounds that it was arbi-

trarily decided upon. It was not because the Court believed differently. Such concern

of the Court of misdating the cartel period should not be downplayed; it is commonly

stated, in the damage quantification literature, that a misdating may cause an under-

estimation of the cartel effect, as these dates do not reflect the factual situation in the

market. This is because, when a cartel period is misdated, observations not affected

by the cartel are included in the cartel and post-cartel periods. Boswijk et al. (2019)

demonstrate that such misdating introduces a bias that leads to an overestimation of

the counterfactual, which consequently leads to an underestimation of the overcharge.

This is irrespective of the type and size of the misdating error. This error can, however,

be controlled for, and several solutions to the problem are presented in the literature.

For example, Boswijk et al. (2019) use the formal statistical test developed by Bai and

Perron (1998, 2003) for estimating multiple structural changes in a time series. These

tests are used to identify the dates of the cartel period by estimating structural breaks

in the specification of the price series.106 The cartel period should not, however, be

understood as a clear cut between affected and unaffected prices. Theoretical findings

such as, for example, that of Harrington (2004b,a), reveal that there is support for the

existence of transition periods both in and out of a cartel. Within these transition peri-

ods, the prices gradually adjust between the two states of the market. This means that,

when the colluding parties are forming the cartel, the prices adjust from a competitive

price level to the new equilibrium under cartel conditions. Correspondingly, when the

106A similar approach was proposed by Crede (2019) in the context of screening for cartels.
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cartel is resolved, the cartel effect ceases and prices adjust back to the levels deter-

mined under the normal form of competition. Depending on the market conditions,

the prices may not adjust symmetrically in and out of the cartel period Harrington

(2004b,a) and Levenstein and Suslow (2011).

In practice, to provide the Court with empirical evidence that supports an extended

cartel period, this misdating issue must be addressed in the econometric approach.

Many different methods are suggested in the literature.107 The most common method

is to use a dynamic model in which a lag of the dependent variable is included as a

control variable; see, for example, Boswijk et al. (2019) , Bernheim (2008); and Roller

and Steen (2006). Including a lagged dependent variable, for example a lagged price,

is a way to model short-run dynamics, which allows for gradual adjustments in the

price levels over time, including the transition periods. Another approach is to explic-

itly model the transition periods, Huschelrath et al. (2013). In their investigation of

the German cement cartel, Huschelrath et al. (2013) model a linear transition, from

the cartel to non-cartel state, using dummy fractions between pre-determined dates.

Nieberding (2006) allow (without force) more flexibility in the cartel effect by adding

several dummy variables to the model. A third approach, which relaxes the assump-

tions of both linearity in the transition and pre-determined cartel dates, is presented by

Lunde, Sandberg, and Soderberg (2019). They estimate a cartel effect using a smooth

transition regression model, which does not make any a priori assumptions about the

shape or dates of the transitions or assume that these transitions are symmetric.

1.4.4 Although there is a presumption of harm, the null hypothesis is that

the cartel caused zero damages

In both of the judgements, the Courts explicitly stated that there was a presumption of

damages as a result of the cartel. Nevertheless, in cartel damage assessments using

regression analysis, the matter of statistical significance plays a prominent role when

interpreting whether the cartel has caused the claimant damages, European Commis-

sion (2013, point 87). Although there is a presumption of harm, the null hypothesis is

that the cartel caused zero damages. With this starting point in mind, it is important to

realize that a rejection of the null hypothesis does not in itself prove legal responsibility

(see Wasserstein and Lazar (2016)), as it is possible to reject the null hypothesis and

still believe that an alternative explanation accounts for the results. This means that

there is a difference between the statistical and practical significance of an analysis,

and neither should be allowed to rule out the other. In an ideal world, results that are

107Most of the solutions presented here are implemented in a dummy variable setting.
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practically significant are also statistically significant Rubinfeld (2000). Under such

circumstances, it is not questionable to require that a burden of proof, and the strength

thereof, is determined by empirical probability. However, it is important to bear in

mind that statistical significance of regression results, other things being equal, in-

creases with, for example, sample size, Johnson, Leamer, and Leitzinger (2017). This

means that, given a large enough data set, it is possible to find statistically significant

results, although these results are practically insignificant. Similarly, and perhaps more

importantly, it is also possible that results are found to be statistically insignificant,

despite being practically significant, Greenland, Senn, Rothman, Carlin, Poole, Good-

man, and Altman (2016). The latter is typically a consequence of small sample sizes. In

practice, this means that, in large data materials, even very small effects can be found

to be statistically significant, while, in small data materials, even considerable effects

could be found to be not statistically significant. As the American Bar Association put

it, “Although an evaluation of the importance of regression results, i.e., their practical

significance, is almost always relevant in the courtroom, statistical tests are appropriate

only in particular circumstances” American Bar Association (2005, page 15).

1.4.5 There is an arbitrariness in the interpretation of regression results

When interpreting regression results, there are ways to make results look better or

worse than they actually are. This is clearly displayed in the Power Cable case, when the

Claimant estimated an overcharge of 21.8%. To evaluate the uncertainty surrounding

the result, the Claimant applied a one-sided rejection rule of the null hypothesis that

the cartel caused zero damages. The Claimant rejected the null hypothesis in favor

of the alternative at a 5% confidence level displayed by the p-values. The result of

the Claimant’s analysis was, nevertheless, rejected by the Court, with the argument

that the confidence interval around the estimate was too broad to be reliable. From

a practical standpoint, the Court’s decision is of undeniable importance because it

points out the arbitrary nature of the economist’s evaluation of regression results in

terms of their statistical significance. This demonstrates that there are at least three

things that must be kept in mind when evaluating statistically significant regression

results.

P-values should be placed in context when evaluated, as, with a wide confidence

band, a p-value means very little. The p-value indicates the probability of the results

occurring by chance. Thus, it reveals the probability of obtaining data as extreme as, or

more extreme than, the actual data, given that the null hypothesis is true, Kaye and

Freedman (2011). In general, the p-value is defined by the model, the sample size, and

the characteristics of the sample at hand. It is sometimes argued that the available data
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are “too small to allow for meaningful statistical analysis”, Kaye and Freedman (2011,

page 255). Such a statement is simply not true. It only implies that the economist was

not able to design an empirical approach suited for an evaluation of the particular data

at hand, rather than that it was impossible. It should, however, be noted that small

samples may be empirically unreliable, as they often bring large standard errors, broad

confident intervals, and tests that have low power, meaning that it is more difficult to

validate the tested hypothesis. This was clearly demonstrated in the Power Cable case,

where results with a high confidence level (low p-values) provided little evidence due

to their wide confidence interval.

There is an arbitrariness in the choice of alternative test hypotheses that increase

or decrease the likelihood of rejecting the null hypothesis of zero damages. When

the null hypothesis of zero harm is evaluated, this is done with an assumption that

the alternative hypothesis can be either positive or negative, using a two-sided test;

or only positive or only negative, using a one-sided test, Wooldridge (2006, Chapter

4). It should, however, be noted that the choice of which rejection rule to use has an

impact on the likelihood of rejecting the null hypothesis. When using a one-sided test,

the p-value is one-half the size of the p-value when using a two-sided test, Rubinfeld

(2000). Consequently, assuming that the cartel can only be either zero or positive (or

negative) makes it easier to reject the null hypothesis. Correspondingly, the two-sided

test that assumes that cartel effect is zero or either positive or negative makes it less

likely to reject the null hypothesis. The decision on which rejection rule to use must be

based on introspection and economic theory, Wooldridge (2006, page 129).

There is an arbitrariness in the choice of the allowed level of confidence, in that

the conventional regime may hinder the objective to empower effective compensa-

tion. When the null hypothesis is evaluated in relation to its alternative, this is done

under a chosen assumption of likelihood. The European Commission states that “it

is a convention in economic science for both the notion of ’confidence interval’ and

’statistical significance’ to use a 95% threshold of probability. It should be stressed that

this represents a pure convention and that more as well as less stringent thresholds (for

instance: 99%, or 90% probability) may likewise provide useful information” European

Commission (2013, point 88). Given, for example, the asymmetry in access to relevant

data, the conventional levels of statistical significance are problematic. Even before

the analysis, it is known that the Defendant’s analysis will typically build on more

data and is thus more likely to deliver more precise and statistically significant results.

Although the regression analysis is practically significant, it may, due to limitations

in access to data, be difficult to meet conventional levels for statistical significance,

Johnson et al. (2017). A rule rejecting the use of regression estimates that do not reach
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the conventional level of confidence is thus likely to make the effectiveness of com-

pensation dependent upon the quantity and quality of the data. This is likely to hinder

the victims’ right to effective compensation. When evaluating the provided economic

analysis, the precision of the estimate should be assessed in light of data limitations of

the parties, because one must take into account that the Claimant will almost always

end up with a less precise estimate compared to the Defendant.

In light of the aforementioned information, a natural question is, what regime

could possibly replace the conventional levels of confidence without undermining the

econometric methodology? In the Power Cable case, this question was tested by the

Court when it evaluated the outcome of the Claimant’s analysis at a 51% confidence

level. The Court thereby asked whether a significance level corresponding to a legal

more-likely-than-not regime could change its interpretation of the regression results.

Although this was rejected in this case, as the results were deemed too imprecise, it is

likely to make a difference in another case. To make a fair evaluation of the statistical

significance of regression results, one should keep the setting of the hypothesis testing

in mind. The null hypothesis is that the cartel caused zero damages. The conventional

significance levels should be used as a standardized reference point to which the

uncertainty surrounding an estimate is compared, rather than the decided upon. Since

estimating damages is inevitably an exercise of generating a counterfactual, something

that, by definition, is uncertain, a prerequisite of absolute certainty would run counter

to the compensation objective. The regression results should thus be placed in relation

to the other evidence presented in the case. The requirements on the regression results

should then be higher when the other evidence is weak but should be allowed to be

lower when the other evidence is strong.

1.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we provided insights on how the econometric implementations of com-

parative benchmarks have been perceived by the Courts in two cases that recently

reached judgement. We focused on the Courts’ evaluation of the econometric evi-

dence, as well as how it influenced the outcomes of the Courts’ decisions on the cartel

damages.

It is clear from the judgements that the Courts had a generally high trust in the

econometric approaches used to quantify the cartel damages. The judgements reveal

that the Courts did not find it possible to decide upon damages solely based on a

simple price comparison, factual witnesses, and documentary evidence. Rather, they

required the damage to be quantified using a method that could isolate the cartel
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effect from other factors. However, the Courts dismissed the econometric analyses.

A common theme in the Courts’ scrutiny of the analyses was that they consequently

rejected evidence when it was not motivated, when there were uncertainties regarding

the implementation of the methodological approach, or when there were uncertainties

surrounding the accuracy of the results.

We discussed the key issues addressed by the Courts in detail. For economic evi-

dence to be accepted, and given proper weight in the Courts’ decision, it must reflect

the factual situation at hand. It should hence serve as a complement to the other evi-

dence presented in the case. If the results are inconclusive, speculative, or contrarious

to other evidence in the case, these findings must be motivated and carefully explained

to bring any value.

Given that econometric analysis relies on, and are dictated by, data limitations

(typically inherited from the factual situation) and the assumptions underlying the

analysis, the economic expert must carefully emphasize and motivate the rational

for each choice in the analysis. Also, all the uncertainties associated with it. In both

the reviewed cases, the analyses were rejected mainly on the grounds how it was

(un)motivated, not necessarily because it was erroneous.
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Abstract

Given the popularity of counterfactual analysis using dummy variables and the fact that

most economic time-series displays non-stationary properties, it has become essential

for practitioners to have reliable tools for estimating counterfactual effects also in

this non-stationary context. In this paper we take the well known dummy variable

approach to the statistical framework of the co-integrated vector autoregression (CVAR)

and show that the dummy variable approach also can be used when the underlying

data follows a non-stationary process. We emphasize that caution has to be taken to
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which subspace of the model the dummy variable is restricted to, as an unrestricted

dummy may cause economically counter intuitive results. Further, as the inclusion

of deterministic terms and, for the context, typically small sample sizes both affect

the asymptotic inference, which in this setting is difficult and imprecise, we provide

bootstrap theory for making reliable inference on rank and parameters in the CVAR

also under this conditions. To show on the practical relevance of the bootstrap method

and that it provide asymptotically valid results, we provide numerical results based on

Monte Carlo simulations. We also present empirical results that show that the model

specification in terms of the restrictions put on the dummy variable are essential for

the interpretation of the model.
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2.1 Introduction

The quantitative evaluation of financial damages from antitrust law violations occupies

a central role in private enforcement. Trading partners ( as a customer),1 that due to the

unlawful act has suffered financial damages, does possess the right to be compensated

for its losses. To be compensated, the plaintiff has to estimate the financial damage

and prove that it is caused by the unlawful act, Rubinfeld (2009).

As direct monitoring of the law violation is typically not possible, counterfactual

analysis has become a widely used approach to evaluate the impact of anti-competitive

conduct. The idea of counterfactual analysis is to compare the actual outcome to a

hypothetical scenario where the infringement had been absent, i.e. to a counterfactual,

or but-for, scenario. The exercise of making a counterfactual study therefore involves a

comparison of relevant economic values; either across treated- and untreated entities,

in a yardstick or cross-sectional analysis; or for the same entities across two district

time periods with treated- and untreated observations, in a benchmark or time-series

analysis. The latter (using benchmarks) is often referred to as a before-during-after

analysis, made on empirical observations gathered over time. In this approach the

evolution of the market during the infringement is compared to its evolution in an

unaffected control period before, and/or after, the infringement. This time-series

setting is the framework of this paper.

To focus the discussion, we consider the antitrust law infringement in question to

be a matter of price fixing, i.e. a price fixing cartel. A price fixing agreement is a per se

violation of most competition regulations around the world, Huschelrath, Müller, and

Veith (2013). By agreeing on prices, sharing markets, and/or sharing information the

colluding parties are cartelizing the market, which illegally strengthen their market

power on behalf of their trading partners. The consequence of such agreements is

typically to increase prices, keep market positions or hinder market entry. Here, we

consider the cartel to have been detected and resolved and the question is to measure

its price impact, i.e. to estimate the effect the cartel have had on the evolution of prices.

As a price fixing agreement offset the market mechanism, the price effect of the

cartel is assumed to be immediate but temporary and only affect prices as long as the

cartel is ongoing. When the cartel is resolved, the prices are assumed to return back to

their competitive equilibrium.

A widely used method for estimating cartel effects, using benchmarks, is the so-

called dummy variable approach, see for example Boswijk et al. (2019), McCrary and

Rubinfeld (2014) or Godek (2011). The idea of the approach is rather simple. The

1Although we in this paper focus on customers, it should be noted that financial damages may also
have been inflicted upon e.g. suppliers or companies in related markets.
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underlying process determine the product price is modelled as a function of its main

demand, supply and cost shifters, in a reduced form price model, see for example Davis

and Garces (2010, pages 356-359) or van Djik and Verboven (2008). The difference

between the estimated but-for price and the actual prices is what constitutes the

price impact of the cartel. To capture this impact, a dummy variable indicating the

cartel period is included in the econometric model. The aim of the dummy is to

capture the price series deviation from the competitive equilibrium that cannot be

explained by the other price determinants in the model. The coefficient of this dummy

variable constitutes (if statistically significant) the magnitude of the cartel impact. This

magnitude is henceforth referred to as the cartel effect.

An essential assumption underlying the dummy variable approach, is that the

data used in the analysis possess the statistical properties of being stationarity, see

for example McCrary and Rubinfeld (2014) and Boswijk et al. (2019). In terms of

modelling the cartel effect this assumption is essential as it imply that the cartel effect

is transitory and vanish by time. This means that prices only temporarily deviate from

their competitive equilibrium as long as the cartel is ongoing. In this environment, the

inclusion of the dummy variable is unproblematic as it only measures the magnitude

of the temporary deviation (‘shift’) in the mean of the price process during the cartel

period.

A common feature of empirical time-series is that they often exhibit the statistical

properties of being non-stationary due to unit roots. It should, however, be noted

that a unit root process is just one among many ways a time series may show on non-

stationary properties. Indeed, non-stationarity manifests itself in many ways and it is

just a collective term for when the requirements for stationarity is violated. This is im-

portant, as an understanding of the reason for the non-stationary helps the economist

to decide on the most appropriate approach for generating the counterfactual.

In the case a time-series following a unit root process, the process integrates its

previous value over time. That means that any shock to such a process will have an

everlasting effect on future values. Modelling a counterfactual effect, using the dummy

variable approach, is in this environment challenging. When previous values integrate

in time, so will the contribution from the dummy variable which will accumulate

and cause a linear trend in the data. Consequently, what under stationary conditions

correspond to a temporary ‘shift’ in the mean of the process during the cartel period,

does under non-stationary conditions correspond to a permanent shift in the mean

of the process. This permanent shift implies that the cartel has a counter intuitive

permanent effect on prices. Hence, neglecting the non-stationarity in the data will

cause misleading results which in-turn invalidates the conclusions regarding the cartel
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effect.

To handle the issue with non-stationarity one can transform the series into sta-

tionary variables by differentiation. Modelling the variables in differences imply that

all information about a possible long-run relationship between the variables is re-

moved. The natural cost of this differentiation is hence that it also rules out the pos-

sibilities of modelling these long-run relations. A way to work around the issue with

non-stationarity is to add a correction feature to the model.

This correction feature is the force that draws the time-series back to its long-run

equilibrium as soon as it deviates from it. The correction feature relates to the fact that

any deviation from the long-run relation will influence the short-run dynamics of the

series. Because as soon the series deviated from its long run equilibrium, there is a

force that draw the series back to its long-run equilibrium. This approach is what is

known as the error correction model.2

Here we take the dummy variable approach to the error correction framework

using the co-integrated vector autoregressive (CVAR) model, see for example Johansen

(1996). We show that the approach can be used to quantify cartel effects also when

the underlying data follows a unit-root process. In the CVAR framework, each variable

enters in a system of equations, both in levels as well as in differences.3 This allows for

a deconstruction of the underlying data generating process into a long-run relation

containing the co-integration relation(s) and adjustment parameters, and a short-run

relation containing the dynamic features of the data. The adjustment parameters

are the attractors that draw the process back toward its long-run steady state, while

the co-integration relation(s) are the stationary relations between the non-stationary

stochastic processes.

The fact that the data enters the model both in levels and differences, consequently

means that the model contain both a stationary and a non-stationary part. In the price

fixing context, this means that a dummy variable, that entering the model unrestricted,

would imply both temporary and permanent price effects. To model only a temporary

effect, restrictions must be put on the dummy variable to only appear in the long-run

co-integration relation of the model. This allows the price to temporary leave the

competitive price level during the cartel period. As soon as the cartel is resolved the

prices are then restored at the level consistent with normal form of competition. Such

a specification of the CVAR model replicate the mechanisms of the dummy variable

2Classical references are Sargan (1964) and Hendry, Srba, and Yeo (1978). For a text book introduction
to error correction models, see for example Enders (2014).

3Note that the model formulation of the CVAR then also solves another issue, not elaborated upon
here, but nevertheless, often occurring when estimating reduced form models, namely the issues with
endogeneity.
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model in a stationary data setting, i.e. where the dummy variable captures the cartel

effect as a temporary ‘shift’ in the price level.

A key part of the co-integration analysis is to make inference on the long-run

relation(s) in the model. This can be done by formulating the co-integration hypothesis

as a reduced rank problem made on the matrix loading the long-run relations. As the

rank of a matrix is defined by the dimension of the vector space spanned by its rows, it

corresponds to the maximum number of linear independent rows of the matrix (by

symmetry also the dimension of the space spanned by its columns). This relationship

is of importance as if the rank of a matrix is defined by the non-zero characteristic

roots, it corresponds to the number of co-integrating relations among the variables in

the model.

In empirical research, a widely used procedure to determine the rank of a matrix,

and so the number of co-integration relations, is to use sequential likelihood ratio

tests, a procedure suggested by Johansen (1996). Johansen (2002) show that finite

sample properties of this procedure performs quite poorly when relying on asymptotic

inference. The asymptotic distribution is both affected by the fact that the model

contains both a stationary and a non-stationary part, and by the inclusion of deter-

ministic terms. This have direct implications for the dummy variable approach we

consider here, as an inclusion of a dummy also will affect the shape of the asymptotic

distribution.

A well-known method to overcome the issues with poor asymptotic approximations

in small sample settings, is to use bootstrap methods, see Cavaliere et al. (2012);

Cavaliere et al. (2014)), Boswijk et al. (2016) and Cavaliere et al. (2016). The method

has shown to be an efficient way to approximating the small sample distribution of the

statistics in question, and thereby provide more correctly sized inference. In this paper

we show that this bootstrap theory can be extended and used to make inference on

rank and parameters in the CVAR model considered here. Namely, where deterministic

terms such as dummy variables enter the model as regressors. Thereby, we show that

it is possible to take the widely used dummy variable approach to the CVAR model,

while preserving the interpretations that holds in the stationary regression model.

In the following section, we take the counterfactual dummy variable model to

the statistical framework of vector autoregressive analysis. We start in the univariate

setting, showing how non-stationarity affect the standard formulation of the dummy

variable approach. Then we take the approach to the multivariate formulation of

the CVAR. We show that in the CVAR setting it possible to assess a cartel effect also

when the underlying data follows a non-stationary process. As asymptotic inference

has shown to be difficult an imprecise in this setting, we in the third section provide
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bootstrap theory for computing critical values of correctly sized asymptotic tests. In

the fourth section, we provide numerical results proving the validity of the bootstrap

and showing on its practical relevance. In the fifth section, we provide empirical results

from an actual cartel. Finally, in the sixth section we draw our conclusions.

2.2 Estimating cartel effects using non-stationary time-series

Empirical data that shows to be non-stationary due to the presence of unit roots com-

plicates counterfactual analysis using the dummy variable approach. To illustrate

the problem, we first consider a dynamic regression model typically used to assess

antitrust damages in both cartel studies as well as in litigation. We reformulate the re-

gression model into a pure time-series setting focusing on the data generating process

of the price series where only the dummy variable (a cartel dummy) enters the model.

We show that the evolution of the cartel dummy is different in a stationary environ-

ment compared to a non-stationary. Where in the latter, the impact of the dummy

accumulates and imply a permanent price effect due to the cartel. To rid the issue

with non-stationarity, we generalize the univariate time-series model to a multivariate

error correction formulation of the regression model using the statistical framework

of co-integrated vector autoregressive models. We show that this approach can be

used for assessing antitrust damages when the underlying data is non-stationary. We

emphasize that caution must be taken to which subspace of the co-integrated model

the dummy variable is included. If not restricted to the long-run relation, the accumu-

lation of the dummy variable prevails and cause a counter intuitive permanent cartel

effect.

2.2.1 The economic outset

There is a presumption that illegal price fixing agreements cause financial harm. The

difficulty, however, lies in quantifying this harm. Typically, it is considered as the price

effect caused by the cartel times the quantity traded during the cartel period but

quantifying this price effect is not straightforward.

A widely used method for calculating a cartel effect, i.e. the price overcharge, is to

use historical time-series on product prices and conducting a so-called before-during-

after analysis Davis and Garces (2010, pages 354-356). In its simplest form, the cartel

effect is calculated as the average price difference between the cartel period and the

competitive benchmark period just before and/or after. Hence, the financial damage

can be calculated as the average price difference between the periods, i.e. the cartel

period and the non-cartel period, multiplied by the amount traded during the cartel.
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Even though this model might be a rather drastic simplification of the actual price

formation in the market, it may yet provide a relatively good approximation of the

damage inflicted on the trading partners. At least under the condition that the cartel

was stable and that the price determinants did not change too much between the

periods. However, the downside of the approach is that these conditions are seldom

fulfilled, and hence such a naïve price comparison might be completely erroneous,

Rubinfeld (2009).4 Ignoring the effect of all other price determinants (i.e. any demand,

supply and cost factor) may bias the effect in an arbitrary direction where the effect

of the cartel is blurred. Hence, a more elaborate description of the price formation

has been advocated from empirical economists as well as other practitioners. This has

given regression analysis a central position in the court room, Baker and Rubinfeld

(1999) and Finkelstein and Levenbach (1983).

Typically, using regression analysis, the product price in question is modeled as a

function of its main determinants in a so-called reduced form price model, Davis and

Garces (2010, pages 356-359) and van Djik and Verboven (2008). The idea is to specify

a price model that replicate the evolution of the product price as it would have evolved

in absence of the cartel. On the first hand, a well specified model would estimate

a counterfactual price that quite closely track the observed price in the benchmark

period, before and/or after the cartel. On the other hand, in the cartel period, where

the cartel dummy is active, the competition mechanism is distorted and the relation

between the price and its determinants change. In this period, the model no longer

track the observed price, but predict the price that would have prevailed in absence of

the cartel, c.f. Figure 2.1. The aim of including the cartel dummy in the price model is

to measure the magnitude of the shift that occur in prices that cannot be explained

by the other price determinants, and hence indicate the effect the cartel has had on

prices.

4Nevertheless, it is worth noting that most European cartel decisions are based on such simple price
comparisons, Laborde (2017)
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual illustration of a cartel effect (the actual and the estimated price)

Note: This figure illustrates how the counterfactual approach is used to quantify a cartel effect. By comparing the actual
price to the estimated price, the difference constitute the price impact of the cartel.
Source: the Practical Guide, Commission (2013)

The dummy variable approach has gained ground in the literature and in litiga-

tion procedures estimating cartel effects, as it is intuitive and easy to implement. The

economic theory and the estimation procedures are straightforward, and the method

has shown precision in estimating cartel effects. Therefore, it is also (if correctly im-

plemented) often considered reliable evidence in litigation procedures McCrary and

Rubinfeld (2014).

The base model

By design the dummy variable approach presumes that the underlying data follows

a stationary process. In this environment the dummy variable only measures the

temporary shift that occur in prices due to the cartel. Nevertheless, empirical data

often show to possess non-stationary properties due to unit roots, which invalidate

the results of the analysis. It should, however, be noted that a unit root process is just

one among many ways a time series may show on non-stationary properties. Indeed,

the requirements for stationarity may be violated by other factors such as when data is

trending. However, the difference between a series that is non-stationary due to a unit
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root and a series that is non-stationary due to a trending behavior, is that the latter

does not complicate the counterfactual analysis.5 The trending behavior of a series

can properly be controlled for directly in the conventional implementation of the

dummy variable approach and it does hence not invalidate the results of the analysis.

A unit root process, however, integrates previous values in time and this change the

interpretation of the cartel dummy. When previous values integrate in time, so does the

contribution from the dummy. This means that the dummy does no longer represents

a temporary shift in the data but rather impose a linear trend in the series. Henceforth,

we refer the non-stationarity to be due to a presence of unit roots.

To illustrate the effect of non-stationarity and why it invalidates the results of

the dummy variable approach, we like in many other cartel studies take the dummy

variable approach to an auto-regressive model and suppose that the product price in

question evolve according to the data generating process (DGP)6

yt = c +ρyt−1 + f (xt )+θδt +εt (2.1)

where yt is the unit product price in question in period t , f (xt ) is a function of a set of

price determinants (e.g. demand-, supply- and cost factors) assumed to drive fluctua-

tions in the product price, yt−1 is the lagged price indicating that each realization of

the current prices integrate a fraction ρ of its value in the most recent period, εt is an

i.i.d. error component, and c is a constant, indicating the price level which is fixed to

the first realization of the price series y0. The cartel dummy,

δt = 1(t ∈ [
T1,T2

]
) = 1[T1,T2](t ), (2.2)

indicates the cartel period. So it equals 1 in the period from T1 to T2, which in this

case constitute one single cartel period. This formulation imply that the sample can be

considered to consist of three sub-samples; a before- and a after period, TN , with no

cartel effect where the dummy variable equals zero, and the cartel period, TC , where

the dummy variable takes the value of unity. The full sample consists of T = TN +TC .

2.2.2 Univariate autoregressive formulation

Before we take the model to a multivariate framework, we illustrate the behaviour

of the cartel dummy in a univariate setting describing its evolution in a stationary

5For clarity, trending behavior here is what typically is referred to as a mean reverting series following a
trend-stationary process, Enders (2014, Chapter 4).

6The aim of a price fixing cartel is to increase or maintain prices, this impose autocorrelation in the price
process where current value is dependent on previous value which motivate an autoregressive formulation
of the model.
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respectively a non-stationary environment. As the main interest in this paper is the

evolution of the cartel dummy in these two environments, we do not consider the

constant (nor a trend) to be of particular concern.7 Hence, we consider a model that

only include the cartel dummy, and thereby consider the univariate autoregressive

formulation of the price process to evolve according to

yt = ρyt−1 +θδt +εt . (2.3)

When |ρ| < 1, only a fraction, ρ, of the previous value integrate over time.8 In the

benchmark period, the conditional expectation of the process is E (yt |δt = 0) = 0, while

in the cartel period the mean of the process shift due to the cartel dummy, δt . The

magnitude of this shift is proportional to θ, such that the conditional expectation of the

price in this state is E (yt |δt = 1) = θ
1−ρ . So, the effect the cartel have on prices will start

as soon as the illegal activity is formed and accumulate by gradual price adjustments to

the full cartel effect of size θ
1−ρ > 0. When the cartel is resolved, its effects on price will

die away exponentially fast as the series converge back to its competitive equilibrium.

When ρ = 1, the full value of the previous realization integrate to the current value.9

By recursive substitution we may write yt = y0+∑t
i=1θδt+∑t

i=1 εt , to see that any shock

to such a process will have a permanent effect on future values and the initial value y0

will stay in the process forever. The time persistence imply that the contribution from

the cartel dummy will add a value of θ to each realization of yt in the period where the

dummy is active. Hence it will result in a linear trend in the series during the cartel

period. So the impact of the cartel will dependent on its duration in time and leave a

permanent effect on prices.

In the univariate setting, the non-stationarity could be handled by using an additive

formulation of model (2.3). If we consider the non-stationary price process to evolve

according to

yt = θδt +xt where xt = xt−1 +εt

we can rewrite this as

yt − yt−1 = θδt +xt −θδt−1 −xt−1.

By rearranging the terms we get

yt = θ
(
δt −δt−1

)+ yt−1 +εt (2.4)

7It should be noticed that such a model would be empirically less intuitive as it implies a level of
measurement that equals zero. The models should hence be seen as an illustrative example.

8The process is stationary and said to be integrated of order zero.
9The process is non-stationary and said to be integrated of order one.
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In this setting the contribution from the cartel dummy would not imply a permanent

price effect. The impact from the cartel θ will only accumulate during the cartel period

and when the cartel is resolved the effect cease of and the prices fall back to the levels

under normal form of competition. A remaining question is, however, how this can be

translated into a multivariate setting for assessing cartel damages. Unlike the univariate

analysis, multivariate techniques allow us to formally analyze the interdependence

between a number of non-stationary series – also when these series have a long-run

relation by being co-integrated.

2.2.3 Multivariate autoregressive formulation

We now take the dummy variable approach to the statistical framework of the co-

integrated vector autoregressive (CVAR) model. We show that it is only possible to

model a temporary cartel effect, using the CVAR model, if the dummy variable is

restricted to the stationary subspace of the model.

The starting point is an multivariate autoregressive formulation of the univariate

model (2.3), i.e., a p-dimensional process xt defined by the equations

∆X t =αβ′X t−1 +
k−1∑
i=1

Γi∆X t−i +θδt +εt (2.5)

where ∆X t is a p ×1 vector of stationary differences of the non-stationary variables.

As in the univariate case above, the shift dummy, δt , also here enters the model as an

regressor with unrestricted effects. Theα-parameter is an adjustment (error correction)

coefficient that draws the process back to its long-run equilibrium β′X , which contain

the long-run co-integration relations among some, or all, variables in the system. The

β-term can be thought of as a long-run economic steady-state relation toward which

the system error correct with the magnitude of the α-term. The coefficient matrices,

Γ1, . . .Γk−1 determine the short-run dynamics. 10

If the levels of xt are co-integrated with r long-run relations, then α and β are of

dimension p × r such that the rank of the matrix αβ′ (often denoted Π) is 0 < r ≤ p.

Here it should be noticed that if r = 0, the variables are I (1) an not co-integrated then

10In the most general form (and in any empirical application) of model (2.5) also an unrestricted constant,
µ0, and an unrestricted trend, µ1 would be included. The unrestricted constant produces deterministic
linear trends in the levels of the data, and imply a non-zero intercept (level of measurement) in the co-
integration relation, β′Xt . The unrestricted trend produces quadratic trends in the levels of the data, as well
as implying a trend in the co-integration relation. As argued in the univariate case above, we for simplicity
and without loss of generality, exclude these deterministic terms from the theoretical discussion here. Mainly
because the behaviour of these are well understood in the literature, and thereby noting new would be
addressed, Juselius (2006, Chapter 6).
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the CVAR reduces to a VAR(p −1) in first differences. If r = p, the matrixΠ=αβ′ is of

full rank, meaning that all variables are stationary and the CVAR is a VAR(p) in levels.

In both these cases, there are no complications related to the inclusion of the dummy

variable. When the model is estimated in levels using a VAR system, the dummy is

behaving in the way we like, i.e., representing a temporary shift in the prices series

during the cartel period. An implementation of the dummy variable approach would

under these conditions be straightforward.

Adding the cartel dummy as a regressor in the dynamic equation, i.e., equation

(2.5), is by Johansen and Nielsen (2018) called the innovation formulation of the model.

In this paper we focus on this formulation of the model as it is a direct translation of the

univariate model (2.3) into the CVAR framework. In addition, it is the most commonly

applied method of modelling deterministic terms in the CVAR model.11

By exploring the co-integration relations in model (2.5) we can perform the analysis

using the dummy variable approach also when the underlying data is non-stationary

due to unit roots, and thereby to perform analysis without losing the long-run relations

in the data. However, as the co-integration model consists of both non-stationary, I (1),

levels and stationary, I (0), differences of the data, the role of the dummy variable is

more complicated than in the ordinary regression model. In fact we here have both the

effects described in the univariate setting above, but now included in the same model.

It is therefore essential to distinguish between the parts of the term that belongs to the

co-integration space β′X t and to the equation ∆X t .

The dummy variable in the co-integration model

To understand the dual role of the dummy variable in the co-integration model, the

term can be deconstructed into two parts. In one part the dummy is working through

the stationary space of the model, while in the other part the dummy is working

through the non-stationary space of the model. This means that we, without loss of

generality, can deconstruct the term into two new vectors where the first relates to the

co-integration relations, β′X t while the second relates to the growth of the levels of the

11Another option would be to apply what Johansen and Nielsen (2018) call the additive formulation
– corresponding to a multivariate formulation of model (2.4). This model has the advantage that the role
of the deterministic terms for the properties of the process is explicitly modelled, and the interpretation
is relatively straightforward. So, it would seem to be a better choice for modelling a cartel effect but does
however come with the caveat that any transition effects going into and out of collusion must be built
into the dummy variable or be estimated separately. With this in mind the innovation formulation may
appear a simpler approach. So, our aim with this paper is to ensure that the applied economist knows how
to handle the model construction to avoid counter intuitive effects and show how to conduct bootstrap
based inference in the model.
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data, ∆X t . For simplicity, we ignore the impact of the short run effects and study

∆X t =αβ′X t−1 +θδt +µ0 +εt . (2.6)

Using

θ =αβ′
θ+ηθ (2.7)

(with βθ being of dimension 1× r ) we can deconstruct this into the spaces spanned by

α and β⊥. So we rewrite (2.6) as

∆X t =αβ̃′ X̃ t−1 +η1δt +εt (2.8)

with β̃′ =
[
β′,β′

θ

]′
and X̃ t−1 =

[
X ′

t−1,δt−1

]′
. Now αβ′

θ
is part of the co-integration

relation, while ηθ contributes to the growth in the levels of the series. Moreover, the

model is now rigged such that ηθ 6= 0 gives a linear trends in the levels. For the co-

integration relations we have that βθ 6= 0 delivers a non-zero temporary shift in the

levels during the period where the dummy variable is active.

We can further extend our understanding of the dynamic effects of the determinis-

tic term in the model by means of the so-called common trend representation. When

∆xt is I (0) the common trends representation of (2.5) can be shown to be

X t =C
t∑

i=1
εi +Cθ

t∑
i=1

δi +C∗(L)(εt +θδt )+ A, (2.9)

where C =β⊥(α′
⊥β⊥)−1α′

⊥, β′A = 0 and A is a constant related to the initial values, α⊥,

and β⊥ are full rank p × (p − r ) matrices that satisfy α′α⊥ =β′β⊥ = 0.12 The intuition

of the components of (2.9) are; C
∑t

i=1 εi are the common stochastic trends originating

from the shocks εt , , Cθ
∑t−1

i=1 δi is the trend inherited by the dummy variable, and

finally, the last term (ignoring A) gives the temporary impact of δt .

Now, using the definition of C and the relation in (2.7), it can be shown that only

the components of the deterministic terms that are allowed to enter the non-stationary

part of the model accumulate in xt , while all α components will disappear in the

summations in (2.9). This follows from the fact that α′
⊥α = 0, which means that we

have the following relation

Cθ =C (αβ′
θ+ηθ) =Cηθ.

The result that Cαβθ = 0 is essential, as it implies that variables restricted to the long-

run relation of the model will not accumulate in the levels of the data. So when we

12C∗(L) is an infinite polynomial in the lag operator L, see Hansen (2005).
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apply this insight to (2.9) we get

X t =C
t∑

i=1
εi +Cηθ

t∑
i=1

δi +C∗(L)(εt +θδt )+X0. (2.10)

From (2.10) it is straightforward to see that one must set ηθ = 0 if one wants to estimate

a temporary effect using the dummy variable. Under this restriction the dummy is

not allowed to cause linear trends in the levels of the data. It is only allowed to affect

the long-run equilibrium towards which the data is converging. This observation is

essential for understanding how one must proceed to set up a sensible counterfactual

analysis of a cartel effect using the CVAR model.

2.2.4 Estimating a cartel effect using the CVAR

When estimating a potential cartel effect, it is customary to model the effect as to only

have temporary impact on prices during cartel period, as described in Figure 2.1. As

long as the cartel is active, the prices are detangled from the market mechanisms and

are thus different to what they would have been in absence of the cartel. Once the

cartel is resolved, the cartel effect cease off and prices move back to their competitive

long run equilibrium.

From the common trend representation (2.10) we can see that an unrestricted

cartel dummy, as in model (2.6), is allowed to affect both the stationary and non-

stationary part of the model. This imply that the model presumes both temporary

and permanent cartel effects. This insight is essential, as it imply that the only way to

estimate a temporary cartel effect, when using the CVAR approach, is to estimate the

model with restrictions on the cartel dummy. By restricting the dummy to the long-

run relation of the model, it is possible to avoid the accumulation of the cartel effect

in the non-stationary part of the model. Hence, we also avoid the counter intuitive

permanent cartel effect. This restriction must be imposed already form the outset of

the analysis, i.e., by setting ηθ = 0.

Although the restriction is coherent with economic theory, it also must be justified

out of a modelling perspective. Given that a restricted formulation of model (2.6) is

nested in the unrestricted formulation, it is possible to test whether the restriction is

consistent with the behaviour of the data. If this is the case, it is also in a statistical

sense safe to conclude that the model specification is correct.

We here present an approach where we in a three-step procedure take the model

from general to specific. In Figure 2.2 we illustrate through a simulation what the

features we have in might look like. The details of how we construct the simulation

is given in section 4. We start in the unrestricted version of the model, denoted H ud
r ,
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with "ud" denoting unrestricted, where the dummy variable enter the model as an

unrestricted regressor. In this setting we consider the series to evolve according to

H ud
r :∆X t =αβ′X t−1 +θδt +εt . (2.11)

As the dummy is unrestricted, it is allowed to accumulate in the non-stationary part

of the model. This corresponds to a shifting trend in the levels of the data during and

after the cartel period, which gives rise to a permanent shift in the mean of the process.

The evolution of this process is illustrated in part (a) in Figure 2.2.

To test whether this unrestricted formulation of the model is coherent with the

data, we can in a first step test the hypothesis

H0 : θ = 0 against H ud
r ,

i.e. whether a cartel effect (temporary and/or permanent) at all can be found in the

data.

In the second step, we want to test whether a potential cartel effect is only tempo-

rary. Hence, we restrict the model and test the hypothesis

H1 :α′
⊥θ = 0 against H ud

r ,

which amounts to testing ηθ = 0. By setting ηθ = 0 we restrict the dummy δt to only

appear in the long-run co-integration relation of the model. Hence, the dummy is

now only allowed to enter the model in its stationary levels. In this case, the cartel

dummy is only allowed to temporary affect the mean of the process in the period it

is active. As soon the dummy is “turned off”, its effect exponentially decline to zero

and the price series return to its competitive level. This is what correspond to the

conventional way of estimating a cartel effect in the stationary case. By imposing

α′
⊥θ = 0, the co-integration vector in the associated model is considered to consists of

two parameters, one related to the data matrix and one to the cartel dummy. Denoted

β and βθ, respectively. In this version of the model, denoted H r d
r with "rd" denoting

restricted, the considered DGP evolve according to

H r d
r :∆X t =α(β′X t−1 +β′

θδt )+εt . (2.12)

The evolution of this process is illustrated in part (b) in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the three hypotheses, having the dummy unrestricted, restricted, or
left out of the model.
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Note: This figure illustrates the evolution of the price series under the three different hypothesis, i.e., permanent, tempo-
rary, or no cartel effect. In the top Figure (a), the dummy enters the model unrestricted implying a permanent shift in

the levels of the price series, i.e., Hud
r : ∆Xt = αβ′Xt−1 +θδt +εt . In the middle Figure (b), the dummy enters the model

restricted implying a temporary shift in the levels of the price series, i.e., Hr d
r :∆Xt =α(β′Xt−1 +β′

θ
δt )+εt . Finally, in the

bottom Figure (c), no dummy variable enters the model implying no shift in the price series, i.e, Hnd
r ∆Xt =αβ′Xt−1 +εt .

Source: Authors
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Finally, in a last step, we want to test whether we can restrict the model even further

by testing the hypothesis

H2 :β′θ = 0 against H1,

which amounts to testing βθ = 0. In this final step, we test whether no temporary effect

is valid relative to the alternative H1.13 This corresponds to a model where the cartel

dummy is absent, denoted H nd
r with "nd" denoting no dummy. Under this hypothesis

the cartel has no effect on the evolution of the time-series, and the considered DGP

evolve according to

H nd
r :∆X t =αβ′X t−1 +εt (2.13)

The evolution of this process correspond to the last illustration part (c) in Figure 2.2.

This framework allows us to test whether the economic assumption of a temporary

cartel is coherent with the data observed. It also expounds in itself a screening of

whether the cartel have had an effect on the prices in question – or not.

2.3 Asymptotic validity using bootstrap

Taking the counterfactual model to the CVAR framework, do have implications for the

asymptotic inference. The asymptotic distribution of the test associated with the CVAR

model is known to vary according to the trends present in the levels of the process,

meaning that we will have a different distributions dependent on which deterministic

terms are included or not in the model, and also whether this terms are restricted or

not, see, for example, Juselius (2006) and Johansen and Nielsen (2000). It is also known

that the asymptotic results of the likelihood procedure, as proposed by Johansen (1996),

perform relatively poorly in finite samples, Johansen (2002), we here have to consider

bootstrap based inference. However, there is no bootstrap theory on how to apply the

method having deterministic terms, i.e. the cartel dummy variable, entering the model

as a regressor. In this section we hence derive the bootstrap theory used to calculate

reliable inference in this context.

In order to argue asymptotic validity of the bootstrap, we first state asymptotic

results for likelihood-based analysis. Thereafter we demonstrate that conditional on

the data the bootstrap is consistent. More precisely, we consider bootstrap-based rank

inference in two co-integrated vector autoregressions where the dummy δt enters

restricted and unrestricted, respectively. In the unrestricted case the dummy enters

accumulated in the non-stationary common trends of the model, whereas in the

13Note that this also corresponds to H0 being true.
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restricted case alone the levels of δt enters. To discriminate between these cases, and

the case where no dummy enters the model, we show that the bootstrap may also be

used for testing the underlying restrictions on the parameter(s) loading δt . Moreover,

we provide bootstrap theory for the parameters loading the accumulated δt .

All bootstrap theory presented here is based on straightforward extensions of the

bootstrap theory provided in Cavaliere, Rahbek, and Taylor (2012, 2014), Boswijk, Cav-

aliere, Rahbek, and Taylor (2016) and Cavaliere, Nielsen, and Rahbek (2016). Likewise,

for the non-bootstrap analysis, results from Johansen (1996), Johansen and Nielsen

(2000) and Johansen and Nielsen (2016) are drawn upon.

THE MODEL: The general model denoted H ud
r is the vector autoregressive model of

order k with δt entering as an unrestricted dummy,

H ud
r :∆X t =αβ′X t−1 +

k−1∑
i=1

Γi∆X t−i +θδt +εt ,

where the εt are i.i.d.N
(
0,Ω

)
and δt is a 1-dimensional vector of containing one

dummy variable which are linearly independent and have limiting information non-

zero14. Moreover, α,β are (p × r ) dimensional matrices with rank of αβ′ less than or

equal to r . For simplicity, we exclude the constant from the exposition. Including a

constant is a straightforward extension of the derivations presented here. We focus on

the model of order k = 1 and with an unrestricted dummy defined as in (2.2).

Thus we consider henceforth the model with the dummy δt entering as regressor

in the co-integrated vector-autoregression of order one as given by,

H ud
r :∆X t =αβ′X t−1 +θδt +εt , (2.14)

for t = 1, ...,T, εt i.i.d.
(
0,Ω

)
and X0 fixed.

We consider bootstrap based testing of:

(i) Hypothesis of rank r of αβ′ in H ud
r as well as three sub-models.

(ii) The hypothesis H0 : θ = 0 in H ud
r .

(iii) The hypothesis H1 :α′
⊥θ = 0 in H ud

r .

(iv) The hypothesis H2 :β′θ = 0 in the sub-model of H ud
r where H1 is imposed.

14By this we mean here 1
T

∑T
t=1δtδ

′
t → M as T → ∞, with M non-singluar. For more discussion on

classification of dummies, see Johansen and Nielsen (2018).
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We also consider the distribution of the estimator τ = Cθ, where C is the
(
p ×p

)
dimensinal impact matrix of rank

(
p − r

)
entering the representation of

{
X t

}T
t=1. That

is, under standard regularity conditions, the so-called "I(1,r)" conditions, the Granger

representation (Johansen, 1996) for X t in H ud
r is given by,

X t =C
t∑

i=1

(
εi +θδi

)+αβφt
(
L
)
β′ (εt +θδt

)
, (2.15)

where C =β⊥
(
α′
⊥β⊥

)−1
α′
⊥ and φt (z) =∑t

i=1

(
Ir +β′α

)i zi , for z ∈C. Also note that for

convenience X0 = 0.

The I(1,r) conditions are given by:

Definition 1 The I(1,r) conditions hold if αβ′ has rank equal to r , and ρ
(
I +β′α

)< 1,

where ρ (·) denotes the maximum of the absolute value of the eigenvalues.

Remark 1 Note that the I(1,r) conditions and hence the representation in (2.15) for

general k > 1 have minor modifications, see e.g. Cavaliere, Nielsen, and Rahbek (2016).

2.3.1 Likelihood based inference

In this section asymptotic theory is provided for the test-statistics on rank and θ as

well as likelihood-based estimators of α,β and θ (and restricted θ).

INITIAL LEMMAS:
Corresponding to the regression on δt in H ud

r define for general Yt ,

Yt ·δ = Yt −
T∑

t=1
Ytδt

(
T∑
1
δ2

t

)−1

δt = Yt −MyδM−1
δδ .

Consider first the limiting behavior of the aggregated innovations εt and the aggre-

gated δt :

Lemma 1 With ηt =∑t
i=1 εi and κt =∑t

i=1δi , and δt = 1[T1,T2] (t ) with 1 ≤ T1 < T2 ≤ T ,

it follows that,(
T −1κ[Tu],δ[Tu]

)
→ (

κ (u) ,δ (u)
)= (

u −u1,1
)

1[u1,u2] (u) ,

where ui satisfies
[
Tui

]= Ti for i = 1,2. Also,(
T −1/2η[Tu]·δ,T −1κ[Tu]·δ

)
w→ (

Wu·δ,κu·δ
)
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where for general Y (u) = Yu , u ∈ (
0,1

)
,

Yu·δ = Y (u)−
∫ 1

0
Y (s)δ (s)d s

(∫ 1

0
δ (s)d s

)−1

δ (u)

= Yu −
∫ u2

u1

Ys d s
(
u2 −u1

)−1 1[u1,u2] (u) .

Remark 2 Note that for the constant case δt = 1, then u1 = 0 = 1−u2 such that Wu·δ =
W (cu)−∫ 1

0 W (s)d s and κu·δ = u − 1
2 corresponding to the theory for the unrestricted

constant entering the vector autoregressive model, see (Johansen, 1996).

Next consider the product moment matrices Si j ·δ for i , j = 0,1,ε with

Si j ·δ = Si j −SiδS−1
δδSδ j ,

and the indices 0,1 and ε referring to∆X t , X t−1 and εt respectively and Si j = T −1 ∑T
t=1 it j ′t .

Corresponding to the representation in (2.15) set τ=Cθ, and define γ= (
β,τ

)
⊥.

Lemma 2 It follows that as T →∞, with X t given by (2.14) and under the I(1,r) condi-

tions,

S00·δ
P→Σ00·δ, β′S11·δβ

P→Σββ·δ and β′S10·δ
P→Σβ0·δ,

where

Σ00·δ =αΣβ0·δ+Ω, and Σβ0·δ =Σββ·δα′.

Next with BT =
(
γ̄,T −1/2τ̄

)
and α′

⊥θ 6= 0, B ′
T S11·δβ=OP (1),

T −1B ′
T S11·δBT

w→
∫ 1

0
Gu·δG ′

u·δdu

B ′
T S1ε·δ = B ′

T

(
S10·δ−αβ′S11·δ

) w→
∫ 1

0
Gu·δdW ′

u

where with W (u) a Brownian motion with covarianceΩ,

G (u) =
(
γ̄′CWu

κu

)
. (2.16)

Remark 3 Lemma (2) is a simple extension of Johansen (1996, Lemmas 10.1–10.3)

as can be seen by setting u1 = 1−u2 = 0.
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TESTING RANK AND INITIAL HYPOTHESES ON θ:
We are now in position to state the first lemma on the distribution of the rank-

statistic and the likelihood ratio statistic for the hypotheses H1 :α′
⊥θ = 0 and H2 :β′θ =

0:

Lemma 3 Consider the likelihood ratio statistic Qud
r for rank

(
Π

)≤ r against rank
(
Π

)≤ p

in the model H ud
r given by (2.14). Under the I(1,r) conditions and with α′

⊥θ 6= 0,

Qud
r

w→ tr

{∫
dBF (u)′

(∫
F (u)F (u)′ du

)−1 ∫
F (u)dB (u)′

}
, (2.17)

where B =
(
B1, ...,Bp−r

)′
is a

(
p − r

)
-dimensional standard Brownian motion and

F (u) = (
B1u·δ, ...,B(p−r−1)u·δ,κu·δ

)′, cf. the definition of G in (2.16). The likelihood ratio

statistic QH1 for H1 :α′
⊥θ = 0 satisfies, QH1

w→χ2
p−r .

In the model given by (2.14) and with H1 imposed, denoted H rd
r the likelihood

ratio statistic Qrd
r for rank

(
Π

)≤ r against rank
(
Π

)≤ p, under the I(1,r) conditions has

the limiting distribution in (2.17) with F replaced by F (u) = (
B (u)′ ,δ∞ (u)

)′. Also the

likelihood ratio statistic QH2 for H2 :β′θ = 0 in H rd
r satisfies QH2

w→χ2
r .

ASYMPTOTICS FOR THE θ AND τPARAMETERS:
We consider here the limiting behavior of the likelihood estimator of τ=Cθ. Con-

sider initially the likelihood estimators of β and α:

Lemma 4 With β̃= β̂
(
β̄′β̂

)−1
and α̃= α̂β̂′β̄, then in the model H ud

r given by (2.14) and

with α′
⊥θ 6= 0, under the I(1,r) conditions,(

Tγ,T 3/2τ
)′ (
β̃−β

)
w→

(∫
Gu·δG ′

u·δdu

)−1 ∫
Gu·δdWu

′Ω−1α
(
α′Ω−1α

)−1

and

T 1/2 (α̃−α)
w→ N

(
0,Ω⊗Σ−1

ββ·δ
)

.

Remark 4 See also Johansen and Nielsen (2000) for similar results on structural breaks

modeling with linear deterministic trends.

An empirical feasible estimator is given by normalizing β̂ by c , where c ′β= c ′β̂= Ir .

We find immediately the following corollary, which follows by Johansen (1996, proof of

Theorem 13.3):
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Corollary 1 As T →∞,

T
(
β̂−β

)
w→ (

I −βc ′
)(∫

Gγ·κG ′
γ·κdu

)−1 (∫
Gγ·κdW ′Ω−1α

(
α′Ω−1α

)−1
)

,

where Gγ·κ (u) is γ̄′CWu·δ corrected by κu·δ. And α̂ has the same asymptotic distribution

as α̃.

We are now in position to consider the asymptotic distributions of θ̂ and τ̂:

Theorem 1 As T →∞,

T 1/2
(
θ̂−θ

)
w→ N

(
0,Ωξ′θΣββ·δξθ

)
+

∫ u2

u1

dWu

−α
(
α′Ω−1α

)−1
α′Ω−1

∫
dWuG ′

u·δ

(∫
Gu·δG ′

u·δdu

)−1 ∫
G (u)du(u2 −u1)−1

where ξ=−(
β′α

)−1
β′θ. Thus T 1/2α′

⊥(θ̂−θ) and T 1/2α′Ω−1(θ̂−θ) are asymptotically

mixed Gaussian. Moreover,

T 1/2 (
τ̂−τ) w→C

∫ u2

u1

dWu .

2.3.2 Bootstrap based inference

We consider different bootstrap schemes based on the bootstrap theory provided in

Cavaliere, Rahbek, and Taylor (2012, 2014), Boswijk, Cavaliere, Rahbek, and Taylor

(2016) and Cavaliere, Nielsen, and Rahbek (2016). We denote the three bootstrap pro-

cesses by
{

X ∗
t

}T
t=1,

{
X?

t

}T
t=1 and {X #

t }T
t=1 respectively, and the corresponding bootstrap

probability measures, conditional on the data,
{

X t
}T

t=0, by P∗,P? and P # respectively.

For each of the schemes we compute the relevant test statistic(s), say
{

Q∗
i

}B

i=1
, where

B denotes the bootstrap replications and use the empirical distribution of
{

Q∗
i

}B

i=1
for

testing, see Cavaliere, Rahbek, and Taylor (2012) for a discussion on this. The relevant

test statistics are the mentioned likelihood ratio statistics for rank and restrictions on

θ.

The first scheme is used for testing the rank in the model H ud
r where δt enters

unrestricted. It is given by the recursive equation,

∆X ∗
t = α̂(r )β̂(r )′X ∗

t−1 + θ̂(r )δt +ε(r )∗
t ,
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where α̂(r ), β̂(r ) and θ̂(r ) denote the likelihood-based estimators ofα,β and θ under the

rank r in H ud
r . The bootstrap residuals are given by either (i) the wild bootstrap scheme

where ε(r )∗
t = ε̂(r )

t wt , with ε̂(r )
t the estimated residuals under rank r , and wt is an

i.i.d.N(0,1) sequence, or the (ii) i.i.d. bootstrap based on resampling with replacement

of ε̂(r )
t −T −1 ∑T

t=1 ε̂
(r )
t .

Remark 5 The wild bootstrap implies that testing is robust to (conditional) heteroscedas-

ticity, see Boswijk, Cavaliere, Rahbek, and Taylor (2016) and Cavaliere, Rahbek, and

Taylor (2010a,b).

For this scheme we have the following result as a corollary to Cavaliere, Rahbek,

and Taylor (2014, Proposition 3), see also Trenkler (2009) for similar considerations:

Proposition 1 Under the I(1,r) conditions the bootstrap likelihood ratio statistic Qud,∗
r for

rank
(
Π

) ≤ r against rank
(
Π

) ≤ p in the model (2.14) with α′
⊥θ 6= 0, satisfy, weakly in

probability under P∗, that Qud,∗
r has the same limiting distribution as Qud

r .

The second scheme is of interest when testing H1 : α′
⊥θ = 0 and is given by the

bootstrap equation corresponding to H rd
r :

∆X?
t = α̂(r )

1 (β̂(r )′
1 X?

t−1 + β̂
(r )′
θ δt )+ε(r )?

t ,

where the estimators correspond to likelihood estimation in the model given by

H rd
r :∆X t =α(β′X t−1 +β′

θδt )+εt , (2.18)

where β
′
θ

is an r -dimensional vector. The asymptotic theory for the model in (2.18)

is given in Johansen and Nielsen (2016, Theorems 4 and 7).15 For the bootstrap, the

following holds by Boswijk, Cavaliere, Rahbek, and Taylor (2016) and Cavaliere, Nielsen,

and Rahbek (2016):

Proposition 2 Under the I(1,r) conditions the bootstrap likelihood ratio statistic Q?
H1

for H1 : α′
⊥θ = 0 satisfies, Q?

H1

w→P χ2
p−r . In the model given by (2.18), that is (2.14)

with H1 imposed, the bootstrap likelihood ratio statistic Qrd,?
r for rank

(
Π

)≤ r against

rank
(
Π

) ≤ p, has the limiting distribution (weakly in probability) in (2.17) with F

replaced by F (u) = (B (u)′ ,δ∞ (u))′.

15In terms of the notation there, Z0t = δt , no Z1t and Z2t =∆δt (with coefficient 0).
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The final and third scheme is used when testing H2 :β′θ = 0 and is given by:

∆X #
t = α̂(r )

2 β̂(r )′
2 X #

t−1 +ε(r )#
t ,

where all estimators are from the model with no δt entering,

H nd
r : ∆X t =αβ′X t−1 +εt .

Proposition 3 Under the I(1,r) conditions the bootstrap likelihood ratio statistic Q#
H2

for

H2 :β′θ = 0 in H rd
r satisfies Q#

H2

w→P χ
2
r .

2.3.3 The bootstrap for τ̂ inference

For inference, or reporting of confidence bands on τ̂= Ĉ θ̂ we use the bootstrap scheme

for
{

X ∗
t

}
and find:

Theorem 2 As T →∞, T 1/2
(
θ̂∗−θ

)
and T 1/2

(
τ̂∗−τ) have the same limits weakly in

probability under P∗ as T 1/2
(
θ̂−θ

)
and T 1/2

(
τ̂−τ) in Theorem (1).

2.4 Numerical results

In this section we investigate the performance of the bootstrap procedure presented

in the previous section, and show on its practical relevance. This section hence gives

guidance on how to structure a CVAR formulation of the dummy variable approach. We

report results from a Monte Carlo exercise showing on the finite sample performance

of the bootstrapped likelihood ratio test. We also show how the various hypotheses

about the possible effects of the cartel dummy can be used in a sequential procedure

for determining the specification of the economic model.

2.4.1 The specification of the simulation

In this simulation study we consider the unrestricted and restricted formulation of the

CVAR model, i.e.,

H ud
r :∆X t =αβ′X t−1 +θδt +εt , (2.19)

and

H r d
r :∆X t =α(β′X t−1 +β′

θδt )+εt . (2.20)
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where X t =
(
X1, X2

)′, α and β are 2×1, εt ∼ i .i .d N (0,Ω), and the dummy is defined

as in (2.2). In both cases we assume that the co-integration rank is equal to 1, and the

co-integration relations are βud = (1,−1)′ and βr d = (1,−1,βθ)′ for the unrestricted

model and restricted model, respectively. We arbitrarily set α= (−0.15,−0.10)′. We also

simulate from the model where the cartel dummy does not enter the model to assess

the size properties of the tests.

The pre- and post control periods are denoted TN while the cartel period is denoted

TC. The full sample T = TN+TC where TN and TC are of the same relative size with

TC constituting the center 50 percent of the sample. This means that we consider

symmetric pre- and post-cartel periods.

In the unrestricted model (2.19), the dummy variable have a direct effect on ∆X t ,

while in restricted model (2.20) the dummy affect the long-run relation only. This

imply that the impact in the unrestricted case would be by definition larger than in the

unrestricted case already from the outset. To analyze comparable effects, we hence

has to address the restricted dummy a significantly higher value. We therefore use

θ = (1,1)′θud with θud = (0,0.010,0.025,0.050) for the unrestricted formulation, while

βθ = (0,1.10,1.25,1.50) for the restricted formulation. Finally, we use Ω =
(

1 γ

γ 1

)
with γ= 0.8 for the correlation coefficient between ε1,t and ε2,t . The high correlation is

used to mimic an empirical setting where the two series would be closely related to

each other.

To generate the standard normally distributed random numbers, we have used a

fixed seed. The number of replications are R = 10,000. For determining the empirical

bootstrap distributions we use M = 1000 bootstrap replications, which we believe

are large enough to obtain sufficiently precise estimations of the tests’ true rejection

frequencies. The sample sizes are T = 50,100,250,500,1000, typically used in empirical

antitrust studies. As customary in the econometric literature, TC grow proportionally

in T , hence we consider the corresponding cartel periods to increase in proportion

to the sample size and always constitute the center 50 percentage of the sample, i.e.

T2 −T1 = 25,50,125,250,500, respectively.

2.4.2 The likelihood ratio tests

We present two sets of results. The first relates to the size of the test while the second

relates to power. We consider the models from general to specific, over different sample

sizes and different impact parameters to see how large the sample has to be to make it

possible to find an effect of a certain magnitude.

We interpret the tables with results in a sequential manner following the procedure
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presented in Subsection (2.2.4). The starting point is the unrestricted model where

we test whether the effect equals zero, i.e. H0 : θ = 0.16 Rejecting H0 imply that there

is a price effect, hypothetically both permanent and temporary, in the data. In the

next step, the question is whether a detected effect under H0 can be considered as

at most temporary, and therefore test whether the permanent effect can be set to

zero by imposing H1 : α′
⊥θ = 0. If H1 is rejected, the effect can be concluded to be

also permanent. If not, the permanent effect can be set to zero, which imply that the

effect is at most temporary. In a final step, we in addition to H1 test whether also the

temporary effect can be set to zero without losing explanatory power. This by imposing

H2 :βθ = 0. If H2 is rejected, the effect is temporary, but if H2 is not rejected the effect

is zero.

Table 2.1: Size properties

Bootstrap

1% 5% 10%

T H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2 H0 H1 H2

50 0.011 0.005 0.014 0.058 0.042 0.074 0.115 0.090 0.138

100 0.010 0.010 0.013 0.057 0.055 0.060 0.109 0.110 0.115

250 0.009 0.010 0.009 0.051 0.049 0.053 0.102 0.098 0.108

500 0.010 0.011 0.009 0.049 0.050 0.047 0.097 0.101 0.102

1000 0.012 0.008 0.011 0.052 0.051 0.054 0.101 0.103 0.107

Asymptotic

50 0.111 0.013 0.078 0.286 0.073 0.207 0.405 0.145 0.306

100 0.091 0.019 0.050 0.229 0.082 0.145 0.331 0.153 0.225

250 0.066 0.014 0.022 0.171 0.067 0.093 0.259 0.124 0.152

500 0.054 0.014 0.014 0.140 0.059 0.066 0.219 0.116 0.124

1000 0.048 0.010 0.014 0.130 0.056 0.061 0.208 0.112 0.117

Note: Results are presented are the rejection frequency for 10,000 replications. The bootstrapped p-values are based on
1,000 bootstrap replications over the 10,000 replications.

The test is correctly sized using the bootstrap procedure The bootstrap procedure

shows a significant improvement over the asymptotic test. Empirical rejection fre-

quencies, for nominal 1%, 5% and 10% significance levels, are reported in Table 2.1

containing the test sequence of the hypotheses H0, H1, and H2. The results show that

the bootstrap performs rather accurately already in small samples. With T = 50 and

16It should be noted here that the model is implemented in an antitrust context, one would start in a
situation where one test whether the dummy is restricted (have a temporary effect) or at all an effect. If one
start in the unrestricted formulation of the model, one also start the analysis assuming a permanent effect.
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a nominal level of 5%, the test rejects the null in the range of 4.2%-7.4% of the times

when using the bootstrap, which is quite close to the nominal level. In contrast, the

asymptotic results show on a relatively poor performance where the corresponding

range of empirical rejection frequency is 7.3%-28.6%, quite far from the nominal 5%

level.

Table 2.2: Empirical power - DGP with permanent effects

θ = 0.01 θ = 0.025 θ = 0.5

T 1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10%

Unrestricted dummy (H0) - Permanent and transitory effects in the data

50 0.011 0.059 0.120 0.023 0.096 0.172 0.088 0.261 0.402

100 0.015 0.064 0.125 0.039 0.151 0.248 0.292 0.567 0.705

250 0.018 0.083 0.157 0.174 0.436 0.584 0.892 0.979 0.991

500 0.040 0.166 0.278 0.569 0.838 0.913 0.999 1 1

1000 0.121 0.358 0.498 0.954 0.995 0.998 1 1 1

Restricted dummy (H1) - At least Temporary effects in the data

50 0.007 0.048 0.102 0.010 0.067 0.135 0.028 0.134 0.233

100 0.012 0.062 0.127 0.027 0.103 0.193 0.053 0.192 0.314

250 0.019 0.075 0.143 0.062 0.219 0.349 0.154 0.450 0.647

500 0.032 0.124 0.204 0.178 0.443 0.604 0.564 0.879 0.954

1000 0.071 0.209 0.314 0.524 0.802 0.891 0.984 0.999 1.000

No dummy variable entering the model (H2) - No effects in the data

50 0.015 0.073 0.139 0.028 0.109 0.186 0.098 0.264 0.387

100 0.018 0.075 0.138 0.050 0.163 0.255 0.317 0.554 0.670

250 0.028 0.102 0.175 0.225 0.447 0.567 0.898 0.966 0.981

500 0.066 0.193 0.292 0.614 0.811 0.879 0.998 1 1

1000 0.175 0.373 0.487 0.939 0.983 0.992 1 1 1

Note: Results are presented are the rejection frequency for 10,000 replications. The bootstrapped p-values are based on
1,000 bootstrap replications over the 10,000 replications.

The bootstrap performs well in terms of empirical power We first consider the case

where the DGP follows (2.19), where an unrestricted dummy enter the model. In Table

2.2 it is first seen that H0 is rejected all over the upper panel of the table. Moreover,

turning to the middle panel of the table, H1 is also rejected in the absolute majority of

cases, a result that imply that a cartel effect exists and should be considered to have

a permanent effect on the series. So there is obviously no reason for testing H2 , but

if we do it the existence of a price effect is also confirmed by the bottom panel of the

table. This shows that if one start with a model where the cartel only has a temporary
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effect, then one is still not prone to wrongly conclude that the cartel had no effect.

Now, we turning to the case where the DGP evolve according to (2.20), with a

temporary effect of the cartel on the series. Again, in the upper panel of Table (2.3) the

hypothesis H0 of a zero effect is rejected, implying that there exists at least a temporary

effect in the data. In the middle panel, where we test whether we can impose a zero

restriction on the permanent effect we can not reject the null. Finally in the bottom

panel of the table, it is confirmed that there is an effect of the cartel, and that it should

be considered as temporary.

Table 2.3: Empirical power - DGP with temporary effects

βθ = 1.1 βθ = 1.25 βθ = 1.5

T 1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10%

Unrestricted dummy (H0) - Permanent and transitory effects in the data

50 0.641 0.917 0.969 0.727 0.951 0.984 0.820 0.978 0.996

100 0.982 0.999 1.00 0.995 1 1 0.999 1 1

250 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

500 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Restricted dummy (H1) - At least Temporary effects in the data

50 0.011 0.050 0.096 0.009 0.048 0.094 0.009 0.041 0.082

100 0.010 0.045 0.095 0.009 0.046 0.090 0.010 0.048 0.091

250 0.009 0.047 0.095 0.009 0.048 0.099 0.010 0.049 0.099

500 0.010 0.051 0.103 0.011 0.053 0.103 0.010 0.050 0.097

1000 0.010 0.053 0.104 0.009 0.046 0.094 0.009 0.048 0.102

No dummy variable entering the model (H2) - No effects in the data

50 0.679 0.916 0.962 0.753 0.944 0.977 0.830 0.976 0.991

100 0.976 0.996 0.998 0.988 0.999 1 0.997 1 1

250 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

500 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Note: Results are presented are the rejection frequency for 10,000 replications. The bootstrapped p-values are based on
1,000 bootstrap replications over the 10,000 replications.

Summarizing, we can confirm that the bootstrap-based implementation of the

sequential likelihood ratio testing procedure performs well in terms of empirical power.
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Table 2.4: Empirical size - test on cartel effect

Unrestricted Restricted

T 1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10%

50 0.035 0.103 0.170 0.055 0.157 0.240

75 0.042 0.111 0.180 0.048 0.141 0.224

100 0.047 0.122 0.185 0.049 0.139 0.221

150 0.049 0.121 0.185 0.051 0.142 0.219

250 0.046 0.104 0.168 0.043 0.127 0.201

500 0.032 0.086 0.145 0.032 0.094 0.161

1000 0.019 0.067 0.122 0.023 0.078 0.136

Note: The bootstrapped p-values are based on 1,000 bootstrap replications over 10,000 replications.

2.4.3 Inference for the cartel effect

In antitrust investigations, the central interest is often on the estimated cartel effect. As

a model specification do not directly deliver the magnitude of the cartel effect, we now

also estimate the actual effect. We here present results for how the bootstrap approach

perform in terms of empirical size and power, having the dummy variable unrestricted

or restricted in the model. We find the bootstrap p-value of testing the hypothesis

H :φ=φ0 about some parameter, φ, representing the effect of interest, as the smallest

α that makes the following statement false

QΦ? (α/2) >φ0∧φ0 <QΦ? (1−α/2), (2.21)

where QΦ? (p) is the p-quantile of the bootstrap distribution. The intuition for this

procedure is to find out where φ0 is placed in the bootstraped distribution of the

parameter of interest. So if φ0 is in the tails of the distribution the p-value is small and

vise versa. To find α we can simply start at α= 0 and the increase α in tiny steps until

(2.21) becomes false.

In Table (2.4) results for the empirical rejection frequency when using the specifica-

tions H ud
r and H r d

r , i.e. data that contain a permanent and temporary effect, only a

temporary effect of the cartel, respectively. The results show that the estimator con-

verge marginally faster in the unrestricted formulation of the model compared to when

the dummy variable enter the model restricted. However, in both cases the model is

relatively accurate sized empirically.

The proposed bootstrap test related to the cartel effect estimation performs well in

terms of empirical power. The test perform generally more accurate in the restricted

formulation of the model, as the unrestricted formulation of the model converge slower
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Table 2.5: Empirical power - parameter estimation

T 1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10%

Estimating a model with a permanent cartel effect

θ = 0.01 θ = 0.025 θ = 0.05

50 0.043 0.120 0.190 0.084 0.202 0.293 0.231 0.429 0.535

75 0.056 0.144 0.216 0.125 0.262 0.351 0.339 0.542 0.640

100 0.063 0.151 0.221 0.154 0.296 0.390 0.405 0.606 0.694

150 0.074 0.157 0.229 0.190 0.326 0.419 0.518 0.698 0.782

250 0.077 0.164 0.232 0.263 0.425 0.525 0.712 0.852 0.906

500 0.089 0.190 0.275 0.421 0.613 0.713 0.945 0.985 0.995

1000 0.130 0.264 0.369 0.699 0.859 0.914 1 1 1

Estimating a model with a temporary cartel effect

βθ = 1.10 βθ = 1.25 βθ = 1.50

50 0.173 0.507 0.699 0.193 0.540 0.729 0.211 0.576 0.757

75 0.568 0.863 0.943 0.632 0.895 0.954 0.722 0.929 0.973

100 0.845 0.973 0.990 0.901 0.984 0.995 0.940 0.992 0.997

150 0.988 0.999 1 0.994 0.999 1 0.999 1 1

250 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

500 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Note: The bootstrapped p-values are based on 1,000 bootstrap replications over 10,000 replications.

towards the nominal rejection frequencies. However, a general conclusion from the

results is that none of the model specification perform accurate in very small samples,

i.e. T = 50.

2.5 Empirical application

We now take the CVAR formulation of the dummy variable approach to real world data.

In a two step procedure, we investigate the price effect of a detected and convicted pro-

curement cartel in the Finnish roundwood market. First we sequentially test whether

the cartel dummy, according to the data, should enter the model at most as restricted

or whether it at all should be part of the economic model. Second, we estimate two

simple CVAR models where we first, let the cartel dummy enter the model unrestricted

assuming permanent cartel effects. Subsequently, we let the cartel dummy enter as

a restricted regressor assuming temporary effects. The result of or simple empirical

application shows that there are no immediate indication of an artificially lower price
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in the period for the cartel.

Background of the Finnish roundwood cartel

In 2009, the Finnish Market Court found three roundwood procuring companies guilty

of violat-ing the competition rules by sharing sensitive market information in the

period 1997-. “early 2004”.17 The information the companies shared regarded past

roundwood prices payed to private forest owners selling wood to the three companies.

In the period for the cartel, the three colluding parties purchased approximately

80% of the roundwood sold in the market, where about 80% of the trades were pur-

chased from private forest owners.

The Market Court further states that the companies had exchanged information

about the content and progress of the sales negotiations with the largest seller in

the market, a state-owned enterprise responsible for the government owned forest.

The court did, however, not find evidence for any explicit agreement on purchasing

prices between the colluding parties and did not in its judgment take a stance on

any actual market effects. Nevertheless, the Court considered that the object of the

information exchange was to affect future price development in the market and to

avoid uncontrolled price fluctuations.

Following the Market Court decision, the state-owned enterprise raised financial

claims against the three forest companies. It argued that the cartel led to lower sales

prices of roundwood during the cartel period which have inflicted financial damages

upon the enterprise. After eight years of litigation, the Helsinki Court of Appeal did in

its final decision rejected the state-owned enterprise’s claim and awarded no financial

compensation.18

Data

To test the hypothesis of a cartel effect, we collect public data on traded roundwood

from Luke Statistics Database (Natural Resources Institute Finland).19 The data contain

monthly price information (€/m3) for the main wood assortments (pine, spruce and

birch) bought by the forest companies from non-industrial, private forest sellers in the

period 1997-2014. These data are illustrated in Figure 2.3.

17Market Court Decision No. 614/2009 of 3 December 2009
18Helsinki Court of Appeal [No. 580] - 05/21/2018 - S16/2275Court(s)
19https://stat.luke.fi/en
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the roundwood prices series.
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Note: This figure illustrates the price series for the three roundwood assortments Pine, Spruce and Birch pulpwood. The
series have been deflated using the Finnish producer price index for the forest industry.

Source: Authors on data from Luke Statistics Database (Natural Resources Institute Finland - https://stat.luke.fi/en)

The roundwood is traded in different qualities, mainly divided into low-quality

pulpwood, used as input in the paper and cardboard industry;20 and a high-quality

sawlogs, used as input in the construction industry. Here we focus on the low quality

pulpwood trade.

According to the Market Court decision, the cartel was active between January

1997 to “early 2004”, the collected data cover the cartel period and a significant after

period. The market before 1997 was not working under what we would think of as

a “normal” form of competition. In this period, there was a common understanding

between buyers and sellers about the market price. Hence, the pre-cartel period cannot

be used as a competitive benchmark for what the price would have been in absence

of the cartel. Table 2.6, displays descriptive statistics for the price data in the period

1997-2014. As displayed in Figure 2.3, there is no immediate indication of a lower price

in the cartel period compared to the period after.

2.5.1 The economic model

To evaluate a potential cartel effect we here implement the multivariate formulation of

the dummy variable approach as presented above. When using the CVAR model for

testing whether the cartel did influence the prices in the period it was active, the focus

is on the factors driving the price evolution in the long-run. The central question to

20The paper and pulp industry is, in Finland, to almost a hundred percent owned by the three forest
companies.
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Table 2.6: Descriptive statistics – Pulpwood prices 1997-2014

Full sample: January 1997-October 2014

Assortment #Obs. Min Mean Max Std.Dev.

Pine 214 12.38 15.36 19.82 1.94

Spruce 214 14.02 21.75 27.99 4.13

Birch 214 12.16 14.97 19.81 1.98

Cartel period: January 1997-April 2004

Pine 88 13.85 17.04 19.82 1.67

Spruce 88 22.32 25.46 27.99 1.29

Birch 88 13.24 16.72 19.81 1.80

Post cartel period: May 2004-October 2014.

Pine 126 12.38 14.19 16.95 1.05

Spruce 126 14.02 19.16 25.08 3.40

Birch 126 12.16 13.74 15.87 0.87

Note: The data is collected from https://stat.luke.fi/en, and cover the period 1997-Oct. 2014. The series have been
deflated using the Finnish producer price index for the forest industry.

be answered is hence whether the cartel indeed did have a significant long-run effect

on pulpwood prices. To answer this question and to measure that magnitude of an

eventual cartel effect, we first implement the sequential procedure as it is presented in

Subsection 2.2.4, and thereafter estimate the potential cartel effect.

Model specification

We use a narrow model that only include the three roundwood prices as endogenous

variables, i.e., pine, spruce and birch pulpwood.21 We consider the evolution of these

prices series to evolve according to a process

∆xt =αβ′xt−1 +Γ1∆xt−1 +θtδs,t +µ0 +µ1t +εt (2.22)

where xt =
[

ppi
t , p sp

t , pbi
t

]′
is a vector containing the three roundwood prices of pine,

spruce and birch, α are the adjustment, error correcting, parameters βxt contain the

co-integration relations containing two co-integration relations, Γ contain the short-

run dynamics in the price relations, δs,t is an unrestricted cartel dummy indicating

the period for the cartel.22 In contrast to the theoretical model discussed in previous

21This means that we only estimate if a break exists in the data without conditioning on any assortment
specific price determinant.

22January 1997 to 2004 including the first quarter, i.e., a cartel period spanning the period January 1997 -
April 2004.
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section, we in this empirical implementation extend the model with a constant, µ0

and a trend, µ1. Hence, we continue with a model that do not assume a zero level of

measurement and we allow for a trend in the long-run co-integration relation, and

finally εt is a normally distributed error. All the deterministic terms can be included

unrestricted or restricted in the model.

In addition, we control for a few high-level events taking place in the market at the

time for the cartel which could have had a general price effect as well. First, in 1993

a new tax regime was introduced, changing from an area-based taxation towards a

capital gains tax on wood sale. The period 1993-2006 constituted a transition period

where the new tax regime was in place beside the one it replaced. From the beginning

of the year 2006, all forest owners are taxed according to their stumpage revenues. In

the transition period, it can be the case that supply was higher than it would heave

been in the absence of the new tax regime. Hence, this may have had an effect on

the evolution of prices. For this reason, a shift dummy is used, covering the period, is

used. Second, in May-June 2005 a labor related dispute lead to a nationwide industrial

look down of the pulp mills in Finland. As this may have had an effect on the supply

of pulpwood in the period, which may have had an effect on prices, therefore we

include a shift dummy covering the period May-June 2005 in the price model. Finally,

imported wood from Russia is the largest substitute for the national forest in Finland.

It is therefore likely that changes in the export tariff regimes in Russia have spillover

effects on the price formation in Finland. Hence, we include shift dummies, covering

the period when the export tariffs were in place. Note that as we here only provide

a simple illustration of how the CVAR formulation of the dummy variable approach

can be constructed, we in addition to the sets of dummy variables exclude all other

explanatory variable from the analysis.23

We run the analysis with two specifications regarding the constant and the trend.

In the first setting we include an unrestricted constant, µ0, and thereby specify the

data to be trend-stationary, with linear trends in the variables which cancel in the

co-integration relation. Thereby we allow for a none zero intercept of the long-run

relation.24 In the second setting we include a trend restricted to the co-integration

23As discussed above, this means that they either affect price changes directly, by being unrestricted; or
that they do not affect prices changes directly but do enter the co-integration relations towards what the
prices series converges in the long-run, by being restricted. Here the importance of the bootstrap procedure
discussed in Section 2.3 should be emphasised. As the asymptotic distribution of the test associated with
the model is affected by all the terms affecting the long-run properties of the model, i.e., trend, constants
and shifts, we must use the bootstrap approach to generate reliable results.

24This correspond to β0,γ0 6= 0 following the notation in Juselius (2006, Chapter 6).
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relation, and thereby allow for trends in the co-integration relation.25 We restrict the

trend from affecting the non-stationary part of the model as that would imply quadratic

trends in the levels of the series.26

2.5.2 Empirical results

We preset two sets of results, first related to the sequential testing of the presences of

an effect and its specification and later on the parameter estimation, i.e. the magnitude

of the effect.

Sequential testing - specifying the effect

Using the likelihood ratio test, as discussed above, we let the data tell whether there

is likely that the cartel have had any effect on the evolution of the roundwood prices.

In a two step procedure, we initially test whether the data is coherent with a model

that at most has a temporary effect. We therefore take model (2.22) and test whether

the restriction H1 : α′
⊥θ = 0 decrease its explanatory power. From the results in Table

2.7 it can be seen that the test cannot reject the restriction, implying that there is

at most a temporary cartel effect in the period.27 In the next step, still considering

the restricted model under H1, we restrict the model further and test whether the

temporary effect also can be set to zero, by imposing H2 : βθ = 0, without loosing

explanatory power. The results show that we cannot reject the hypothesis of further

restrictions, implying that the model should be further restricted. In summery the

results imply that the data is coherent with a model without the cartel dummy entering,

suggesting its contribution is zero.

Table 2.7: Specification tests - Pulpwood

Unrestricted constant (α′
⊥γ0 6= 0) Restricted trend (α′

⊥γ1 = 0)

H1
0.721

(0.801)
0.703

(0.790)

H2
0.743

(0.795)
0.947

(0.938)

Note: Bootstrapped p-values, using 600 bootstrap replications. Asymptotic p-values in ()

25This correspond to β1 6= 0 and γ1 = 0 following the notation in Juselius (2006, Chapter 6)
26When the trend is included unrestricted, it accumulate to an exponential trend in the levels of the data.

That is rarely a plausible description of economic data.
27A complete set of test results are provided upon request.
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Parameter estimation - measuring the price impact

For illustration, we continue with all four model specification considered above, i.e.

unrestricted and restricted dummy with an unrestricted constant or a restricted trend,

and present results for the estimated cartel effects for each wood assortment28 The

results in Table 2.8 shows that there is no sign of a price effect in the data. In both model

formulation where the cartel dummy entering the model unrestricted, the dummy

is estimated to be exactly equal to zero, and have therefore been excluded from the

model. The bootstrap p-values in parenthesis are in the case of an excluded dummy is

indicated by .NaN.

Table 2.8: Estimated cartel effects - Pulpwood

Permanent effect

Unrestricted constant (α⊥γ0 6= 0) Restricted trend (α⊥γ1 = 0)

Pine
0.00

(.NaN)
0.00

(.NaN)

Spruce
0.00

(.NaN)
0.00

(.NaN)

Birch
0.00

(.NaN)
0.00

(.NaN)

Temporary effect

Unrestricted constant (α⊥γ0 6= 0) Restricted trend (α⊥γ1 = 0)

Pine
−0.2

(0.849)
0.5

(0.870)

Spruce
−0.1

(0.849)
0.1

(0.874)

Birch
−0.0

(0.851)
0.1

(0.872)

Note: Bootstrapped p-values in (), using 600 bootstrap replications.When the estimated cartel effect is exactly equal to
zero the dummy is excluded form the model, and the bootstrapped p-values is reported as (.N aN ).

The empirical results confirm the initial observation from Figure 2.3, that there is

no sign of a cartel effect in the data.

The aim of this paper is to give guidance to applied economist how to handle the

CVAR model construction, i.e., to avoid counter intuitive cartel effects and show how

to conduct bootstrap based inference in the model. Hence, the paper aims to give

guidance on how the CVAR formu-lation of the dummy variable approach should be

implemented when it is used for quantifying cartel damages. It should therefore be no-

28The method used calculating the cartel effect in both the unrestricted and the restricted model, can be
found in Appendix II.
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ticed that the empirical implementation in this Section leaves out all other explanatory

variables describing price fluctuations in the market. Conse-quently, we only conclude

that there is no indication that the cartel indeed did affect the roundwood prices in

the market in the cartel period. The work to further extend the analysis, including

additional explanatory variables, are left for future work.

2.6 Conclusion

The motivation for this paper is to give guidance on how one can estimate the price

effect associate with a competition law violation following a price fixing agreement,

when the underlying data display non-stationary properties. We take the widely used

dummy variable approach to the statistical framework of co-integrated vector au-

toregression (CVAR) and show that by decomposing the underlying time-series into

a non-stationary and a stationary component it is possible to estimate a price effect

of the law cartel also in this environment. We show that to be able to preserve the

conceptual framework of a data that are stationary, and thereby estimate the price

effect as a temporary impact on the prices during the cartel period, one must restrict

the dummy variable to only appear in the long-run relation of the CVAR model. If the

dummy is not restricted, the inclusion of the variable results in counter intuitively

results of both a permanent and a temporary price effect.

Taking the dummy variable approach to the CVAR framework, do have implica-

tions for the asymptotic inference, which in this setting is difficult and imprecise. The

distribution of the likelihood test associated with the CVAR model is known to vary

according to the trends present in the levels process, and hence have different distri-

butions dependent on which deterministic terms are included or not in the model.

We therefore consider bootstrap based inference, for which we derive relevant the-

ory. In order to show on the performance of the bootstrap as well as to give practical

guidance on how to apply the dummy variable model in the CVAR framework, we

provide numerical results based on both Mote Carlo simulations and a small empirical

application to an actual competition law violation.
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Appendix

Proofs No Bootstrap

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.1: By definition,

ηt ·δ = ηt −
T∑

t=1
ηtδt

(
T∑

t=1
δt

)−1

δt

such that,

T −1/2η[Tu]·δ = T −1/2η[Tu] −T −1/2
T∑

t=1
ηtδt

(
T∑

t=1
δt

)−1

δ[Tu]

→ W (u)−
∫ 1

0
W (s)δ (s)d s

(∫ 1

0
δ (s)d s

)−1

δ (u)

= W (u)−
∫ u2

u1

W (s)d s
(
u2 −u1

)−1
δ (u) =Wu·δ

and

T −1κ[Tu]·δ = T −1κ[Tu] −T −1
T∑

t=1
κtδt

(
T∑

t=1
δt

)−1

δ[Tu]

→ κ (u)−
∫ 1

0
κ (s)δ (s)d s

(∫ 1

0
δ (s)d s

)−1

δ (u)

= κ (u)−
∫ u2

u1

(
s −u1

)
d s

(
u2 −u1

)−1
δ (u)

= κ (u)− 1

2

(
u2 −u1

)
δ (u)

This ends the proof. �

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.1: By definition,

T −1/2γ̄′X[Tu] = T −1/2γ̄′Cη[Tu]] +oP (1) , T −1τ̄′X[Tu] = T −1κ[Tu] +oP (1) ,

and the results follow by Lemma 2.3.1 and standard arguments for co-integrated I(1)

vector autoregressions. �

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.1: The two limiting results regarding the rank statistics follow by

standard arguments from Lemma 2.3.1 together with (Johansen, 1996, Theorem 11.1).
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The two limiting results for the likelihood ratio statistics of H1 and H2, follow likewise

by (Johansen, 1996, Corollary 11.2) and (Johansen, 1996, Theorem 11.3) respectively.�

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.3.1: The result for β̃ follows by (Johansen, 1996, proof of Lemma

13.2) using that the concentrated likelihood function with θ replaced by θ̂
(
α,β

)
is

given by

L
(
α,β,Ω

)=−T

2
logdetΩ− 1

2

T∑
t=1

tr
{
Ω−1εδtε

′
δt

}
,

with εδt = ∆X t ·δ −αβ′X t−1·δ. Set BT =
(
γ̄,T −1/2τ̄

)
and use that β̃−β = BT UT with

UT =
(
γ,T 1/2τ

)′
β̃ such that

TUT =
(
T −1B ′

T S11·δBT

)−1
B ′

T S1ε·δΩ−1α
(
α′Ω−1α

)−1
(A.1)

w→
(∫

Gu·δG ′
u·δdu

)−1 ∫
Gu·δdW ′

uΩ
−1α

(
α′Ω−1α

)−1

as desired. For α̃, use that α̃−α satisfies

T 1/2 (α̃−α)
(
β̃′S11·δβ̃

)
= T 1/2Sε1·δβ+oP (1) , (A.2)

This finishes the proof. �

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3.1: Similar to the proof of Theorem 13.6 (Johansen, 1996), note

that θ̂ satisfies
T∑

t=1

(
∆X t − α̂β̂′X t−1 + θ̂δt

)
δt = 0,

or equivalently, as α̂β̂′ = α̃β̃′,

θ̂ = S0δS−1
δδ − α̃β̃′S1δS−1

δδ = θ+SεδS−1
δδ +

(
αβ′− α̂β̂′

)
S1δS−1

δδ .

Consequently, using the definition of S0δ,

T 1/2
(
θ̂−θ

)
= T 1/2SεδS−1

δδ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

−T 1/2 (α̃−α)β′S1δS−1
δδ︸ ︷︷ ︸

(b)

− α̃T 1/2
(
β̃−β

)′
S1δS−1

δδ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c)

.

Consider first (a): Observe that,

T 1/2SεδS−1
δδ = T −1/2

T∑
t=1

εtδt (T −1
T∑

t=1
δt )−1
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= ( [Tu2]−[Tu1]
T )1/2 (

T2 −T1
)−1/2

T2∑
t=T1

εt (T −1
T∑

t=1
δt )−1

w→ N
(
0,

(
u2 −u1

)−1
Ω

)
=

∫ u2

u1

dWu

Consider next (b): Recall that from the asymptotic analysis of α̃,

T 1/2 (α̃−α)β′S11·δβ= T 1/2Sε1·δβ+oP (1)

where

T 1/2Sε1·δβ= T −1/2
T∑

t=1
εt X ′

t−1·δβ
w→ N

(
0,Ω⊗Σββ·δ

)
(A.3)

whereas, by β′X t =φ
(
L
)
β′ (εt +θδt

)
,

β′S1δS−1
δδ = T −1

T∑
t=1

β′X t−1δt (T −1
T∑

t=1
δt )−1 P→ ξ=−(

β′α
)−1

β′θ

Regarding (c): Using (A.1) we find

α̃T 1/2
(
β̃−β

)′
S1δS−1

δδ = α̃(
TU ′

T

)
T −1/2B ′

T S1δS−1
δδ

w→α
(
α′Ω−1α

)−1
α′Ω−1

∫
dW G ′

(∫
GG ′du

)−1 ∫
Gdu(u2 −u1)−1

where G is given in (2.16).

Finally consider τ̂: By definition, τ̂= Ĉ θ̂ and similar to (Johansen, 1996, proof of

Theorem 13.7),

τ̂= Ĉ S0δS−1
δδ = Ĉ T −1(

T2∑
t=T1

∆X t )S−1
δδ = Ĉ T −1(XT2 −XT1 )S−1

δδ ,

and

T −1(XT2 −XT1 ) = T −1C
T2∑

t=T1

(
εt +θ

)+OP (T −1),

such that

T 1/2(τ̂−τ) = T −1/2ĈC
T2∑

t=T1

(
εt +θ

)
S−1
δδ −T 1/2Cθ+oP (1)

= T −1/2ĈC
T2∑

t=T1

εt +T 1/2(ĈC −C )θ

= T −1/2ĈC
T2∑

t=T1

εt +oP (1)
w→

∫ u2

u1

dWu .

This finishes the proof. �
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Proofs Bootstrap

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.3.2: This follows by the proofs of Proposition 2 and 3 in

(Cavaliere, Angelis, Rahbek, and Robert Taylor, 2015) by X ∗
t having the representation,

X ∗
t = Ĉ (r )

t∑
i=1

(ε(r )∗
i + θ̂(r )δt )+T 1/2S∗

t ,

where P∗ (
maxt |St | > ε

) P→ 0 for all ε > 0, and Ĉ (r ) = β̂(r )
⊥

(
α̂(r )′
⊥ β̂(r )

⊥
)
α̂(r )′
⊥

P→ C , θ̂(r ) P→ θ.

In particular, it follows as in Cavaliere, Rahbek and Taylor (2014ox, Proposition 3)

T −1/2B ′
T X?

[Tu]·δ
w→P Gδ (u). �

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.3.2: That Qrd,?
r converges as desired follows mimicking

the proofs of Proposition 2 and 3 in (Cavaliere et al., 2015) using that X?
t has the

representation,

X?
t = Ĉ (r )

∑
ε(r )?

i +T 1/2S?t ,

with P?
(
maxt |S?t | > ε

) P→ 0 for all ε> 0, and Ĉ (r ) P→C . And hence in particular,α′
⊥X?

[Tu]
w→P

α′
⊥W (u). Next, the part of the term S?t relating to δt is given by

t−1∑
i=0

ρ̂i β̂′α̂β̂′
δδt−i = −

(
β̂′α̂

)−1
(I − ρ̂t )β̂′α̂β̂′

δδt +
t−1∑
i=0

ψi β̂
′α̂β̂′

δ∆δt−i

= −β̂′
δδt +

(
β̂′α̂

)−1
ρ̂t α̂β̂′

δδt +
t−1∑
i=0

ψi α̂β̂
′
δ∆δt−i

and for t large enough, as ρ̂ = Ir + β̂′α̂, and by consistency of β̂′
δ

, β′X?
t +β′

δ
δt is

asymptotically equivalent to
∑t−1

i=0 ρ̂
i β̂′ε(r )?

t−i . That QH1

w→P χ
2
p−r follows as in the proof

of Corollary 11.2 in (Johansen, 1996), using the limits of Qud,?
r and Qrd,?

r , weakly in

probability under P?, are given by (2.17) with F (u) equal to

B·δ (u) and
(
B (u) ,δ∞ (u)

)′
respectively, where B·δ (u) = (B1·δ (u) , ...,Bp−r ·δ (u))′. �

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.3.2: The bootstrap scheme X #
t is standard and as before the

result holds by the proof of Corollary 11.2 in (Johansen, 1996), using the limits of Qrd,#
r

and Qnd,#
r , weakly in probability under P #, are given by (2.17) with F (u) equal to(

B (u) ,δ∞ (u)
)′ and B (u)
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respectively. �

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3.3: This follows by the properties of X ∗
t established in the proof

of Proposition 2.3.2 and the proof of Theorem 2.3.1

Appendix II

Measuring the price impact

As Cθ is the slope of the broken trend in the cartel period, we can set

ω(t ) = exp

(
Cθ

t−1∑
i=1

δs

)
for t = T1, · · · ,T2 (A.4)

where T1 and T2are the first and last observation in the cartel period, we can calculate

the cartel effect as

ω(t ) = 1

T2 −T1

L∑
i=F

ω(t )−1

ω(i )
(A.5)

Next, we restrict the model Cθδs,t = 0 where the cartel dummy is restricted to the

co-integration space of the model

∆xt =αβ̃′x̃t−1 +
k−1∑
i=1

Γi∆xt−i +µ0 +εt (A.6)

where x̃t = [
x ′

t ,1,δt
]
. Here the dummy vector have been restricted to avoid linear

trends in prices. The co-integration relationship(s) are defined as β̃′ = [
β,β0,βθ

]′,
where both β0 and βθ are r ×1 coefficient vectors associated with the constant and the

dummy variable, respectively.

The impact on xt+i resulting from going from an active to an non-active cartel

dummy is given by Ciαβθ. Let xt denote the price process with δt = 1, and consider

the counterfactual process x∗
t , where everything is identical, but for δt = 0 . Then for

i ≥ 0, xt+i −x∗
t+i Ciαβθ . The cumulative effect is given by

∞∑
i=0

xt+i −x∗
t+i =

∞∑
i=0

Ciαβ0 =−(I −CΓ)β(β′β)−1βθ (A.7)

For a cartel period, spanning several periods, the total price impact on xt will be the

sum of the impact pf all past non-zero δt−i . For a long-lasting period the total impact

on xt will approach −(I −CΓ)β(β′β)−1βθ , then decay to zero exponentially after the

cartel is resolved. This follows from Hansen (2005), who show that C (1) = ∑∞
i=0 Ci =
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−ζ%′−CΨC , with ζ= (I −CΓ)β(β′β)−1, %′ =α′(α′α)−1(I −ΓC ), andΨ=∑k−1
j=1

∑k−1
i= j Γi .

For a cartel period that last for several periods, the total price impact on X t approach

−(I −CΓ)β(β′β)−1βθ , then decay to zero exponentially after the cartel has ended.
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Abstract

In this paper, we discuss the implication of using standard testing procedures, e.g. the

t-test, when comparing predicted (forecasted) values to observed values in counterfac-

tual analysis. Standard testing procedures only consider normal sampling uncertainty

where the limiting distribution depends on known population parameters, and hence

ignore the additional level of uncertainty encompassed in the estimated parameters

used for prediction. Any test using standard normal tables, not taking the uncertainty

of the estimated parameters into consideration, may lead to a rejection of the null of

a zero-mean difference too often. Here we show that it is possible to account for the

estimation uncertainty, and thereby to provide reliable test statistics, by adjusting the

standard test statistics with a factor that depends on the parameter estimation (i.e. on

the explanatory variables in both the estimation- and the prediction period).
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3.1 Introduction

The presumption that competition law violations inflict financial damage on trading

partners, has put the quantitative assessment of financial harm in a central position

in antitrust litigations’. The objective of the quantitative assessment is to establish

the causal link between the law infringement and the financial harm, and hence to

evaluate the magnitude of the harm.

Even though financial harm can result from a variety of illegal acts, the calculation

of the economic damage typically involves a description of the evolution of the par-

ticular economic environment as it would have prevailed in the absence of the law

violations (i.e. in a counterfactual world).

The presumption that competition law violations inflict financial damage on trad-

ing partners, has put the quantitative assessment of financial harm in a central position

in antitrust litigations’. The objective of the quantitative assessment is to establish

the causal link between the law infringement and the financial harm, and hence to

evaluate the magnitude of the harm.

Even though financial harm can result from a variety of illegal acts, the calculation

of the economic damage typically involves a description of the evolution of the par-

ticular economic environment as it would have prevailed in the absence of the law

violations (i.e. in a counterfactual world).

To focus the antitrust discussion in this the paper and thereby give it a conceptual

context, we consider the antitrust violation at issue to involve price fixing (i.e. a price

fixing cartel),1 where the cartel is considered to have been detected and resolved, and

the question is to evaluate its impact (i.e. to estimate the effect the infringement have

had on the particular product price in question.)

To isolate the infringement effect from other factors also affecting the evolution of

prices, the statistical framework of regression analysis has become an essential tool

(Finkelstein and Levenbach (1983)). Using regression analysis, the relation between

the product price and its main determinants can be established and used to predict

the counterfactual prices that would have prevailed in the infringement period (van

Djik and Verboven (2008)).

The exercise of making a counterfactual study and evaluate the infringements

effect on prices typically involves a comparison of the product price, either across

1A cartel is a competition law violation by object, where colluding parties agree on prices, share market,
or share information that illegally strengthen their market power on behalf of their trading partners, an
effect typically referred to as increasing prices. As such law infringements do not offer any welfare improving
trade-offs against the anti-competitive effects, they are prohibited in most competition regulations around
the world (Huschelrath et al. (2013)).
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treated- and untreated economic entities, in a yardstick or cross-section analysis, or

for the same economic entities across two distinct time periods with treated- and

untreated observations in a benchmark or time-series analysis. The latter is often

referred to as a before-during-after analysis made on empirical observations gathered

over time, where the price level of the market during the infringement is compared to

its price level in a control period before and/or after the infringement. This benchmark

approach has become one of the most frequently used methods for assessing the

effect of anti-competitive conduct (McCrary and Rubinfeld (2014)) and outlines the

framework of this paper.

A standard procedure, advocated and widely used among practitioners, is to eval-

uate the price impact in a three-step forecasting procedure (White, Marshall, and

Kennedy (2006); Godek (2011)). First, one estimates a regression model specified

to ‘explain’ the evolution of the product price using data solely from the unharmed

benchmark period. In a second step, the estimated parameters are used to forecast

a counterfactual price that would have prevailed during the infringement in its ab-

sence. In the third and final step, the predicted price is compared to the actual values

observed during the infringement, and the difference, if statistically significant, is

considered the effect of the law violation (Davis and Garces (2010)).2

To determine whether the predicted prices are statistically different from the ob-

served prices, simple statistical test, e.g. the standard t-test, is typically used (Oxera

(2009), p.50). If the test rejects the null of a common mean value, the predicted value

can be considered different and it is, in a statistical sense, safe to conclude that the law

infringement has had an impact on the product price equal to the difference between

the predicted and observed product prices. However, inference using standard test

statistics is only valid in the case where population parameters are known.

In the case of comparative benchmark analysis where one of the series (the counter-

factual price) is predicted, the population parameters of this series are not known. This

follows the fact that the series is predicted using estimated parameters and thereby

entail an estimation uncertainty, and this uncertainty is not accounted for in the stan-

dard testing procedure (West and McCracken (1998); McCracken (2000); McCracken

2Another widely used approach, often compared to the forecast approach, is to estimate a regression
model for the entire period for which data is available, ideally before-during-after the law infringement,
using the so-called dummy variable approach. The magnitude to which extent the infringement has affected
product prices is measured by the coefficient on a dummy variable that differentiate the impact period
from benchmark period considered unharmed by the infringement. If statistically significant, the coefficient
represents the magnitude of the price effect caused by the infringement. Even though there are quite strong
opinions (e.g. White et al. (2006)) in the literature on which of the approaches yields the most correct
approximation of the counterfactual price, it is worth noting that both methods yield numerically identical
results when using the same covariates and (i) quantities are constant over the conspiracy period or (ii) the
model used is quantity weighted (McCrary and Rubinfeld (2014)).
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and West (2001); West (2001a,b)).

Hence, a comparison between predicted and observed values can be thought of as

a comparison between two series with a different relative uncertainty, where only the

parameters of the observed values are known. Even though the forecasting approach

for assessing anti-competitive effects is widely used, the issue of estimation uncertainty

is neglected in the antitrust literature.

McCracken and West (2001) show that the error that is induced when estimating re-

gression parameters affects the asymptotic distribution of the predicted out-of-sample

test statistics. This means that forecasts and forecast errors that depend upon esti-

mated parameters do not have the same statistical properties as their population

counterparts, and this uncertainty has to be explicitly accounted for to enable valid

inference. Testing procedures that rely on Gaussian normal tables with a limiting dis-

tribution that depends on the parameters do not, by construction, take this additional

level of uncertainty into consideration, and overlooking the issue will lead to an in-

crease of Type I errors, with a too frequent rejection of the null of zero-mean difference.

Accordingly, damage calculations based on such results, comparing predicted and

actual prices, will erroneously find a significant price difference too often. Given that

the estimation uncertainty typically is not accounted for in the competition litera-

ture, too much statistical confidence has been addressed the results of the forecasting

approach’s ability to accurately predict counterfactual prices.

As the estimation error is known, it is possible to incorporate it as a factor in the

standard testing procedure. The factor depends directly on the explanatory variable in

both the estimation period and the period for prediction, and thereby encompasses

the uncertainty inherited from the estimation. By dividing the standard test statistics

by this factor, the additional uncertainty that comes with the estimation is controlled

for and the testing procedure thereby provides reliable results.

On the terminology used: we frequently refer to the different parts of the sample

as the “estimation period” and the “prediction period”, where the former refers to the

in-sample estimation, while the latter refers to the out-of-sample estimation. The

out-of-sample period is considered for “prediction”, where prediction refers both to

forecasting and backcasting. Further, the term “estimation uncertainty” is used when

we refer to the uncertainty surrounding the estimated parameters that are used to

make the predictions.
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3.2 Model specification

3.2.1 Economic outset

There is a general presumption that illegal price fixing is harmful to society and leads

to financial damages for the conspiracy’s trading partners. This has made cartels pro-

hibited and punishable in most competition legislation around the world (Huschelrath

et al. (2013)). Nevertheless, price fixing schemes are detected, resolved and punished

on a rather frequent basis all over the world’s jurisdictions (Harrington (2005)).

The aim of price fixing is to maintain or increase prices. Independent of the strategy

of the colluding parties to do so, their behavior aims to distort the competition mech-

anism in the market and thereby decouples the price from its determinants. In turn,

this inflicts financial damages on trading partners in form of overcharges, an artificial

markup paid by the trading partners, that has noting to do with the development of

the price in relation to its determinants.

3.2.2 A back-of-the-envelope approach to damages

A widely used method for calculating a cartel effect, i.e. the overcharge, is to use histor-

ical time series on product prices and compare the prices during the infringement to

prices from the period just before, and/or after, the infringement in a before-during-

after analysis (Davis and Garces (2010)). This approach simply considers the price in

the benchmark period to be competitive and thereby to constitute a counterfactual

price not affected by the law infringement. Even though the actual financial damage

falls outside the scope of this paper, it is relevant to know where the quantification

of the effect enters the damage equation. The financial damage “FD” can in its sim-

plest form be calculated as the average price difference between the periods, i.e. the

infringement period “N ” and the non-infringement period “M −N ”, multiplied by the

amount traded during the infringement “Q”

FD = (Pt |N −Pt |M−N )Qt |N . (3.1)

Even though this model might be a rather drastic simplification of the actual

price formation in the market, it may yet provide a relatively good approximation

of the damage inflicted on trading partners. At least under the condition that the

infringement was stable and that the price determinants did not change too much

between the periods. However, the downside of the approach is that these conditions

are seldom fulfilled, and thereby model (3.1) might be completely erroneous (Rubinfeld
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(2009)).3 Ignoring the effect of all other price determinants (i.e. any demand, supply

and cost factor) may bias the effect in an arbitrary direction where the effect of the

infringement is blurred. Hence, a more elaborate modeling of the price formation have

been advocated by empirical economists as well as other practitioners. This have given

regression analysis a central position in the court room.

3.2.3 The regression model

Regression analysis has the aim of predicting the prices that would have prevailed

in the absence of the infringement while controlling for other factors also causing

fluctuations in the product price, and thereby constitutes a systematic framework for

isolating the price effect of the infringement (Finkelstein and Levenbach (1983)).

Generally the staring point of the analysis is a reduced form price equation, where

the product price is modeled as a function of its main determinants, i.e. its main

demand, supply and cost factors. In this study, as well as in many previous studies

on price fixing (Boswijk, Bun, and Schinkel (2018); McCrary and Rubinfeld (2014);

Niebering (2006)), a reduced form price model is throughout considered. However,

for simplicity, and in contrast to the just mentioned studies, the model we use here

ignore dynamic effects and assume that the product price evolves according to the

data generating process

Yt =α+β′X t +θδt +εt , (3.2)

where Yt is the actual realization of the product price in period t . X t constitutes

a set of demand, supply, and cost factors explaining the fluctuations in prices. δt

is a binary shift dummy variable indicating the period of conspiracy and thereby

constitutes the time dependent difference between two, or more, consecutive sub-

samples of the time series with affected and unaffected prices. The term is defined as

δt = 1(t ∈ [
TB ,TE

]
) = 1[TB ,TE ](t ) where 1 is an indicator function spanning the period

N , where TB and TE are the first and last dates of the infringement, respectively. In

this paper, only one single infringement period is considered. The coefficient θ is the

magnitude of the effect the infringement has had on prices in period t . The error

term, εt , is assumed independent and identically distributed (i i d) normal. Finally, the

constant α represent the level of measurement of the price series which is, typically,

different from zero.

3Nevertheless, it is worth noting that most European cartel decisions are based on such simple price
comparisons (see Jean Francois Laborde, 2017, Cartel damage claims in Europe: How courts have assessed
overcharges, Concurrences 4-2017).
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The conspiracy is assumed to not have caused changes in the price determinants.

If the infringement did affect the effects of the covariates in the model, as described in

(3.2), the model would be misspecified. It is though likely that the relation between

the price and its determinants is different in the period of conspiracy, for example, in

markets or time periods where excess profits are being dissipated over time through

change in market conditions or market concentration, this would result in a different

relation between X t and Yt (Rubinfeld (2009)).4

In counterfactual terms, the reduced form price model in Equation (3.2) can be

thought of as the two counterfactual outcomes

Yt (1) =α+θ+β′X t +ut (3.3)

Yt (0) =α+β′X t + vt , (3.4)

where Yt (1) is the price as it evolves under conspiracy conditions in period N , while

Yt (0) is the price formation under normal form of competition in the period M −
N . Both the error terms ut and vt are zero mean residuals uncorrelated with the

covariates in X t (following the formulation in Rubin (1974); Imbens (2004)). To fulfill

the assumption above, E [εtδt ] = 0, and the same holds for the errors ut and vt , which

also are uncorrelated with the conspiracy. Under this formulation, the observed market

price evolves according Yt = δt Yt (1)+ (1−δt )Yt (0). The estimated financial damage

in this setting is calculated as an average markup during the infringement times the

quantity traded. Hence, if Ŷt (1) is the estimated average price during the infringement,

Ŷt (0) is the estimated average price in the non-infringement period, and Qt represents

the volumes traded, the estimated financial damage ˆF D is given by

F̂ D =
M∑

t=1
δt Qt

{
Ŷt (1)− Ŷt (0)

}
.

3.2.4 The forecasting approach to damages

Predicting counterfactual prices for the infringement period using the forecasting

approach is a three step procedure. In the first step, the competitive price model

(3.4) is estimated for the benchmark period, i.e. in-sample. In the following step, the

estimated parameters from the first step, representing the relation between the price

4However, it is worth noting that it is possible to allow the relation between Yt and Xt to be different in
the two periods. McCrary and Rubinfeld (2014) show that by including a term γ′δt Xt in the model, whereγ
takes on the value 0 or 1 in the non-infringement period and the infringement period, the effect of the
difference in the relation between the price and its determinants (between the two periods) can be captured
without letting the conspiracy to have any causal effect on the level of Xt .
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual illustration of an infringement effect.
Source: European Commission (2013, page 29, point 79).

and its main determinants, are used to predict the counterfactual price that would

have prevailed in the infringement period, i.e. out-of-sample, in the absence of price

fixing. In the third and final step, the predicted counterfactual prices are compared to

the observed prices in the infringement period, where the difference corresponds to

the overcharge paid by the trading partners. Hence, if Yt denotes the observed price,

Qt denotes the quantity of sales, and the out-of-sample prediction for period t is Yt (0),

the predicted financial damage (PF D) is given by

�PF D =
M∑

t=1
δt Qt

{
Yt − Ŷt (0)

}
.

In Figure 3.1, the second and third steps are displayed. The price model describing

the evolution of the product price under normal forms of competition, corresponds

to the dotted line in the figure. In the in-sample estimate, i.e. the period unharmed

by the infringement, the price is tracing the observed prices (the continuous line in

the figure) quite well. In the infringement period, the predicted price and the actual

observed price are clearly separated from each other. The distance between the two

series is the estimated overcharge, and subtracting the predicted price from the actual
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price gives the magnitude of the overcharge. Even though there might be, at least

visually, a clear distance between the estimated price and the actual price, it is not

from a statistical point of view as evident that a difference exists. An essential part of

the third step in the forecasting approach is therefore to verify whether the difference

between the predicted prices and the actual prices is statistically significant. This

is essential because if the prices cannot be concluded to be statistically different,

there is no statistical evidence for the infringement to have affected prices during the

infringement period. Consequently this means that even though it is proven that a law

violation has taken place, and that the claiming party has the right to sue for damages,

it cannot be proven that the infringement actually have had an impact on prices, i.e.

the financial damage cannot be concluded to be different from zero.

The statistical uncertainty surrounding the price difference

A widely used procedure to verify the validity of an estimated damage is to perform

statistical testing. Typically this is done using a standard t-test (see for example Oxera

(2009) page 50), i.e. any statistical hypothesis test where the test statistic follows a stu-

dent’s t-distribution under the null hypothesis, where the relative difference between

the observed and predicted price is compared to the underlying variability in the data.

The procedure is essential since in a statistical sense the observed price and the

predicted price can only be considered different if one with some certainty can reject

the null hypothesis that the mean,µ, of the two series are the same, i.e. reject H0 : µYt =
µŶt (0) in favor of the alternative Ha : µYt 6=µŶt (0). In a standard setting, comparing the

two samples, the test statistic can be formulated as

t =
1
N

(
Yt − Ŷt (0)

)
√

1
N

(
s2

Yt
+ s2

Ŷt (0)

) , (3.5)

where sYt and sŶt (0) are respectively samples deviation from the mean (see for

example Wooldridge (2006)). However, it is straightforward from the formula in (3.5)

that such test statistics rely on the assumption that both series are sample observations.

In a forecasting context, where one of the series are predicted based on estimated

parameters, this prerequisite can never be fulfilled(!) As the forecasted values are

predicted using estimated parameters they also encompass an estimation uncertainty,

which in contrast to the ordinary sampling variability, is not taken in consideration

in the standard formulation of the test. The consequence of not accounting for this

additional level of uncertainty underlying the predicated series is that the test will have
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a too high rejection frequency. This invalidates the use of the standard test as it too

often will find the predicted and the actual series to be statistically different, and hence,

too often conclude that an eventual infringement effect is statistically significant, even

though it in fact is not.

3.3 Controlling for estimation uncertainty in predicted samples

When the population parameters are known, then the t-statistics is, typically, asymp-

totically normal with a limiting variance equal to 1. When the population parameters

are not known, the limiting variance may be greater than 1. Hence, any test using

standard normal tables, without accounting for the additional uncertainty induced

by the parameter estimation, will reject the null of a zero-mean difference too often.

Here we illustrate this, first by presenting the outline of the test and then by deriving

its correction.

3.3.1 The outline of the test

For simplicity and illustrative purpose, we consider only two time periods with af-

fected and unaffected price observations, respectively. Consequently this means a

non-infringement period covering the observations M −N , which is considered the

estimation period, and an infringement period N considered for prediction (i.e. for

forecasting, or in the example below, for backcasting), that is the following situation.5

Figure 3.2: Schematic description of the sample division

|
1
______________︸ ︷︷ ︸

Backcast
j=1,...,N

|
N
− |

N+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Estimation
i=N+1,...,M

|
M

To derive the asymptotic distribution of the t-test, comparing the predicted values

to the actual values, the starting point is the ratio between the length of the prediction

period N in relation to the period M −N considered for estimation

N , M −N →∞ while N
M−N →π<∞, (3.6)

where π is a constant in the range 0 <π<∞.

5It is worth noting that in the antitrust context this is, in fact, a realistic assumption about the accessi-
bility of data. Often the before-during-after analysis boils down to a during-after analysis where the after
period solely constitutes the competitive benchmark.
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Taking into consideration the fact that the parameters of the predicted sample

are estimated, the test has to be corrected for their influence. To adjust the test for

the estimation uncertainty, the usual test statistics has to be divided by a factor that

depends on the model in both the estimation sample and the predicted sample, i.e. a

factor that depends on the explanatory variables in both periods and in relation to π.

The procedure presented here is a straightforward adaptation of the procedure

presented by McCracken and West (2001). We start in the relation in Figure 3.2 and

rewrite it in matrix notation as

y j =β′X j +ε j , j = 1, . . . , N

yi =β′Xi +εi i = N +1, . . . , M ,

where β is a vector with model parameters and X is a vector with covariate(s), in the

receptively period, i.e. in the infringement period ( j ) and the post-infringement period

(i ). Under the assumption that the variables are stationary and well behaved in line

with Diebold and Mariano (1995); West and McCracken (1998); West (2001b), we claim:

Claim 1 The correct t-statistics is t/
p
κ where t is the usual t-statistics for the difference

between the actual and predicted value

1

N

N∑
j=1

(y j − β̂?X j )

with β̂?estimated on the i = N +1, . . . M sample, and κ is the influence from the predic-

tion

κ= 1+ N

M −N

 1

N

N∑
j=1

X j

′ (
1

M −N

M∑
i=N+1

Xi X ′
i

)−1
 1

N

N∑
j=1

X j

 .

If the prediction uncertainty equals zero, i.e. the whole second term on the right hand side

equal zero, κ equals one, meaning that the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic

would be standard normal.

3.3.2 Derivation of the correction of the test

To prove that Claim 1 is an appropriate way to account for the estimation uncertainty,

it is first shown that the prediction uncertainty affects inference, and later it is proven

that the asymptotic distribution of the test statistics can only be standard normal if the

statistics is corrected for the prediction uncertainty.
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Remark 1. Throughout, the asymptotic arguments are based on

N , M −N →∞ with N
M−N →π

to ensure that the parameters’ uncertainty is accounted for in the limiting distribution.

STEP 1: The prediction is based on the estimated relations between the price and its

determinants in the benchmark period. The considered model to be estimated is

yi =β′Xi +εi , E(εi ) = 0, V ar (εi ) =σ2
ε, for i = N , . . . M ,

where β and Xi are vectors with the model parameters and covariates, respectively. We

consider the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator which is given by

β̂? = S?−1
xx S?y x ,

where

S?y x = 1

M −N

M∑
i=N+1

yi Xi and S?xx = 1

M −N

M∑
i=N+1

Xi X
′
i .

The superscript ? is used to denote quantities that are based on data from the estima-

tion period. Following from conventional OLS results, the usual limiting distribution

of the estimator is

p
M −N (β̂?−β) =

p
M −N (S?−1

xx S?εx )
D→ N (0,σ2

εE [X X ′]−1),

where M −N is the observations in the estimation period, and S?εx is defined analo-

gously to S?y x .

Now turning to the test statistics.

STEP 2: We consider the usual two sample t-test formulated for testing a zero mean

difference between the observed price and predicted price by imposing H0 : µ= 0 in

the regression

ω j =µ+e j , whereω j = y j − β̂?′
X j , for j = 1, . . . N .

The t-statistic is

t =
1p
N

∑N
j=1ω j√

1
N

∑N
j=1(ω j −ω̄)2

, with ω̄= 1
N

∑N
j=1ω j .
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If there was no estimation uncertainty, the asymptotic distribution of this statistic

would be standard normal. However, in the present setting one has the following result

RESULT:

t
D→ N

(
0,1+π(E [X ]′)(E [X X ′])−1(E [X ])

)
. (3.7)

The proof of the result in (3.7) follows a standard three step procedure where in

the initial two steps the limit under H0 is found separately for the numerator and

denominator, respectively. Hence, it is shown that the numerator of the t-statistics is

asymptotically normal with limiting varianceΩ, while the denominator is shown to

converge in probability toΩ1/2. In the final third step, the result follows applying the

Slutsky’s Theorem6 and the t-statistic can be concluded to be asymptotically standard

normal.

PROOF OF RESULT:

First, consider the numerator

1p
N

N∑
j=1

ω j = 1p
N

N∑
j=1

(y j − β̂?′X j )

= 1p
N

N∑
j=1

(β′X j +ε j − β̂?′X j )

= 1p
N

N∑
j=1

(ε j − (β̂?−β)′X j )

= 1p
N

N∑
j=1

ε j − (β̂?−β)′
1p
N

N∑
j=1

X j

= 1p
N

N∑
j=1

ε j −
√

N

N −M

p
M −N S?−1

xx S?εx
1

N

N∑
j=1

X j

D→ N
(
0,σ2

ε+σ2
επ(E [X ])′(E [X X ′])−1(E [X ])

)
,

(3.8)

where E [X ] is for the prediction period and can be estimated by 1
N

∑N
j=1 X j . E [X X ′] is

for the prediction period, and can be estimated by 1
M−N

∑M
j=N+1 Xi X ′

i .

Now turning to the denominator.

6Slutsky’s Theorem Let Xn and {Yn } be sequences with random elements. If Xn converges in distri-

bution to a random element in X ; and Yn converges in probability to a constant c, then Xn +Yn
D→ X + c;

Xn Yn
D→ c X ; Xn/Yn

D→ X/c given that c is invertible, and
D→denotes convergence in distribution.
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Remark 2. First note that 1
N

∑N
j=1(ω j − ω̄)2 = 1

N

∑N
j=1ω

2
j − (ω̄)2, and then that ω̄ con-

verges in probability to zero (ω̄
P→ 0) and hence (ω̄)2 P→ 0.

Hence, it can be shown that 1
N

∑N
j=1ω

2
j can be expanded as

1

N

N∑
j=1

ω2
j =

1

N

N∑
j=1︸ ︷︷ ︸

P→σ2
ε

ε j + (β̂?−β)′
1

N

N∑
j=1

X j X ′
j (β̂?−β)+2

1

N

N∑
j=1

X ′
j (β̂?−β)︸ ︷︷ ︸

P→σ2
ε

P→0

. (3.9)

Finally, by applying the Slutsky’s Theorem

t =
1p
N

∑N
j=1ω j

D→N
(
0,σ2

ε+σ2
επ(E [X ])′(E [X X ′])−1(E [X ])

)
1
N

∑N
j=1ω

2
j

D→σ2
ε

D→

N
(
0,1+π(E [X ])′(E [X X ′])−1(E [X ])

)
.

(3.10)

Hence, to correct the test statistic for the estimation uncertainty, and thereby yield

a standard normal distribution, one has to divide the statistic by the square root of the

variance in (3.10)
tp
κ

,

where

κ= 1+π
(
(E [X ])′(E [X X ′])−1(E [X ])

)
(3.11)

which can be estimated by

κ̂= 1+ N

M −N

 1

N

N∑
j=1

X j

′ (
1

M −N

M∑
i=N+1

Xi X ′
i

)−1
 1

N

N∑
j=1

X j

 . (3.12)

3.4 Numerical results

Given that κ 6= 0, the uncertainty encompassed in the estimated population parame-

ters is by definition existing, but its effect on the statistical inference using the standard

formulation of the test is less obvious. Hence, in this part of the paper, we present

results of a small simulation study, investigating the accuracy of the asymptotic approx-

imation of the test correction, and thereby also the correction’s practical relevance. In

Subsection 4.1, the data generating mechanism used in the analysis is described. This
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is followed by Subsection 4.2, where results related to the definition of κ are presented.

From (3.12) it can be seen that estimation uncertainty is directly related to the sample

size, and the relative difference between the estimation- and prediction period. It can

also be seen that the estimation uncertainty is directly related to the covariates. Hence,

the starting point of the simulation study is therefore to alter over these factors, and

investigate how the estimation uncertainty varies over different simple sizes and the

dimension of the sets of covariates. In Subsection 4.3, the basic results are extend by

altering the data generating process to show how specific characteristics of the data

affect the estimation uncertainty.

3.4.1 The data generating mechanism

The price, Yt , formation mechanism is initially designed around a set X t of covariates

including just one covariate, defined as

xt = et , (3.13)

where the initial value of the series is set to zero, X0 = 0, and the error term, et , is

identically distributed standard normal N
(
0,1

)
. The specification of X t is trend and

autoregressively neutral, meaning that the set of covariates is well behaved. The evo-

lution of the simulated series in the infringement period and the competitive period

follows the definition in equations (3.3) and (3.4), specifically as

Yt (1) =α+θ+β′X t +ut

and

Yt (0) =α+β′X t + vt ,

where the error terms ut and vt are i i d N
(
0,1

)
. Hence, combining these two equations

the model forming the product price can be summarized as

Yt =α+βX t +θδt +εt , (3.14)

where εt = δt ut + (1−δt )vt , δt indicate the infringement period (which obviously is

analog to the prediction period, N ). The parameters in model (3.14) are from the outset

selected as α= 1, β= 1, and θ = 0, i.e. a framework for testing the empirical size of the

test correction.

To mimic empirical sample sizes, both in terms of M and N , typically relevant in the

considered context, data series in the range of 25−1,000 observations are simulated.

These sample sizes can be thought of as data, in different frequencies, i.e. as yearly,
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quarterly, monthly, or daily, which are about equally likely to be relevant in different

cases. Table 3.1 also includes a sample size of 10,000, which is of minor practical

interest but is of theoretical interest for the asymptotic validity. This is, however, left

out in the other tables as there are simply no significant relevant differences between

the results of 1,000 and 10,000 observations. Finally, to make the results comparable,

the seed of the random number generator is fixed such that the observations are

generated equally across the sets of simulations and are thereby replicable.7

3.4.2 Benchmark analysis - altering M , π, and X t

In the first analysis, the interest lies in the performance of the simple test in relation to

its κ-corrected formulation. From Equation (3.12) in Section 3, the intuition behind the

results follows from the relative difference between the estimation period, M −N , and

the period for prediction, N . If the estimation period is relatively small compared to the

prediction period, i.e. for larger π, the uncertainty in the estimated parameters is larger

than if the opposite relation is true. This implies that the correction will be of larger

importance in small samples where a large share of the sample is predicted, i.e. the

importance of the correction is decreasing in relation to the sample size but increasing

in relation to π. In addition, larger models with a larger number of covariates also bring

larger uncertainty from the estimation.

To investigate the small sample effect of M separated from π, results are initially

presented for a fixed π and varying sample size M . In the next step, the size effect is

put in relation to the effect of varying π, where the ratio between the prediction period

relative the estimation period is altered over the set of sample sizes.

The last aspect determining the size of κ is its relation to the estimator and the

estimated model. As the OLS estimator is considered, the size of κ is investigated in

relation to the model estimated, i.e. in relation to the dimension of the set of covariates,

X t . A larger model implies a larger number of estimated parameters and hence a larger

κ.

The size of κ decreases in M

To benchmark the simulation study statistical size of the simple test is compared to the

corrected test for different sample sizes with a fixed π. The sample sizes are arbitrarily

chosen, but as typically relevant in the antitrust context in question. The aim of the

analysis is to give an indication of the relation between the size of the sample and

7The simulations are performed using Stata 15, with a fixed seed of 2019. The results and thereby the
conclusions are not dependent on the seed used.
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Table 3.1: Actual size of the Simple and Corrected tests

Rejection frequency (5%)

M Yt − Ŷt (0) Standard test Corrected test κ

25 -0.002 0.189 0.105 1.446

50 -0.008 0.178 0.082 1.415

75 0.004 0.185 0.076 1.424

100 0.010 0.181 0.075 1.415

250 -0.003 0.170 0.060 1.414

500 0.000 0.175 0.060 1.414

1000 0.001 0.175 0.056 1.414

10000 0.000 0.168 0.057 1.414

Note: π = 1 i.e. equally sized predicted period and estimation period. The results are based on the tests
relative rejection frequency of the null of a zero mean difference, even though it is true, when the critical
value is ±1.96. The results are based on 5,000 iterations. The data generating process is defined as (3.14) with
a fixed seed.

how serious it is to ignore the estimation uncertainty encompassed in the predicted

values. Table 3.1 reports the actual size of the simple test and the corrected test, when

the critical values are ±1.96 meaning that the nominal size of the test is equal to 5 %.

As a benchmark, the ratio π= 1, i.e. the estimation and prediction sample have the

same size. This is used in all subsequent tables below if not stated otherwise. Table 3.1

presents the results and also displays the actual difference between the predicted and

observed values in the infringement period, i.e. Yt − Ŷt (0), to show that the difference

between the samples is in fact zero. This zero difference holds in all tables below, and

is for simplicity left out from the rest of the tables.

The results show κ> 1, a result that is relatively stable over the sample sizes. It also

shows that the correction of the test significantly improves its performance, where

a rejection frequency close to 0.05 is considered accurate. However, this conclusion

seems not to be as clear in very small samples, where it can be seen that the corrected

test performs slightly worse than the standard test.

The size of κ increases in π

Turning to the relative size of the estimation and prediction period, π, it can be seen

from the definition of κ in Equation (3.11) that its size is dependent on π. As π→ 0

there is no uncontrolled estimation uncertainty in the simple test, while arbitrarily

large π causes an arbitrary large uncontrolled estimation uncertainty, which in turn

implies a too large rejection frequency. Hence, in conjunction with π it is assumed that
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κ is relatively smaller when the π is small relatively to when π is arbitrarily larger.

Table 3.2: The implication of π variation

Size of κ

M π= 9 π= 3 π= 1 π= 0.3 π= 0.1

10 13.66 2.466 1.434 1.244 1.249

25 4.258 1.917 1.440 1.297 1.055

50 2.354 1.880 1.422 1.346 1.051

75 2.436 1.895 1.425 1.156 1.057

100 2.606 2.050 1.415 1.156 1.053

250 2.541 2.008 1.414 1.156 1.054

500 3.163 2.000 1.414 1.155 1.054

1000 2.335 2.000 1.414 1.155 1.054

Rejection frequency (5%)

Simple test Corrected test

M π= 9 π= 3 π= 1 π=
0.3

π=
0.1

π= 9 π= 3 π= 1 π=
0.3

π=
0.1

10 0.233 0.262 0.149 0.096 0.089 0.033 0.060 0.122 0.238 0.031

25 0.372 0.250 0.182 0.137 0.045 0.026 0.067 0.094 0.097 0.274

50 0.275 0.256 0.171 0.135 0.055 0.085 0.101 0.096 0.120 0.157

75 0.325 0.279 0.197 0.081 0.060 0.070 0.078 0.086 0.070 0.097

100 0.325 0.329 0.176 0.105 0.070 0.060 0.073 0.072 0.105 0.105

250 0.383 0.323 0.267 0.111 0.067 0.061 0.063 0.174 0.067 0.068

500 0.488 0.328 0.175 0.095 0.056 0.063 0.059 0.060 0.059 0.052

1000 0.356 0.333 0.140 0.099 0.074 0.056 0.052 0.035 0.059 0.060

Note: The results are based on the tests relative rejection frequency of the null of a zero mean difference,
even though it is true, when the critical value is ±1.96. The results are based on 5,000 iterations. The data
generating process is defined as (3.14) with a fixed seed.

Dependent on the area of application, π varies for natural reasons (West (2001b)).

Within the area of antitrust, π is typically large due to regulation. Under European

Legislation,8 the period within which it is possible to bring an action for damages is

limited to at least 5 years after it can be regarded as known that a law infringement

have occurred (c.f. Directive 2014/104/EU, Article 10, point 2.).9 This means that in

law infringements detected by authorities, potential claimant(s) has to evaluate the

price effect of the infringement and bring it to court within 5 years otherwise the

limitation period expires. Hellwig and Huschelrath (2016) show that a typical law

8The Directive was implement in all member states’ legal systems by 27 December 2016.
9The minimum rule of five years limitation has become the norm in most of the member states’

legislation, with some exceptions as, e.g. Scotland, where a six years limitation applies.
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violation regarding price fixing has on average been active for 8 years (but spans from

as little as a couple of months to 35 years).10 This means that the period after the

infringement considered for estimation, is relatively small in comparison to the period

for prediction, which implies a typically large π.

Investigating the effect of different size of π shows that the performance of the

standard test underestimates the underlying estimation uncertainty and leads the test

to reject the null of a zero effect significantly more often than the corrected test (c.f.

Table (3.2)). The bias is less pronounced when the prediction period is relatively small

compared to the estimation period.

The size of κ increases in dimension, i , of X t

In the results above the evolution of Yt is designed around just one single covariate,

X t , defined as X t = et , where et ∼ i .i .d .−N (0,1). The fact that just one covariate is

included in the mechanism forming the series also means that all the uncertainty in

the estimated parameters stems from this single covariate. Hence, extending the set

of covariates also increases the estimation uncertainty, i.e. the size of κ, and the need

for correction increases. This regardless of the behavior of the covariates. Here the

covariates have zero correlation, are not trending, and lack serial correlation.

The set of covariates is extended with samples drawn from a multivariate normal

distribution of orthogonal data with mean 0 and variance 1.11 The inclusion of more

covariates increases the size of κ and so the need for correction, c.f. Table 3.3. In line

with the results presented above, the estimation uncertainty is prone to be more severe

in small samples.

3.4.3 Extended analysis - altering the data generating process

The first part of the simulation study investigates the relation between the amount of

estimation uncertainty, κ, and the sample size, M , the ratio between the prediction

and the estimation period, π, and the dimension of the set of covariates, X t . In turn,

this part of the simulation study relates to the data generating process and investigates

how the statistical features of the time series affect the estimation uncertainty. Here,

the interest lies in the performance of the simple test in relation to its corrected

10Over the observation period from 2001 to 2015, Hellwig and Huschelrath (2016), find that an average
infringement (cartel) duration is 97 month, based on 90 individual cartel cases decided by the European
Commission.

11It is worth noting that this result is unaffected by the correlation between the covariates in Xt , when
the number of covariates is larger than three. For a lower number of covariates, a lower degree of correlation
implies a larger κ. For full results on multicolinearity see Appendix I and Tables A.2, A.3, and A.4 within.
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Table 3.3: The implication of variation in dimension of Xt

Size of κ

M i = 1 i = 3 i = 5 i = 10

10 1.460 1.826 14.963 ∞
25 1.449 1.518 1.845 3.764

50 1.416 1.480 1.552 1.798

75 1.425 1.440 1.511 1.648

100 1.414 1.371 1.477 1.568

250 1.414 1.378 1.438 1.469

500 1.414 1.353 1.426 1.441

1000 1.414 1.417 1.420 1.426

Rejection frequency (5 %)

Simple test Corrected test

M i = 1 i = 3 i = 5 i = 10 i = 1 i = 3 i = 5 i = 10

10 0.108 0.130 0.074 0.089 0.140 0.055 0.008 0.000

25 0.189 0.159 0.146 0.140 0.101 0.055 0.025 0.002

50 0.181 0.161 0.163 0.145 0.085 0.060 0.046 0.016

75 0.185 0.169 0.179 0.174 0.075 0.062 0.057 0.033

100 0.180 0.171 0.179 0.161 0.070 0.086 0.065 0.038

250 0.170 0.149 0.172 0.176 0.060 0.096 0.055 0.049

500 0.175 0.157 0.174 0.151 0.060 0.082 0.056 0.070

1000 0.177 0.153 0.163 0.172 0.055 0.042 0.048 0.053

Note: π= 1 i.e. equally sized predicted period and the estimation period. The results are based on the tests’
relative rejection frequency of the null of a zero mean difference, even though it is true, when the critical
value is ±1.96. The results are based on 5,000 iterations. The data generating process is defined as (3.14) with
a fixed seed.

formulation, when the underlying data possess, for empirical data, common statistical

features.

From the definition of κ, in Equation (3.12), it is straightforward to see that the

variance of the error term in the data generating process (3.14) does not affect the

estimation uncertainty.12 Nevertheless, it is not straightforward to see how the estima-

tion uncertainty is affected by a trending or serially correlated behavior among the

covariate(s) in the model.

12See Appendix I for simulation results related to the error variance.
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The size of κ increases both if the covariate(s) is trending or if it is serially
correlated

Empirical data typically possess the properties of being trending and/or serial corre-

lated. Both these features bias the estimation and may cause spurious results, and are

therefore typically controlled for in applied work. However, sometimes these issues

are ignored or failed to be controlled for, and in this context it is not obvious how they

affect the estimation uncertainty. Hence, this subsection further investigates these

features.

Here, the definition of the covariate(s) in (3.13) is expanded, which are now consid-

ered to evolve according to

X t = τt +ρX t−1 +et , (3.15)

where et is an i i d error with mean zero and variance one, τ is the slope of the deter-

ministic linear time trend around which the covariate is randomly generated, while

ρ is the autoregressive term indicating to what extent the previous value adds to the

current realization of the time series. The results are presented in Table 3.4, where each

feature is dealt with separately, i.e. for the left panels, related to τ, the serial correlation

is set to zero, and vise-versa for the panels on the right, related to ρ.

Starting with the former feature, the effect of τ onκ, a trending behavior violates the

constant mean assumption which implies that independent drawing from the series

at two different points in time will have a different mean. For κ, a trending behavior

will be more pronounced in larger samples as, in direct relation to the magnitude of τ,

the absolute difference between the mean value in the estimation period (M −N ), and

prediction period (N ) will be larger in larger samples. On the other hand, a trending

behavior may cause two unrelated time series, but with the same or similar trend, to

appear related to each other even though they in fact are not.

The serial correlation, the effect of ρ on κ, implies that each realization of the series

consists of a fraction ρ of previous value. A shock to such a series will, as long as |ρ| < 1,

vanish in time. In the present context, the serial correlation will therefore only affect

the size of κ, in smaller samples. This follows from the fact that information is carried

from the in-sample period (M −N ) of estimation into the out-of-sample period (N )

used for prediction. For this reason, serial correlation will have an effect on κ in small

samples, but not in larger samples.13

13Note that the Unit Root environment, i.e. ρ = 1, is here excluded and only a stationary environment
where |ρ| < 1 is considered.
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Table 3.4: The implication of trend or serial correlation in the covariate

Size of κ

Trend Serial correlation

M τ= 0 τ= 0.015 τ= 0.05 τ= 0.10 ρ = 0 ρ = 0.25 ρ = 0.50 ρ = 0.75

10 1.430 1.443 1.469 1.541 1.439 1.507 1.582 1.709

25 1.431 1.459 1.578 1.889 1.449 1.325 1.558 1.603

50 1.426 1.460 1.831 2.434 1.413 1.325 1.337 1.512

75 1.428 1.492 2.192 2.910 1.419 1.326 1.333 1.489

100 1.415 1.595 2.390 3.118 1.415 1.334 1.251 1.472

250 1.419 1.799 3.241 3.582 1.629 1.330 1.301 1.447

500 1.414 2.416 3.603 3.685 1.492 1.666 1.418 1.427

1000 1.414 2.237 3.437 3.721 1.436 1.479 1.666 1.421

Rejection frequency (5 %)

Simple test

Trend Serial correlation

M τ= 0 τ= 0.015 τ= 0.05 τ= 0.10 ρ = 0 ρ = 0.25 ρ = 0.50 ρ = 0.75

10 0.152 0.124 0.129 0.140 0.126 0.093 0.152 0.175

25 0.184 0.195 0.221 0.290 0.190 0.156 0.216 0.221

50 0.166 0.163 0.289 0.400 0.188 0.153 0.150 0.201

75 0.185 0.201 0.368 0.474 0.177 0.149 0.152 0.195

100 0.175 0.230 0.396 0.512 0.180 0.151 0.128 0.195

250 0.177 0.270 0.554 0.582 0.148 0.147 0.138 0.188

500 0.171 0.397 0.590 0.616 0.171 0.151 0.176 0.177

1000 0.173 0.332 0.557 0.580 0.179 0.168 0.146 0.176

Corrected test

Trend Serial correlation

M τ= 0 τ= 0.015 τ= 0.05 τ= 0.10 ρ = 0 ρ = 0.25 ρ = 0.50 ρ = 0.75

10 0.114 0.155 0.153 0.155 0.155 0.093 0.168 0.160

25 0.086 0.107 0.109 0.118 0.103 0.090 0.110 0.094

50 0.095 0.123 0.090 0.085 0.088 0.073 0.079 0.073

75 0.079 0.091 0.085 0.087 0.065 0.068 0.063 0.068

100 0.073 0.082 0.072 0.086 0.068 0.064 0.065 0.066

250 0.066 0.066 0.064 0.079 0.057 0.059 0.058 0.063

500 0.062 0.070 0.061 0.047 0.059 0.061 0.058 0.057

1000 0.058 0.055 0.051 0.055 0.063 0.057 0.058 0.055

Note: The results are based on the tests’ relative rejection frequency of the null of a zero mean difference
even though it is true, when the critical value is ±1.96. The results are based on 5,000 iterations, of the
DGP (3.14) with a fixed seed. In the panels to the left, related to τ, the serial correlation is set to zero, and
vice-versa for the panels to the right, related to ρ.
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In terms of rejection frequency, the simple test is more sensitive to a trending

behavior of the covariate than its degree of serial correlation. With a moderate trend,

i.e. τ= 0.05 or τ= 0.1 the simple test falsely rejects the null of a zero mean difference

in about 50 % of the cases compared to the true 5 %. Compared to a moderate, or even

high, serial correlation of ρ = 0.25−0.75, where the rejection frequency is around 16 %.

This indicates that the trending behavior of the covariate is a larger problem for the

test performance. Nevertheless, for both cases, where τ and ρ are different from zero,

the corrected test performs fairly accurate with values close to 0.05.

3.4.4 Mimic empirical data

To mimic the behavior of κ in an empirical environment, the price formation mecha-

nism is designed around a set of five covariates, i.e. X ′
t = [x1, · · · , x3]′, with individual

trending and/or autoregressive behavior. Each xt in the set of covariates is generated

according to:

xi t =αi +τi t +ρi xi ,t−1 +ei t ,

where, in contrast to the benchmark analysis above, the individual trends of the co-

variates are arbitrarily set to τ′ = [0,−0.015,0.02]′ and the autoregressive coefficients

to ρ′ = [0.25,0,0.35]′, respectively. The initial values of the series are all set to zero,

and the error term, et , is distributed identically standard normal with mean zero and

variance of 1.14

The evolution of the price series in the infringement period and the competitive

period again follows equations (3.3) and (3.4), specifically as

Yt (1) =α+θ+β′X t +ut

and

Yt (0) =α+β′X t + vt .

However, now ut and vt are heteroscedastic error terms generated as ut = Zt ũt

and vt = Zt ṽt respectively. Both ũt and ṽt are distributed i i d bivariate normal with

mean 0 and variance 10. The Zt is distributed i i d standard normal with no correlation

to ũt , ṽt , and et .

Hence, the price series follows the data generating process

Yt =α+β′X t +θδt +εt , (3.16)

14It is worth noting that in empirical data it can often appear that price determinants evolve differently
in the period of infringement compared to the benchmark period(s). This behavior can only be modeled in
a complex system describing the underlying time series process of the covariates.
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where εt = δt ut + (1−δt )vt , the intercept α is arbitrarily set to 10, and the vector

of parameters β′ = [
1.5,2,2.5

]′. Regressing Yt on the set of covariates X t , yields a

coefficient of determination, R2, of about one third, which is typical for the context in

question (McCrary and Rubinfeld (2014)). It is worth noting that for large values of π

and in large samples, R2 is generally larger.

Table 3.5: Mimic an empirical environment

Size of κ

M π= 9 π= 3 π= 1 π= 0.3 π= 0.1

25 ∞ 3.255 1.737 1.301 1.089

50 5.858 2.468 1.538 1.224 1.082

75 4.793 2.312 1.504 1.197 1.083

100 4.050 2.179 1.472 1.185 1.073

250 3.444 2.073 1.437 1.169 1.063

500 3.292 2.032 1.425 1.161 1.059

1000 3.225 2.016 1.420 1.158 1.056

Rejection frequency (5%)

Simple test Corrected test

M π= 9 π= 3 π= 1 π= 0.3 π= 0.1 π= 9 π= 3 π= 1 π= 0.3 π= 0.1

25 0.423 0.292 0.187 0.104 0.042 0 0.015 0.061 0.104 0.261

50 0.453 0.326 0.197 0.115 0.057 0.006 0.035 0.075 0.090 0.144

75 0.475 0.326 0.194 0.110 0.063 0.009 0.047 0.064 0.079 0.097

100 0.483 0.324 0.184 0.102 0.058 0.021 0.047 0.061 0.066 0.083

250 0.506 0.333 0.187 0.104 0.057 0.046 0.060 0.058 0.063 0.056

500 0.529 0.337 0.172 0.099 0.064 0.050 0.056 0.056 0.055 0.056

1000 0.531 0.329 0.174 0.093 0.066 0.057 0.051 0.056 0.050 0.054

Note: The results are based on the tests’ relative rejection frequency of the null of a zero mean difference,
even though it is true, when the critical value is ±1.96. The results are based on 5,000 iterations. The data
generating process is defined as (3.14) with a fixed seed.

In this more exotic environment, the same conclusions from above seem to hold

straight through, c.f. Table 3.5, but the set of exotic covariates inflates the size of κ quite

significantly. Especially for larger values of π, where the simple test now approaches a

100% rejection frequency, even though there is no difference between the series. The

corrected test still performs well, with a rejection frequency close to 5%.

In conclusion, this implies that the estimation uncertainty plays a significant role

in the performance of the tests in empirical multivariate regression models. The simple

test rejects the null of a zero mean different in the absolute majority of cases, and only

approaches the correct 5% rejection frequency in cases where both M and π are very
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small.

3.5 Conclusions

In this paper we make four contributions. First, by giving a brief introduction to the

comparative forecasting approach used to assess the effects of a competition law

infringement. Second, by displaying the issue of estimation uncertainty, and how the

issue feeds into the forecasting approach through the estimated parameters used for

prediction. It is argued that if this is not controlled for, it may invalidate the confidence

on which conclusions are drawn upon. Even though the issue of estimation uncertainty

is known in the econometric literature, it is neglected in the competition literature,

at least to the knowledge of the author of this paper, which may have caused an over

confidence in results produced using the forecasting approach. Third, by presenting

the theory for how the estimation uncertainty feeds into the testing procedure and

how to correctly account for it in standard testing procedures. Hence, also how to

provide valid statistical inference. It is shown that there is a relation between size

of the uncertainty and the sample size and the relative size between the prediction

and estimation period, and finally that the estimation uncertainty depends on the

dimension of the set of covariates. Fourth, by presenting numerical results, showing

the magnitude of the estimation uncertainty in relation to typical prerequisites in

the antitrust field, namely the small finite samples, relatively large prediction period

relative to the estimation period, multivariate set of covariates, multicollinearity among

covariates, and finally trending and serially correlated covariates. The results show

that the bias is more prone to affect the test statistic when the prediction period

is relatively large compared to the estimation period, but also generally in smaller

samples. Especially, when the number of covariates is large and or when the covariate(s)

are trending.

By displaying the issue of estimation uncertainty and by showing a relatively easy

correction of the issue for standard testing procedures, we hope that we have con-

tributed with a tool that will be used to improve statistical results of the forecasting

approach in future applied work.
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Appendix

The size of κ is unaffected by the error variance

In the price forming mechanism in (3.14), the price is initially formed around one

normally distributed covariate and an error term εt = δt ut +(1−δt )vt , where ut and vt

are independent normal components which both have a mean 0 and variance 1, repre-

senting the error in the infringement period and the competitive period, respectively.

Increasing the variance in the error term εt relative to the variation in X t , downplays

the role of the covariates in the prediction of Yt as less variation will be inherited form

the covariate(s). From the definition of κ in (3.8)-(3.10), the variance in εt does not

affect the size of κ, a result confirmed in Table A.1. Not even a significant increase in

the variance of the error term affects the size of κ.

Table A.1: The implication of an increased error variance

Size if κ

M V ar = 1 V ar = 10 V ar = 25

10 1.439 1.440 1.429

25 1.449 1.449 1.434

50 1.413 1.415 1.413

75 1.422 1.422 1.435

100 1.415 1.415 1.415

250 1.414 1.429 1.429

500 1.414 1.431 1.415

1000 1.414 1.415 1.414

Rejection frequency (5%)

Simple test Corrected test

M V ar = 1 V ar = 10 V ar = 25 V ar = 1 V ar = 10 V ar = 25

10 0.126 0.127 0.151 0.155 0.155 0.121

25 0.190 0.190 0.183 0.103 0.103 0.086

50 0.188 0.183 0.188 0.088 0.084 0.088

75 0.178 0.178 0.191 0.070 0.070 0.096

100 0.182 0.182 0.179 0.072 0.072 0.077

250 0.183 0.157 0.159 0.064 0.093 0.085

500 0.172 0.183 0.181 0.064 0.083 0.073

1000 0.170 0.174 0.168 0.063 0.065 0.058

Note: π= 1, i.e. equally sized predicted period and the estimation period. The results are based on the tests’
relative rejection frequency of the null of a zero mean difference, even though it is true, when the critical
value is ±1.96. The results are based on 5,000 iterations. The data generating process is defined as (3.14) with
a fixed seed.
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C H A P T E R 4
CLOSENESS OF SUBSTITUTION: AN EMPIRICAL

APPROACH FOR COMPARING “BIG DATA”

Erik Lindén
Aarhus University and CREATES

Abstract

In many recent merger cases big data related theories of harm has been formulated.

These theories of harm have mostly related to two issues: whether control of big data

can be used to restrict competition, and whether big data can constitute an essential

input. Traditionally, such theories of harm would be investigated by assessing the

closeness of substitution between various big data materials. Evidently, no recent

merger has formally done so. Nonetheless, these theories of harm have consistently

been dismissed with the motivation that the data-related anti-competitive effects

are limited. This paper proposes an empirical framework for assessing closeness of

substitution of unobservable and non-traded big data. To evaluate the substitutability

of data, one must first map out the functionalities and associated data features of

competing platforms. These maps serve as approximations of the platforms data

materials. By comparing these approximations, it is possible to visually compare

the data materials between platforms. Next, one can consult the data scientists in a

117
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downstream market using the data on how valuable (in terms of availability) they find

the various data features in a specific data material. Finally, to evaluate whether a

specific data feature is truly unique, its role in data processing is investigated. If it is

possible to replace one data feature of high value with other available data, the data

can be considered substitutable. This simple framework can be used to assess the

closeness of substitution of big data materials by evaluating the substitutability of a

data material part by part.
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4.1 Introduction

In recent decades, technical development has enabled new digital markets in which

companies collect, store, and analyze increasing amounts of data. The data are in-

creasingly transformed into commercialized products by means of algorithms.1 This

development has challenged traditional perceptions of how markets and competition

work, Claici (2018).

One of the key challenges in this new digital economy is the role of “big data”.2 Big

data-related questions have rapidly moved to the center of the competition-policy dis-

cussion, mainly because the core value-creating activity for many digital companies is

that of making predictions of various types, see for example Bajari, Chernozhukov, Hor-

taçsu, and Suzuki (2018) and Schaefer, Sapi, and Lorincy (2018). Google, for example,

uses prediction to optimize and improve web search results; Facebook uses predic-

tions for optimizing contents for its users; and Amazon uses predictions to optimize

demand-supply relations, Lear (2019, page 13). In all of these activities, data, particu-

larly big data, have a central position as the main input in value creation, Chiou and

Tucker (2017) and Neumann, Tucker, and Whitfield (2019). Concerns have therefore

been raised about whether data possess the ability to shape the competitive conditions

in markets, and, thereby, whether they could be used to restrict competition.

The reason for the lack of formal assessments is that an assessment of closeness of

substitution is not a straightforward exercise in the context of big data. In conventional

analysis, following the various merger guidelines, market information (e.g., cost or

price data) plays a central role when evaluating the relations between the goods traded

in a market. In the case of big data, no such market information exists, because big

data are typically not traded in any market. Consequently, it is not apparent how

the conventional toolbox could be used to assess closeness of substitution between

different data materials.

Although this issue has been recognized both in academia and in the competition

community, only a few recent contributions on the matter can be found in the literature.

A common theme among these contributions is that products derived from data can

work as a proxy for how comparable the underlying data materials are. Graef (2015)

argues that the comparability of data materials can be assessed by evaluating the

observable functionalities of the products derived from these data. The Canadian

Competition Bureau (2017) argues that closeness of competition between two firms

1By means of machine- and deep learning or other forms of Artificial intelligence.
2On the terminology: We use the terms “big data” and “data” interchangeably. The total amount of data

in possession of an agent is referred to as a data material, while subsets of a data material is referred to as
data sets.
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selling data depend on the extent to which customers view their products as substitutes.

The only contribution in the literature solely devoted to the matter of closeness of

substitution of big data is from Maier (2019). He uses the so-called big data value chain

to link the insight (as a product or service) derived from data back to its underlying data

material. This link can then be used to assess closeness of substitution between big

data materials, because, when two insights are substitutes in the eyes of the consumers,

then the data materials used to derive these insights must also be substitutes.

This paper builds on the recent developments in the literature and presents an em-

pirical framework for how to assess closeness of substitution between non-traded big

data materials. We suggest a three-step procedure focusing on functional substitution

of the data.

The first step of the procedure starts with the relation between data and the insights

derived from the data. This relation is then used to approximate the content of the

data material. By deconstructing a platform into its observable functionalities, and the

data features associated with these functionalities, we can map out the data-collecting

infrastructure of a platform. Therefore, by observing the options available to the users

of a digital platform, it is possible to infer which data the platform is collecting from

its users. To get an initial indication of the availability of alternatives to the data

material in question, it must be objectively compared to the data collected by other

platforms. This comparison is used to identify overlaps and differences between the

various data collectors. This exercise provides an overview of the data possessed by the

platforms, which, when paired with a market investigation, gives a rough indication

of the substitutability between data materials. However, at this stage, it is unknown

whether the non-overlapping data features between the platforms are also unique

when used as inputs in data processing.

In the second step of the procedure, the value characteristics of the data material

in question are evaluated. In the first step, the non-overlapping data features were

identified. The focus of this step is to identify whether these parts of the data material

are also of particular value to the downstream data scientists.3 The data scientists are

therefore consulted on their observation of the difficulty to obtain the various data

features. They are also asked about their perceptions of the lifetime of the various data

features, i.e., how long the data features stay relevant as inputs. From this consultation,

it is possible to identify which parts of the data material can be associated with a higher

or lower value. If the data features are found to be easy to access and to have a longer

lifetime, they are also easier to replicate. In contrast, if the data are difficult to access

3The data scientists are here defined as the downstream players using the data as an input in their
production process.
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and have a short lifetime, they are less likely to be replicable.

In the third and final step of the procedure, the replicability of the data features is

evaluated. The focus is now on whether it is possible to replicate the functionality that

a particular data feature has as an input in the data processing. From a statistical per-

spective, it is often possible to combine data from several data sets to provide the same

insights as one particular data set. The degree of overlapping information between the

data features is reflected in their correlation. Thus, two highly correlated data features

should be able to replace each other in the data processing. The correlation between

two data features can therefore be viewed as a measure of the substitutability between

them. When the data are not observable, but only approximated, the correlation analy-

sis can be replaced by consulting the data scientists on their view of the replicability

of the data features. The data scientists must therefore be consulted on whether it

is possible to replace the data features in question with a combination of other data

features. If this is possible, the particular data feature is substitutable.

In this paper, we address closeness of substitution of big data from an economic

and statistical point of view. We abstract from other closely related matters, such

as privacy concerns, network effects, and the role of technology, or innovation and

commercial strategies. For illustration, we use a vertical merger case as the conceptual

framework for the discussion – in other words, we use a firm that is competing in a

downstream market and aims to acquire control of one of its data suppliers competing

in an upstream market. The theory of harm used to frame the discussion is foreclosure,

meaning that the merged firm exploits its acquired control of the data supplier to

restrict its downstream competitors’ access to that data supplier ex-post the merger.

The merged firm’s ability to exploit its ownership of the data supply depends on which

alternative data sources the downstream competitors have access to after the merger,

i.e., the access to close substitutes of the data material.

Section 2 discusses the concept of substitution and its role in the competitive

analysis. Section 3 reviews the related literature on closeness of substitution of data.

This review includes relevant case law, the related policy discussion, and academic

literature. Section 4 presents the conceptual framework for comparing non-traded

and unobservable data materials. It reviews the big data value chain and discusses its

role in the data comparison. Section 5 presents the empirical framework for the data

comparison by decomposing the data-collecting entity, valuating the content of the

data material, and, finally, assessing its functional substitutability. In Section 6, the

approach is discussed in the context of an actual merger. Finally, Section 7 provides

concluding remarks.
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4.2 The role of substitution in competition policy

A substitute is a product or service that consumers view as the same as or similar

to another product. The concept of substitution is essential for competition, as it

constitutes a fundamental determinant of a firm’s ability to exercise market power,

Motta (2008). If two goods supplied by two firms to the same group of customers

are substitutable, they impose a competitive restriction upon each other. There are

varying degrees of substitution, as goods may be considered substitutes under certain

conditions, e.g., within a certain price range or for a particular use. In merger control,

the assessment of closeness of substitution is a natural step in the evaluation of the

competitive relations among players in a market. In the modern digital economy

and, in particular, in mergers associated with big data, an assessment of closeness of

substitution is not a straightforward task. This section explains why the assessment

becomes complicated when the good in question is non-traded data. First, Subsection

2.1 outlines the concept of closeness of substitution and its role in the formulation of

theories of harm. In Subsection 2.2, the conventional approach to assess closeness

of substitution is discussed. A theory of harm of unilateral foreclosure is used for

illustrative purposes. Finally, Subsection 2.3 discusses the complications that arise in

the assessment of substitutability when data is the (non-)traded good.

4.2.1 Mergers and the role of substitution

Differentiated goods may be considered as substitutes to a certain degree, e.g., within

a certain price range or in terms of a particular use. The higher the substitutability

between the goods, the greater the imposed competitive restriction, Buettner (2016).4

The role of substitution is therefore essential in merger control.

In a horizontal merger, where the merging firms are actual (or potential) competi-

tors, the firms are competing within the same relevant market for the same group of

customers. The effect of such a merger is often anticompetitive, as it concentrates

the market and leaves the customers with fewer options.5 The merger should thus

be evaluated in relation to which options (substitutes) the customers are left with

4In undifferentiated product markets, where the products supplied to the customers are very similar, the
role of closeness of substitution at the product level is less prominent compared to differentiated products
markets. Nevertheless, the concept remain important at a firm level as firms has different locations, cost of
production etc., which shift the focus from the product itself to for example capacity and switching costs,
Parker and Majumdar (2016, pages 514-517).

5The fact that horizontal mergers are anticompetitive by nature is in merger analysis put in relation to
the positive effects of for example production efficiencies or increased abilities to compete. Hence, merger
assessments are case-by-case assessments of the competitive conditions within the relevant market in
question.
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ex-post the merger, and whether they are likely to result in a reduction of competition,

such that they allow the merged firm to unilaterally raise prices ex-post the merger,

European Commission (2004, paragraph 24).

In a vertical merger, the merging parties are not direct competitors but do exhibit an

actual (or potential) supplier-customer relationship.6 Although such a merger leaves

the level of concentration in both (upstream and downstream) markets unaffected, it

may still have anticompetitive effects. In particular, the merged firm could be using the

vertical relation to restrict competition, for example, by foreclosing its downstream ri-

vals’ access to important supplies or markets, European Commission (2008, paragraph

18). This is problematic, as it limits the rivals’ ability and/or incentives to compete.

Such vertical restraints have been extensively studied in the literature by, for example,

Hart and Tirole (1990) and Rey and Tirole (2007). In this vertical context, the merged

firm’s ability to exert its market power is determined by the options the market is left

with ex-post the merger.

4.2.2 Conventional assessment of closeness of substitution

Several mergers in recent decades have been associated with big data, Chirita (2019).

Many of these mergers have been of vertical character,7 in which a downstream firm

acquires an upstream big data owner. The data in possession by the acquired firm are

(or can be) used as an input in production of goods or services in the downstream

market. If the acquiring firm is competing with other firms that are also using (or can

be using) that big data, a change in data ownership may elicit concerns. Many theories

of harm have therefore been of unilateral character, investigating whether the acquired

control of data grants the merged firm the ability or incentive to foreclose competition,

Kadar and Bogdan (2017).

In conventional analysis of unilateral effects of non-horizontal mergers, the starting

point is typically an assessment of the merging firms’ market power, because “[n]on-

horizontal mergers pose no threat to effective competition unless the merged entity

has a significant degree of market power”, European Commission (2008, paragraph

23). The merged firm’s market power is, to a significant degree, determined by the

downstream players’ dependence on the input from the acquired up-stream firm.

This gives the concept of closeness of substitution a central role in the assessment of

6In this context the third form of mergers, so-called conglomerate mergers, should be mentioned as
well. Such mergers are neither purely horizontal nor purely vertical in its nature. For simplicity, this form of
merging relation is left out of this paper.

7Among others the mergers between: Google/Double Click (2008), Facebook/WhatsApp (2014) or
Microsoft/LinkedIn (2016).
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the merger-related effects.8 If the goods of the upstream firms are close substitutes,

unilateral effects of the merger are less likely, as the downstream firms can switch to

alternative suppliers.

There are several ways to assess a firm’s market power and the closeness of substi-

tution, both qualitatively and quantitatively. The description here follows Hawk (2013,

pages 171-174).

To obtain an initial indication of the merged firm’s market power, and thereby its

ability to foreclose competition, the typical starting point is a market investigation. The

aim of the market investigation is to gather an objective overview of the players and the

competitive conditions in the market. In combination with an overview of the market

shares, this provides a useful initial overview of the composition and commercial size

of the markets.

The initial overview of the market and its players, however, does not provide any

information about to what degree the various market players are close competitors.

For this reason, various merger guidelines proposed by, for example, the European

Commission and the US FTC, as well as in the joint publication of the UK OFT, all

address quantitative methods to assess closeness of substitution.9 For instance, Para-

graph 29 of the Commission’s guidelines suggests that, dependent on accessibility of

information, “[..] the degree of substitutability may be evaluated through customer

preference surveys, analysis of purchasing patterns, estimation of the cross-price elas-

ticities of the products involved, or diversion ratios” European Commission (2004,

paragraph 29). In a similar manner, the U.S. Department of Justice and Federal Trade

Commission (2010, Section 6.1), that they consider any reasonable and reliable in-

formation that reflects the competition conditions between products. “This includes

documentary and testimonial evidence, win/loss reports and evidence from discount

approval processes, customer switching patterns, and customer surveys”.

Following the guidelines, an investigation of purchasing patterns or diversion

ratios is a suitable starting point when assessing the substitutability between goods.

If there is a history among the downstream firms of buying from various upstream

suppliers, then that indicates that the level of substitution may be relatively high. It

is possible to test such a hypothesis empirically. For example, by gathering price and

volume information, it is possible to estimate the own-price elasticity of demand. This

provides an indication of how sensitive a firm’s own customers are to changes in the

8The ability to foreclose competition by restricting access is along the existence of alternatives also
determined by factors as technical and economical requirements for accessing the input. For a detailed
discussion on economic dependence of an input in the digital context, Tombal (2019).

9It should be noted that closeness of competition is used synonymously along closeness of substitution,
Buettner (2016)
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price of the good in question. If it is possible to gather information on the relative price

level from several firms, it is possible to estimate the cross-price elasticity of demand.

Such an analysis is highly informative, as it provides information on the degree of

price-dependent substitution between the goods supplied by the various firms in the

market.10

The quantitative methods proposed in the various guidelines are all primarily

developed for (and applicable to) traded products. They are therefore of limited use

when assessing merger-related effects of non-traded objects. This is a problem that

becomes prominent when analyzing mergers associated with non-traded big data.

4.2.3 Complications arise in merger control when data is the

(non-)traded good

If data constitute a scarce resource, then the owner of the data would be able to

extract all the rent associated with it. Market principles, following a “Chicago-style”

framework, would, under such circumstances, allocate data as any other asset in a

way that maximizes total surplus. While one would believe this to happen, as well as

expect firms to always claim their share of the surplus, the market seems to fail on this

matter, as no general allocation of data is taking place, see for example, Rubinfeld and

Gal (2016). Big data is thus typically referred to as a non-traded good that is not traded

in any well-defined market. Nevertheless, data is a good that, despite its non-traded

status, still serves as a key input in the digital production process OECD (2014). It is thus

argued that data constitute a factor that possesses the ability to shape the competitive

conditions in the market, Martens (2016, page 43) and Cremer, de Montjoye, and

Schweitzer (2019, page 110).

When a firm competing in a downstream market acquires an upstream data sup-

plier, a natural concern is whether that change in control of data could be used to

restrict competition. If that is possible, then the merged firm would be granted a com-

petitive advantage that it would not otherwise have. However, this advantage does

not come solely from the mere exertion of market power, but also from the efficiency

advantage the merged firm will have after the merger, Lear (2019, page 40). Thus, the

restriction of competition means both that the merged firm becomes better and that it

leaves its rivals without the option to achieve the same. In this situation, merger control

must take the effects of data ownership (and changes in ownership) in consideration

when evaluating the merger-related effects. Thus, the competitive role of data must

10It should be noted that cross-elasticity of demand has a central position in merger analysis and are
frequently used as an informative tool assessing the relations between goods.
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be evaluated together with the other relevant factors determining competition in the

market.

The ability to use data to foreclose competition in a vertical relation depends on

the downstream firms’ economic dependence on that particular data, Tombal (2019).

As in any other vertical merger investigation, the question is whether the downstream

competitors will also, after the merger, have access to similar sources of data. This is a

matter of to what degree the data in possession of the upstream target firm are close

substitutes with the data in possession of its competitors. If the data are substitutable,

the competing firms in the downstream market can switch to any of the alternatives.

This means that the merged firm cannot use its control of data to restrict competition

in the market after the merger. The question is, however, how such an analysis can be

conducted using the conventional framework for assessing closeness of substitution.

When the goods in question are traded, it is possible to assess closeness of substi-

tution between the goods using market information such as consumption patterns,

relative price levels, traded volumes, or cost schemes. From this information, one can

directly observe diversion ratios or the distribution of customers’ first and second

choices, or estimate price correlations and elasticities – parameters that all are em-

pirical measures of the substitutability between goods. The fundamental challenge

underlying the discussion in this paper is to conduct a corresponding formal investiga-

tion when the good (data) lacks the necessary market information.

4.3 Closeness of substitution of data – case law, policy discussion
and academic literature

The body of literature on big data and competition has greatly expanded in recent

decades. Despite this rich body of literature, the question related to data comparability

and substitution has received little attention. This section provides an overview of

that limited literature. First, Subsection 3.1 briefly discusses related case law and

highlights several cases where data have been found substitutable without any formal

assessment. Subsection 3.2 provides an overview of the related policy discussion.

Finally, Subsection 3.3 reviews the related academic literature.

4.3.1 Case law

In recent decades, the body of merger case law related to non-traded big data has

grown substantially, Chirita (2018)and Kadar and Bogdan (2017). Nevertheless, no

decision has yet been reached regarding non-traded big data in which the data-related

theory of harm has not been dismissed. Although several cases have touched upon
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this matter by formulating data-related theories of harm, the authorities have care-

fully avoided reaching any decision on whether data could constitute a competition

problem, Martens (2016, pages 41-42).

The European Commission has, in several cases, formulated theories of harm

related to non-traded data.11 These theories have generally focused on concerns of

unilateral character and whether data can be considered to constitute an input with

the ability to restrict competition.12 In a similar manner, the US FTC,13 the UK OFT,

the German BKS, and the Canadian Competition Bureau have each undertaken similar

investigations. Nevertheless, all of these mergers have been cleared by the authorities,

and data has never been found to have a negative impact on competitive conditions.

Evidently, the authorities have dismissed their own theories of harm. In all cases,

it was found that competitors had access to alternative sources of data. However,

ultimately, none of the decisions relied on a proper definition of the relevant market

for data or any formal assessment of closeness of substitution between the alternative

sources of data.

In the three mergers between Google/DoubleClick (2008), Facebook/WhatsApp

(2014), and Microsoft/LinkedIn, the European Commission did not find the data

unique in the sense that it could be used to restrict competition.

In the Google/DoubleClick merger,14 the data were found to be of such character

11Google/DoubleClick (2008) Cleared in Phase II (Case No. COMP/M.4731), Microsoft/YahooSearch,
(2010), cleared in phase I, (Case No. COMP/M.5727), Telefonica/ Vodafone/ Everything Everywhere JV,
(2012), cleared in phase II, (Case No. COMP/M.6314), Publicis/Omnicom, (2014), cleared in phase I,
(Case No. COMP/M.7023), Facebook/WhatsApp, (2014), cleared in phase I, (Case No. COMP/M.7217),
IMS Health/Cegedim, (2014), cleared in phase I, (Case No. COMP/M.7337), Sanofi/Google/DMI JV, (2016),
cleared in phase I, (Case No. COMP/M.7813), Microsoft/LinkedIn, (2016), cleared in phase I, (Case No.
COMP/M.8124), and Apple/Shazam, (2018), cleared in phase I, (Case No. COMP/M.8788). Only two cases
relate to pure data suppliers and that are Thomson/Reuters, (2008), (Case No. COMP/M.4726) and Tom-
Tom/TeleAtlas, (2008), (Case No. COMP/M.4854) both these cases where cleared in phase II by the Com-
mission, and in both cases the Commission found no evidence for anti-competitive effects related to the
data.

12For a detailed review of these cases and the data related theories of harm, Lear (2019),Chirita (2018),
andKadar and Bogdan (2017).

13In the same manner, Feinstein (2015) lists a number of cases where the US FTC decided not to oppose
the concentrations of Google/Nest Labs, (2014) (Case no. 20140457), Google/Dropcam, (2014), (Case no.
20141171), Google/Waze, (2013), and Alliance Data System / Convesant, (2014), (Case no. 20141572). In
none of these cases any justification for dismissing the data related theories of harm have been presented.
Feinstein (2015) further lists a number horizontal investigations where the FTC formulated big data related
theories of harm without disclosing on which grounds these was dismissed Hearst Trust/First Databank
(Civ. No. 1:01CV00734 (D.D.C. Apr. 4, 2001)), Reed Elsevier/ChoicePoint, (2008), (No. C-4257- FTC complaint
issued Sept. 15, 2008)), Fidelity National Financial/Chicago Title Corporation (2000), (No. C-3920 (FTC
complaint issued Jan. 12, 2000)), CCC Holdings/Aurora Equity Partners, (2008), (Civ. No. 1:08-CV-02043
D.D.C. Nov. 26, 2008)), and the merger between Nielsen/Arbitron, (2013), (No. C-4439 - FTC complaint
issued Sept. 30, 2013) was cleared with remedies of granting access to Arbitration’s data for eight years.

14Case No. COMP/M.4731 – Google/DoubleClick (2008)
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that they were likely to be possible to replicate. The Commission states that the merged

entity “would not have access to unique, non-replicable data because the type of infor-

mation collected by DoubleClick is relatively narrow in scope. Other companies active

in online advertising have the ability to collect large amounts of more or less similar

information that is potentially useful for advertisement targeting”.15 This statement

was never tested undertaking any formal analysis. It only relied on the responses from

the market investigation.

In the Facebook/WhatsApp merger in 2014,16 the Commission focused more on

the digital platform and their data collection and stated that there are “[..] a signifi-

cant number of market participants that collect user data alongside Facebook. These

include, first of all, Google, which accounts for a significant portion of the Internet

user data [..]”17 that “[..] are valuable for advertising purposes and that are not within

Facebook’s exclusive control.”18

Not even in the merger between Microsoft and LinkedIn in 2016,19 where the

Commission found that “there is a general acknowledgment of the specific qualities”20

of the LinkedIn data, was any formal assessment of the data substitutability undertaken.

Nonetheless, the Commission concluded that “[..] any potential restriction of access to

LinkedIn full data, or subset thereof, is unlikely to lead to consumer harm.”21 This is

mainly because, from the market investigation, it could be concluded that “LinkedIn is

only one of such data sources which is unlikely to be essential.”22

Finally, in the merger between Apple and Shazam in 2018,23 the Commission

investigated whether the merged firms’ combined data could be used to foreclose

competition. They focused on Shazam’s data and compared it to alternative sources

of data using the so-called value-bringing “Vs”, characterizing the variety, volume,

and velocity of the data.24 The Commission motivated the use of the “Vs” as the “key

parameters that are increasingly used to assess the commercial and thus competitive

relevance of large datasets.”25 Based on the responses from the market investigation,

the Commission dismissed the theory of harm that the combined data could be used

15Case No. COMP/M.4731 – Google/DoubleClick (2008) – paragraph 269.
16Case No. COMP/M.7217 – Facebook/WhatsApp, (2014)
17Case No. COMP/M.7217 – Facebook/WhatsApp, (2014) – paragraph 188.
18Case No. COMP/M.7217 – Facebook/WhatsApp, (2014) – paragraph 189.
19Case No. COMP/M.8124 – Microsoft/LinkedIn, (2016)
20Case No. COMP/M.8124 – Microsoft/LinkedIn, (2016) – paragraph 264
21Case No. COMP/M.8124 – Microsoft/LinkedIn, (2016) – paragraph 274.
22Case No. COMP/M.8124 – Microsoft/LinkedIn, (2016) – paragraph 276.
23Case No. COMP/M.8788 – Apple/Shazam, (2018)
24These value brining ’Vs’ are further discussed in Section 4 below. For clarity it should be mentioned

that the Commission also use the value characteristic Value as a separate ‘Vs’ parameter.
25Case No. COMP/M.8788 – Apple/Shazam, (2018) – paragraph 317
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to foreclose competition, because the “variety of data collected by Shazam appear[ed]

to be more limited compared to data sets collected by other industry players”.26 The

larger number of end users of Apple music’s competitors “would result in a significantly

higher volume of data compared to Shazam.” Finally, the speed at which Shazam

generates its data is lower, and Shazam receives lower per-user engagement compared

to its competitors.27

4.3.2 Policy discussion

In light of the case law, de Peyer (2018) makes the observation that, although the

authorities have found that firms can strengthen their competitive position in markets

by having access to (more) data, data is unlikely to be deemed anti-competitive, mainly

because it is difficult to prove that data can be considered unique. This observation

has also been recognized by the competition authorities themselves, who, on their

own, have begun to publish research and policy briefs related to digital competition

and the role of big data. Among the first contributions on the topic are the study by the

French Autorité de la concurrence and the Bundeskartellamt, French Autorite de la

concurrence and the Bundeskartellamt (2016), and the Dutch Ministry of Economic

Affairs, van Til, van Gorp, and Price (2017). Although both studies discuss big data from

a competition policy perspective, neither of them addresses how to formally assess

closeness of substitution of big data. The discussion rather addresses case law and how

various authorities have approached data substitutability.

The most relevant contributions on how to assess closeness of substitution be-

tween data materials come from the Canadian Competition Bureau. They discuss the

matter in terms of closeness of competition between firms selling data, i.e., traded

data. They argue that the comparability of data materials depends on to what extent

the customers view the firm’s products (that are derived from data) as substitutes,

Competition Bureau (2017).28 Similarly, the Australian Competition and Consumer

Commission (ACCC) argues that substitutability between platforms depends on the

functionalities of the platforms and how they are perceived by users, Australian Com-

petition and Consumer Commission (2018).29 Finally, in a recent publication by the UK

Competition and Markets Authority, data substitutability was evaluated from a data

26Case No. COMP/M.8788 – Apple/Shazam, (2018) – paragraph 321
27Case No. COMP/M.8788 – Apple/Shazam, (2018) – paragraph 322
28Canadian Competition Bureau state that this publication is a draft discussion paper, and not a legal

document. It contains general information and is provided for convenience and guidance in applying the
Canadian Competition Act.

29In their examples, the ACCC compare the functionalities of different types of services as; search
services; advertising; and social media.
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scientist perceptive, Lear (2019). Depending on how the data scientists value access

to additional data, it is possible to determine whether these data can be viewed as

substitutes or complements.

It is worth noting that the policy literature related to big data and competition is

rapidly growing. No fewer than three major reports have been published in the first half

of 2019 alone – the Cremer et al. (2019), Furman, Fletcher, Coyle, McAuley, and Marsden

(2019), and Scott Morton, Bouvier, Ezrachi, Jullien, Katz, Kimmelman, Melamed, and

Morgenstern (2019). Though all of these reports take a holistic approach to the topic of

big data and competition in general, none of them discuss the substitutability of data.

Still, they all contribute valuable insights into how data are used from a competitive

perspective. These insights are further discussed in Section 4.

4.3.3 Academic literature

In the competition economics literature, the primary focus has been on whether data

can distort competition at all and, thereby, whether interventions by authorities or

regulators are necessary Duch-Brown, Martens, and Mueller-Langer (2017, page 20).

The opinions on this matter are distinctly divided, Martens (2016, page 5). Some argue

that data has no value in itself, as it is non-traded, meaning that the competition is

instead shaped by innovation and data scientists’ processing skills. Others, in contrast,

argue that data comprise a key input in the digital production process, which, on its

own, can be used to shape competition. Although this is a closely related discussion, it

is not within the scope of this paper.30

An apparent complication in the empirical assessment of data substitutability is

that data is seldom the target for an acquisition. Consequently, it has become crucial

to distinguish between traded and non-traded data, Maier (2019). Traded data are data

for which markets exist (e.g., credit information or scanner data). In these markets, the

contents of the data are known, and they are traded for a price. Data that are non-traded

only constitute an input for producing a product or service (e.g., search or purchasing

history of individuals). For these data, there exists no market, and thereby no price or

clear knowledge about their content Martens (2016, pages 41-44) Duch-Brown et al.

(2017, pages 20-22), and Graef (2015). We focus on the latter, which typically lack all

30The interested reader is referred to the debate between Tucker and Wellford (2014), Sokol and Com-
erford (2016), Lambrecht and Tucker (2015), Laney (2001), Colangelo and Maggiolino (2017) who doubt
that data has a value on its own and can hence not lead to uncompetitive markets. In contrast, Stucke and
Grunes (2015), Stucke and Grunes (2016), Evans and Schmalensee (2007) argue that data do possess the
ability to shape the competitive conditions in markets as it constitute a central input for production in the
digital processing. For a detailed overview of this discussion, see for example Martens (2016, Section 5.3).
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market information used in traditional competition analysis, such as, for example,

prices, costs, or consumption patterns.

Data that are non-traded are considered, by some authors, to not fulfill the quali-

fications of providing a sustainable competitive advantage, and should therefore be

exempt from competition law. Among them, Lambrecht and Tucker (2015) argue, based

on examples, rather than on any formal analysis, that data do not fulfill the criteria of

being inimitable, rare, valuable, or non-substitutable. As there exist many alternative

data sources, new entrants can easily obtain access to relevant data needed to improve

their statistical models. In contrast, Bourreau, de Streel, and Graef (2017) argue that

data do possess value, and that value gives rise to market power. They describe the big

data value chain as a three-stage procedure of data collection, data storage, and cloud

computing, along with a final stage of data analytics and use. Bourreau et al. (2017)

argue that market power can, due to the value of data, rise in any of the stages. The

role and position of data should therefore be evaluated in each stage. This evaluation

should focus on the scale and scope of data depreciation (the relation between age

and relevance) and in terms of the costs associated with data collection.

Recent papers by Graef (2015) and Maier (2019) have made explicit contributions

to the topic of the present paper. They both offer suggestions on how to approach

the task of evaluating substitutability of data materials, regardless the lack of market

information.31 In the context of market definition, Graef (2015) discusses the concept

of substitutability of different types of data. She argues that each company providing

services to the same group of consumers is likely to collect different types of data from

that same group of individuals. Companies providing different services (e.g., search

engines, social networks, and e-commerce platforms) all collect different types of

data while serving the same group of customers. Such data would not necessarily be

comparable across industries. Graef (2015) argues that, by comparing services with

the same functionality, e.g., by comparing different social media companies, one can

indirectly compare the substitutability of the data possessed by these companies. The

approach simply follows the reasoning that, if the consumers find the functionalities of

the services comparable, the services must be derived from data with similar features.

This idea is further exemplified by Maier (2019), who relates the functionalities of the

insights (products or services) derived from data to the underlying data material, using

the big data value chain.

Compared to Bourreau et al. (2017)’s definition of the big data value chain, Maier

(2019)uses a less precise description, proposing the stages of recording and data pro-

31Here also Stucke and Grunes (2016, Chapter 8C.) should be mentioned as they touch upon the sub-
stitutability of data. They do, however, discuss substitutability of data from a horizontal point of view and
consider data materials in possession of agents to generally constitute complements rather than substitutes.
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cessing, which in turn lead into the final stage of derived insights. Maier (2019) argues,

like Graef (2015), that the insights reflect the information in the data material from

which the insights are derived. If the insights are considered by the customers as close

substitutes, one can argue that the data used to produce the insights are close sub-

stitutes. Maier further suggests that, by identifying specific features of the insights

derived, i.e., features that are platform specific, economists and data scientists can

then derive insights from sub-samples of the data possessed by the merging party

(only), where the platform specific feature(s) have been taken out. It is then possible to

consult the end users on their views of a variety of insights derived, from the full data

material and from subsets of the full data material, where specific data features have

been taken out, and on whether they consider these insights to be comparable.

In this paper, we build on the ideas proposed in the literature when setting up our

methodology for assessing the substitutability of data. We aim to fill the gap between

the theoretical discussion on what data substitutability is and how these insights can

be translated into practice when empirically evaluating data substitutability.

4.4 Conceptual framework – a generic comparison of big data

In Section 2, the concept of substitution and its central role in competition analysis

has been discussed. In conventional assessments of the closeness of substitution of

traded goods, market information (e.g., price, volumes, and consumption patterns) is

essential, because it allows for an empirical assessment of to what degree the traded

goods are close substitutes. In the current discussion of big data, such market infor-

mation does not exist, as the data in question are not traded. This complicates the

assessment of the substitutability of big data materials, as the analysis must rely on

alternative information.

This section presents a conceptual framework for how observable information

about non-traded data can be used in an empirical assessment of the substitutability of

data. First, Subsection 4.1 discusses the typical characteristics associated with big data.

For the purpose of this paper, it is not necessary to establish a universal description

of the term “big data”. It is, however, important to facilitate an understanding of

what implications the characteristics and attributes associated with big data have for

competition analysis. Next, Subsection 4.2 discusses the comparability of data when

the data are observable. Subsection 4.3 discusses the comparability of data in the

non-traded context, i.e., when market information is missing, and the data materials

are unobservable. Finally, Subsection 4.4 discusses the availability of data from the

perspective of down-stream data scientists, as well as why the intended use of data is
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important for the assessment of data substitutability.

4.4.1 The characteristics of big data and its implications for the

competition analysis

The factual definition of the word “data” comes from the singular Latin word “datum”,

meaning “something given”. On its own, and in its raw format, data refers to unor-

ganized facts about anything32 and can be understood to be something simple and

seemingly random. The value of data first arises when it has been processed, organized,

structured, or presented in a given context.33 Thereafter, data can be referred to as

insights or information, see for example, Tombal (2019, page 10).

The term “big data” has no single definition, though it is frequently used in both

the literature and in public debate. The term has rather become a buzzword for data

materials that are either very large or complex or that, for various reasons, are not or

cannot be analyzed using conventional methods. Big data has also come to represent a

chain of processes in which agents gather, store, and transform data into valuable prod-

ucts, services, or business models, see among others, Cukier and Mayer-Schoenberger

(2013). Big data processing typically refers to machine or deep learning or other forms

of AI-algorithm-based methods developed to perform analyses and make predictions

from large numbers of complex data, see for example, Manyika, Chui, Brown, Bughin,

Dobbs, Roxburgh, and Byers (2011).34

Although big data are collected by different agents, come from different sources,

and differ in many aspects, big data materials share the characteristics of large volume,

high variety, and high velocity. Volume refers to the absolute magnitude, in terms of

bulk of bytes, of information on a certain topic; variety refers to the breadth of the

information spanning the topics or features included in a data material; and velocity

refers to the speed at which data are collected, accessed, and processed Laney (2001).

This terminology has become widely acknowledged in the competition literature as the

value-bringing “Vs” defining the type of data that could offer a completive advantage,

see for example Lear (2019), Martens (2016), French Autorite de la concurrence and

the Bundeskartellamt (2016), and De Mauro, Greco, and Grimaldi (2016).

The reason these value characteristics have become predominant in the competi-

tion discussion lies in the nature of the digital industry. Under the presumption that

32See for example Cambridge Dictionary: (https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/data),
Wikipedia: (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data) and Diffen: (https://www.diffen.com/difference/Data_vs_Information)

33From a statistical perspective Nate Silver, describe the process as: ”The numbers have no way of
speaking for themselves. We speak for them. We imbue them with meaning.”– Silver (2012, page 14).

34For a more elaborating reference on the economics of these techniques and their value for all business
across the economy, the interested reader is referred to Agrawal, Gans, and Goldfarb (2018)
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the main value-creating activity of a digital firm is prediction making, the core value of

these predictions emerges from their precision. If it is possible to increase the precision

with a larger data material, then the volume is a value driver of the prediction. Similarly,

if the precision of the prediction increases by combining more types of data, then the

variety of the data is a value driver of the prediction. Finally, if the precision depends

on the actuality of the data when used as an input, then the velocity of the data is a

value driver of the prediction. For these reasons, the value-adding characteristics of

data function as a yardstick to which the competitive value of various data materials

can be compared, see for example Stucke and Grunes (2016), Lambrecht and Tucker

(2015), and Tucker and Wellford (2014).35

4.4.2 Generic comparability of observable data

In a static comparison, two observable data materials can only differ in terms of

volume and variety,36 i.e., in absolute amount of data regarding a certain topic or in

the span of topics covered by the data materials. It is not plausible, however, for two

digital platforms collecting user data in the exact same environment to ultimately have

identical data materials. This means that, alt-hough data are collected under the same

conditions, they are not likely to be perfect substitutes, regardless of whether they are

collected from the same group of users. “The point is that data about one consumer

collected by one company may not be a substitute for data about the same consumer

collected by another: they may concern different aspects of the consumer” Bourreau

et al. (2017, page 52). Thus, two non-identical data materials can only relate to each

other as being supplements and/or complements. If they are supplements, then they

contain data on the same topics but may differ in terms of which individuals they are

collected from; if they are complements, they will contain data on different topics.

From a strict data perspective, two non-identical data materials cannot be used to

derive the exact same insight, because a difference in the data used as input in the

derivation of the insight would cause a difference in the outcome of the derivation.

A comparison of data in a competition context should therefore not take a strict

viewpoint on the data. Instead, the comparison should be designed around the compa-

rability of the functionality the data have as inputs in data processing, see for example

the Competition Bureau (2017), because data can be used as inputs to derive similar

35For clarity it should be noted that other value adding characteristics of big data is discussed in the
literature as well, where for example Rubinfeld and Gal (2016) also include veracity as a value adding
characteristics which refers to the “truthfulness” of the data. In this paper we stay with the less specific
specification, and limit the value charac-teristic to volume, variety and velocity.

36“Static comparison” means that for now the dynamic effects in the big data process in terms of its
velocity is simplicity ignored.
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insights, even though the data differ in terms of volume and variety. The assessment

of the interchangeability of the data should thus focus on whether it is possible to

use data from different sources to derive similar insights, i.e., whether the data are

functional substitutes.37

From a statistical perspective, it does not matter whether the data materials are

considered to be supplements or complements. Rather, it is a matter of correlation

between the data materials. If two data materials are highly correlated, then, from

a statistical viewpoint, the data contain similar information and are hence likely to

be used interchangeably in data processing. This means that correlation is a way to

measure the substitutability of various data materials.38

4.4.3 Generic comparability of unobservable data – a value chain

approximation

When the data are unobservable, it is not possible to compare data materials directly

or to measure the correlation between data materials. To overcome this issue, the data

must be related to an observable entity that can be used as a proxy in an “indirect”

comparison. Such a comparison still follows the same principles as when data are

observable, but the comparable data materials are instead an approximation of the

true underlying data.

This approach relies on the assumption that it is possible to link the observable

insight(s), i.e., the functionalities of the observable products derived from data, back

to the underlying data material. The idea of linking the functionality to the underlying

data material follows the value-creating stages in the big data value chain. The big data

value chain has been explicitly discussed in the competition literature by, for example,

Maier (2019), Bourreau et al. (2017), and Rubinfeld and Gal (2016), as well as implicitly

discussed in other contributions by, for example, Graef (2015). This section follows the

structure and terminology of Maier (2019).

The big data value chain consists of the three value-adding stages of data recording,

data processing, and derived insight. In the first stage, data recording, the data are

typically collected by a digital platform, such as a social network. A social network

consists of a set of functionalities with which the users of the platform can interact. All

of these functionalities are associated with a set of data features that can be collected

37Functional substitution is typically discussed in terms of a qualitative measure, e.g., when discussing
market definition, Davis and Garces (2010, page 166), it here constitutes the framework for an empirical
quantification.

38For clarity it should be emphasizes that one must be careful with respect to spurious correlation,
Granger and Newbold (1974)
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and stored by the platform. In the second stage, data processing, the collected and

stored data are processed, organized, structured, or presented in a given context. The

data are thereby made accessible for analysis. In many digital industries, the core

value-creating activity in this stage is to make various predictions, see for example

Bajari et al. (2018) and Schaefer et al. (2018). In the third stage, deriving insight, the

data have, through the processing stage, been refined into insights or information.

The derived insights can either constitute an (intermediate) input for further data

processing or an end product as a usable product or service.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the big data value chain – relation between insight and data

Note: The figure illustrates the three stages of the big data value chain for two firms A and B. If Insight A is considered to
be a substitute for Insight B, then Data Material A is a substitute for Data Material B.
Source: The figure is an extended version of Figure 2 in Maier (2019, page 249).

A key limitation of the data processing stage is that it is not possible to process any

data that are not included in the underlying data material. Thus, if the data scientists

processing the data are equally skilled,39 then similar insights should be derived from

similar data. Maier (2019) claims that, if two (or more) derived insights are considered

substitutable by their users, one can argue that the underlying data materials used

to derive these insights are substitutable. A simple illustration of the stages in the big

data value chain is presented in Figure 4.1. The point Maier (2019) makes is that, if

the consumers consider the insights of Firm A and Firm B to be substitutable, then

data materials of each firm must contain substitutable data. If the consumers do not

39For example, they are data processing firms that are equally efficient in their data management and
that possess corresponding processing skills.
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consider Insight A to be a substitute for Insight B, then one can argue that Data Material

A is not a substitute for Data Material B.

In moving between the recording and processing stage in the value chain, it is

necessary that the data are accumulated and stored into a data material. The data ma-

terial then contains all data features associated with the functionality of the platform.

The functionalities of a platform can be thought of as the platform’s infrastructure for

data collection, delivering the link between a derived insight and the underlying data

material (see Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the relation between the observed functionalities and the collected
data

Note: This figure illustrates the deconstruction of a digital platform data collection, first into its functionalities and further
into the data features associated with the functionality. In sum, the data features constitute the variety of the data material.
Source: Author

The simple data-collecting entity in Figure 4.2 (e.g., a social network) has two

functionalities that are each associated with a set of different data features. These data

features are collected by the platform when its users interact with it and with each

other on the platform.

Although the functionalities of platforms vary both within and across industries,

data collection still follows the same principles, Scott Morton et al. (2019, pages 49-50),

such that any interaction with and on a platform can be recorded and collected by the

platform. It should, however, be noted that this data collection is optional, as platforms

do not necessarily collect all interactions that occur on their site. Nevertheless, the

functionalities constitute the limits on which data the platforms can collect about

their users, as the platforms cannot collect any data regarding a user’s behavior or

preferences outside the framework of their own functionality.

Therefore, by observing the functionalities and the associated data features of

a platform, one can approximate the content of the data material the platform can
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collect from users. As a result, it is possible to compare the data possessed by different

platforms just by observing their functionalities.

As with observable data, these approximated data materials can only differ in terms

of volume and variety, i.e., in the amount of data regarding a certain topic or in the

span of topics covered by the data materials. When observing the platform, the only

measure of the volume of data the platform is able to collect is the absolute number

of the platform’s users, while the mapped-out data features constitute the measure

of the variety. Thus, two non-identical data materials can only relate to each other as

supplements and/or complements.

In contrast to when the data are observable, the correlation between the various

data features here cannot be empirically investigated using a correlation analysis. This

means that it is not possible to test to what degree two data features contain the same

information when used as inputs in data processing, as that would require the data

materials to be observable. Instead, a corresponding analysis can be undertaken by

consulting the data scientists using the data, because the similarities (or differences)

between the data materials’ ability to derive similar insights are reflected in the data

scientist’s valuation of the data, Competition Bureau (2017, page 12).40 Though data

scientists are not observing the data as such, they are likely to know how various data

features collected by a platform can be used in data processing. Thus, they are also

likely to have preferences for different data features dependent on how scarce the

availability of the data is.

A data material that has many substitutes has a lower value than a data material

with few substitutes. Therefore, if combining two data materials does not add any

additional value for the data user, the value of the additional data is low (e.g., combining

highly correlated financial data). This implies that the two data materials are functional

substitutes. Analogously, the data materials are considered to be complements if

combining the data yields additional value for the data scientist (e.g., uncorrelated

mapping data and traffic pattern data). This is further exemplified in Box 1.

40For clarity, it should be noted that the data scientists processing data into valuable insights are not
necessarily the data collecting firm itself but may as well be a firm in for example a downstream market.
Consequently, this data users are the consumers of data who are using data as an input in their production
process of deriving usable insights (as product or services) or information.
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Box 1 - Substitution in statistical learning theory
Suppose a downstream data user (below the firm) is predicting a binary demand

variable A that represents high or low likeliness of purchasing a particular item.

There are two available data materials, D1 and D2, assumed to be highly corre-

lated, each containing data relevant for predicting A. The data in D1 represent a

specific consumer’s web browser history, while D2 represents the same consumer’s

interaction with and on a social network platform.

A prediction of the consumer’s likelihood of purchasing a particular item could

be improved by combining the data materials D1 and D2, because the two data

materials are, by nature, not identical. Nevertheless, it is less clear to what degree

the combination of the data materials would improve the prediction.

If the firm predicting A would be paid by its prediction accuracy, the substitutability

of the data would be reflected in the firm’s willingness to pay for the data materials.

On the one hand, if the firm is in possession of D1 and has a lower willingness to pay

for D2 than if it were not in possession of D1, this implies that the data materials are

substitutable. On the other hand, if the firm is in possession of D1 and has a higher

willingness to pay for D2 than if it were not in possession of D1, this implies that the

data materials are complementary.

Source: Competition Bureau (2017, page 12) and Lear (2019, Section A.4.).

A willingness-to-pay estimation, however, does not say anything about to what

degree two data materials are close substitutes, i.e., the degree of correlation between

the data materials, since it is unknown what a particular “high” or “low” value is. For

this reason, more information about the data characteristics and their role as inputs in

data processing must be explored.

4.4.4 Availability of relevant data – the accessibility and serviceability of

data

Despite the differences across platforms, both in terms of functionality and in the

individuals using them, some types of data are, by nature, more homogenous across

some platforms than others. Therefore, some data are substitutable to a greater degree

and have a larger number of sources from which the data can be collected. This implies

that a high value of a data material can be driven by one or a few specific data features

within the data material, and not necessarily by the data material as a whole.
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A digital platform can collect user data in different ways and with different user

intentions, depending on the functionalities of the platform. The various methods of

data collection roughly divide data into three different types: provided, observed, and

inferred data, World Economic Forum (2011). The first category refers to data that are

provided directly by the users themselves, such as when they are signing up for access

to the platform (e.g., name, age, schooling, profession, civil status, updates, etc.). The

second category is the observed behavior of the users, i.e., the data associated with

the digital trace the users leave as they are interacting with and on the platform (e.g.,

habits, search history, communication, etc.). The use of cookies plays an important

role in this type of data collection, ePrivate Directive (2002). By processing the provided

and observed data, the platform itself can generate data. This is the third category of

data, the so-called inferred or meta-data (e.g., networks among users, trends, type of

users, etc.) Graef (2015).

A platform might, for example, derive professional relations among individuals by

combining users’ stated “professions” with data on these users’ observed communica-

tion behavior and interactions with other users. Similar data on professional relations

could be observed data if the platform were to provide, for example, a “connection”

function.41 Therefore, user-provided data are more similar across platforms than both

recorded behavior and the data that are generated by processing the provided and

observed data.

From the perspective of the downstream data scientists using data collected by

a platform, data will, due to their characteristics, be differently available and hence

associated with different value. To measure the availability of data the concepts of

accessibility and serviceability is now introduced. These concepts aim to reflect how

economically dependent a data scientist is on a particular data source.42

Accessibility is here defined as the subjective perception of the data scientists re-

garding whether it is easy or difficult to obtain access to relevant data – data that

serve, or can serve, as an input in the data scientist’s intended data processing. Thus,

accessibility of data does not just reflect knowledge about an alternative data source,

but also about the data user’s subjective evaluation of the technical and economical

requirements that grant access to that relevant data. While the data scientist may have

knowledge about an alternative source of data with similar value-bringing charac-

teristics, this does not mean that the data scientist automatically has access to that

data.

The user’s perception of accessibility of data can also differ due to their intended

41This example is further developed and discussed in Section 5 and Section 6 below.
42The notation economic dependence is defined as the degree of existing realistic alternatives, Tombal

(2019), to which the data scientist realistically can switch its demand due to technical or economic reasons.
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use. Given the different functionalities of various platforms, the naturally heteroge-

neous data a platform collects about an individual offer different value in different

environments. This means that the data collected by one platform can be substituted

into another platform, but only for certain matters. For an illustrative example, see Box

2.

Box 2 - Intended use and substitution – how close are the substitutes
If one considers the data-collecting platforms Facebook and Google, a sportswear

and gear manufacturer may find the data materials possessed by these two platforms

to be close substitutes. The users of the platforms can be assumed to leave similar

digital traces on the two platforms regarding their interest in certain sports (football,

golf, running, etc.). This implies that both Facebook and Google’s data materials can

be used to derive similar insights regarding the user’s profiles in relation to their

sports interests.

If one instead thinks about a household appliance manufacturer, one may not reach

the same conclusion. Facebook users may not leave equally relevant traces about

their intentions of buying a new household appliance as they would on Google,

where they might search for and compare different products. Thus, a household

appliance manufacturer would not consider the two data materials to be close

substitutes.

The question that remains, then, is how close of substitutes are they?

Source: The example is borrowed from Maier (2019).

Like any asset, the value of data depreciates over time; however, in contrast to

many other assets, the depreciation rate of data may, in the eyes of the data scientist,

depreciate differently depending on its intended use, Tucker and Wellford (2014).

Historical data can be more valuable when its intended use is, for example, trend

analysis or event evaluations, but it is less valuable to data users that are evaluating

current events, such as current traffic conditions or high-frequency financial trading.

In the example in Box 2, the data collected by Facebook and Google does not

necessarily have to be accessed instantly to be useful to a data scientist, but it must

be up to date. This time dependence of the value of data is here captured by the term

serviceability. Serviceability refers to the lifetime of the data, within which the data

stay relevant as inputs in the data user’s production process Bundeskartellamt (2016).

The term is closely linked to the accessibility of data, as it may limit the number of

potential sources from which data can be collected.
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The concepts of accessibility and serviceability are central in the analysis of data

substitution, as they conceptualize a framework for evaluating data scientists’ per-

ceptions of data material. For example, data with a longer serviceability and that are

relatively easy to access can be thought of as having a lower value than data with a

shorter serviceability that are difficult to access. On the one hand, if data have a long

serviceability, then they are assumed to have a low depreciation rate and are not losing

relevance over time. Such data can be accumulated and preserved for later use. On the

other hand, data on the other side of the spectrum, which have a short serviceability,

can be nearly impossible to replicate, as such data lose their value shortly after having

been collected, see for example UK Competition Markets Authority (2015, paragraph

3.6). Evaluation of the various data features along the two dimensions of accessibility

and serviceability is hence essential for identifying which parts of a data material may

make the material unique in the sense that it is non-substitutable.

4.5 Empirical framework – quantification of big data substitution

This section presents an empirical framework for assessing the closeness of substitu-

tion between non-traded big data materials. The framework builds upon the recent

developments in the literature and thus follows the conceptual framework of data

comparability presented in Section 4.

We continue using a vertical merger scenario for illustration throughout this sec-

tion. In the merger, a competitive downstream firm is acquiring an upstream digital

platform – a social network. This digital platform is competing with two similar plat-

forms upstream, and they all provide data to the downstream market. These data are

used as inputs in data processing in the downstream market. The theory of harm is that

the merger enables the merged firm to unilaterally foreclose competition by restricting

access to the data possessed by the acquired firm. Thus, the question is whether the

data material possessed by the acquired firm is substitutable.

The empirical framework presented in this section consists of three steps. Each of

the steps is presented in a separate subsection. In the first step, presented in Subsection

5.1, the non-traded and non-observable data are approximated by mapping out the

data-collecting infrastructure of the three competing platforms. When the data of the

platforms have been mapped out, the data materials are horizontally compared to

identify potential similarities and differences. Because it is unknown whether poten-

tial similarities (or differences) between the acquiring platform and its competitors

constitute substitutes or complements, the data must be further investigated. Thus,

in the second step, presented in Subsection 5.2, the data of the acquired firm are
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evaluated in relation to their availability (i.e., their accessibility and serviceability).

By consulting the data scientists in the downstream market on their view of the data,

it is possible to identify whether the non-overlapping data features are associated

with a high value. In the last step, presented in Subsection 5.3, the replicability of the

platform-specific data features is evaluated. The outcomes from these three steps

determine the substitutability of the non-traded big data.

4.5.1 Mapping – the infrastructure of data collection

When consumers are using a digital platform, they are exposed to the range of options

the platform provides in terms of its functionalities. By mapping out these function-

alities and deconstructing them into the associated data features, it is possible to

approximate the data that the platform is collecting. For example, if the social network

has the three functionalities – a “user profile” function, a “communication” function,

and a “connection” function – then each of these functionalities relates to a different

set of data with certain features. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.3: Platform deconstruction – mapping of a data collector’s data material

Note: In the figure, a simple social network is deconstructed into the three functionalities: “user profile”, “communication”,
and “connection”. Each functionality is associated with a set of data features.
Source: Author

The deconstruction constitutes the starting point of the assessment of the degree

of substitution between alternative data sources. When the three competing platforms

are decomposed, it becomes possible to compare them in terms of the approximation

of the data they collect. The comparison does not only reveal the differences in terms
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of functionalities, but also the differences (or similarities) in the variety of the data the

platforms collect.

If the three platforms are compared and found to provide a similar functionality,

this functionality must be further deconstructed to uncover what data it is associated

with. The reason for this is that the overlap between platforms in terms of the features

they collect is broader than the overlap in terms of their functionalities, as overlapping

functionalities can collect different user data. Analogously, functionalities that, in the

view of the consumers, are not overlapping can collect data that are largely similar. This

implies that the data possessed by competitors comprise only one type of alternative

data source. Although they constitute the sources that are most likely to be similar

to the data possessed by the acquired firm, other sources might exist. For example,

the “user profile” function (Figure 4.1) contains data features provided by the user:

name, age, gender, residence, and profession. This functionality is likely to overlap

with corresponding functionalities on a wide range of platforms. By adding a data

feature of “personal income” to the user profile of the acquired platforms, the degree of

horizontal overlap shrinks, because this profile function now provides complementary

data relative to the other platforms.

The horizontal comparison, however, only partially explains the substitutability

between the data materials. It lacks the perspective of how the data are used by the data

scientists. The point is that ignoring the function the data have when used as inputs in

data processing may reduce or exaggerate the conclusions about available substitutes,

as it could mistakenly be understood that the data material is non-substitutable if it

is not possible to obtain specific “income data” for some individuals. Consequently,

the data material including the “personal income” feature would be considered a

complement to all other data materials lacking this feature, even though the truth,

from the data scientists’ perspective, could be that it is enough that the “income” data

reflect the income of a similar type of individuals.

Similarly, if “personal income” data can be acquired from elsewhere, it could be

concluded that the data material is substitutable. This, however, requires the “com-

bined” data from the data scientists’ perspective to be substitutable with data collected

from one single source. That might not be true from the data scientists’ point of view,

because the value of data collected from the same individual by the same platform

might be superior when used as an input. This is important because data material

possessed by one firm, which cover a wide range of topics, may possess greater value

than the same data held separately by different sources, see Bourreau et al. (2017,

Section 5.1.2). This understanding is essential, because it implies that an objective

comparison of two data materials is only an indication of how similar the data are.
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Though there may be similarities among the functionalities and their associated data

features, the data may still contain unique characteristics. Therefore, it is not known

whether similar insight(s) can be derived from the data. To answer this question, the

investigating authority can use the expertise in the market by directly consulting the

data scientists using the data.

4.5.2 Identification – the relative value of non-overlapping data features

The purpose of this stage is to identify how dependent the downstream market is

on the various observable (non-)overlaps between the various approximated data

materials. As illustrated with the “income” data, a non-overlapping data feature may

be obtained through other sources. Still, it might also be that data scientists have a

high valuation of the data regardless of overlaps. In essence, we must identify whether

the platform-specific data are associated with a high value.

We start by dividing the acquired firm’s data features into various data bundles,

in such a way that data features associated with the same functionality are grouped

together. This is illustrated on the left side of Figure 4.4, where Xi, Yi, and Zi in the

figure each correspond to a data feature associated with the functionality. For example,

the bundle containing data associated with the connection function contains three

data features: “professional” contacts, “employer” relations, and “group” membership

(Figure 4.1). This exercise need not involve all data features associated with each

functionality of the platform. It only needs to include those that have the fewest over-

lapping counterparts with other platforms.

The main step in this part of the procedure is now to take the bundles to a number of

data scientists in the downstream market for consultation (see Box 3).43 Data scientists

have the required expertise to assess the role the data features have in their data

processing. They are asked to score the data features along the two dimensions of

accessibility and serviceability. The accessibility reveals whether the data features of

the acquired firm are relatively easy or hard to access. Easy access means that there

are many sources for collecting similar data, while hard access means that the data

scientist is not aware of any alternative data collectors. The serviceability of the data

captures the data scientists’ views on the depreciation rate of the data, i.e., the time

period for which the data remain relevant for processing. Thus, serviceability spans

from short to long lasting. Short-lasting data require instant access to be useful, while

long-lasting data can be stored and accessed later.

43Say the 25% largest and/or most sophisticated firms in the particular downstream market(s) of interest.
In the illustration, this particular downstream market is constituted by the market where the downstream
merging party is active.
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Box 3 - Intended use and substitution – how close are the substitutes
In the consultation of the data scientists, they are asked to state their perceptions of

the data. Such a consultation is preferably conducted using surveys. There are many

methods used to gather survey data for statistical analysis in investigation.

The survey method is simple to understand and provides a direct value of the data

scientists’ perceptions of the data. The responses can be used for comparative

studies across various groups of respondents, e.g., various downstream markets.

It is important that this evaluation study is designed in a way that it does not leave

room for, e.g., misinterpretation, or lure the respondent into reusing answers (known

as survey fatigue biases). Caution should also be taken regarding the complexity of

the survey, as it could otherwise challenge the respondents’ ability to complete the

survey.

The respondents should be chosen with care. They must have practical knowledge

about the wide governance and utilization of data as an asset via data processing,

analysis, data mining, information trading, and other means.

Source: Competition Commission (2010), Boardman, Vining, Weimer, and Greenberg (2011), Breidert (2006) and
OECD (2013, pages 5-6)

The evaluation of the data bundles is performed sequentially. Each bundle is eval-

uated along the two dimensions, while data features are stripped away (one by one)

from the data bundles between the sequences. From the horizontal comparison, it is

known which data features seem to be overlapping across the three platforms. The se-

quential evaluation of the bundles then makes it possible to adjust the functionality of

the platform in question to more closely mirror the “known” comparable alternatives.

For example, the starting point of the evaluation of a bundle contains all data features

associated with a particular functionality. This bundle is known to be overlapping, in

terms of its features, with both the competing platforms, but for on one of the data

features it contains. The first time this bundle is evaluated, it might be scored by the

data scientist as hard to access. This result could be driven by the non-overlapping

data feature, which is known to be hard to access. In the next evaluation, that data

feature is withdrawn from the bundle, meaning that content of the bundle is now over-

lapping the competing platforms. Thus, if the data scientist finds the data possessed

by the acquired firm to be highly valuable regardless of the “known” overlaps with the

alternative sources, that indicates that the data are not substitutable.

The starting point in the sequence is therefore always the largest bundle, i.e., the
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one with all data features associated with the functionality. This is illustrated as Set

3 on the left side of Figure 4.4. The evaluation procedure continues until all relevant

data features associated with all functionalities of the acquired platform have been

evaluated.

Figure 4.4: Illustration of the evaluation of the value characteristics of data features

Note: Application to the example in Subsection 5.1 regarding a simple social network with three functionalities. The left-
hand figure illustrates the content of the bundles with data associated with the three functionalities. The largest bundle –
Set 3 – contains all data features to be evaluated, while Sets 1 and 2 illustrate the bundle with features having been stripped
away. The right-hand figure illustrates the respondents’ scoring of the bundles along the dimensions of accessibility and
serviceability and how the scoring changes when features are stripped away.
Source: Author

The outcome from a respondent is mapped as shown on the right side of Figure 4.4.

The scoring places the data bundles on the map each time they have been evaluated,

and it traces how they change position as features are sequentially stripped away. The

illustration reveals that the bundles associated with the “connection” function (col-

umn c) have a different position on the map throughout the sequence. This indicates

that the data scientist’s valuation of the bundle changes with its composition, which

demonstrates that some features are more valuable than others. In particular, the value

of the bundle differs significantly between positions c3 and c2. Consequently, the data

feature that is not in both c3 and c2, i.e., Z3, has a higher value than the other features

remaining in c2, i.e., Z1 and Z2. In contrast, there is almost no distance between b3

and b2. This implies either that the perceptions of the data features are equal in terms

of their accessibility and serviceability, or that the position of the bundle is driven by

the remaining data features, Y2, rather than by Y3, meaning that the data features left
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in b2 were the ones that gave bundle b3 its position. Thus, the sequence should be

re-evaluated by the data scientist, removing Y2 instead of Y3 when going from b3 to b2,

to see whether the position in the figure changes.

The overall result in Figure 4.4implies that the data associated with the “personal

profile” function include data that, according to the data scientist, has a generally

lower value. In contrast, the data associated with the “communication” function seem

to contain a data feature that is of particular value, namely, the data feature driving

the position of bundle c3. That data feature seems to both be of platform-specific

character and to have a relatively short serviceability.

4.5.3 Assessment – replicability of data

The purpose of this stage is to evaluate whether the data features that have been

identified as platform specific and highly valuable limit the replicability of the data

material. If this is the case, then the data can be considered non-substitutable.

In Subsection 4.2., correlation analysis has been discussed as a feasible method

for measuring the substitutability of observable data. The degree of correlation be-

tween various data features reflects the degree to which the information in the data

are overlapping and, thus, how interchangeable the data are in processing. From a

statistical learning perspective, a single data feature that is not (highly) correlated

with any alternative single data feature would not, by definition, be considered non-

substitutable. It would only be considered non-substitutable if it is not possible to

combine and process alternative data features and, thereby, replicate the information

in the particular data feature in question.

Although the data in the present context are unobservable, the approach of evalu-

ating combinations of data in relation to a single data feature is still applicable. Data

scientists not observing the data are still likely to know how various data features

collected by a platform can be used in data processing, as well as how the data can be

combined to derive an insight.

To evaluate the data features in relation to their intended use, one can again consult

the data scientists. The question is now whether data that seem to be platform specific

and to have a higher value are also unique when used as inputs in data processing. If it

is possible to derive similar insights or information from the other data features in the

data material, then the specific data feature is substitutable.

The point made here can again be illustrated using the example with the acquired

social network. As illustrated in Figure 4.4, the data associated with bundle c3 were

identified as being of considerable value to the data scientists, because they are hard to

access. This implies that these data features have the potential to be non-replicable. For
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illustration, we consider the result of c3 to be driven by the data feature “professional

connection” (feature Z3). The question is whether the data scientists find it possible

to replicate the role of that data when using it as an input in data processing. From a

statistical learning perspective, it is possible to process data to derive new information

that is likely to be correlated with the “professional connection” data. If it is possible

to use other data features (possessed by the platform) to replicate the function of the

“professional connection” data, then the data feature is substitutable.

This point is illustrated in Figure 4.5. By processing data on an individual’s “profes-

sion”, “group membership”, “employment history”, and “communication pattern”, it is

possible to derive a data feature with information on “professional relations”.44 The

question is whether this “professional relations” data can be used as a substitute for

the highly valued “professional connection” data in data processing.

Figure 4.5: Illustration of data replication

Note: Data collected by different functionalities of the platform are used to replicate the variation in the “professional con-
nection” data (“Z3” in Figure 4.2). The data feature “professional connections” and the inferred data feature “professional
relations” are then considered substitutes.
Source: Author

By consulting the data scientists on their valuation of the “professional connection”

data when they have (and do not have) access to the “professional relations” data,

is possible to identify whether they find the data substitutable, a procedure that is

described in Box 1 in Subsection 4.3. If the data scientists have a high valuation of the

44Above, such data is referred to as inferred data, i.e., data derived from other data collected by the same
platform.
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“professional connection” data even when in possession of the “professional relations”

data, that implies that the two materials are complementary. In contrast, if the data

scientists’ valuation of the “professional connection” data is low when in possession of

the “professional relations” data, that implies that the data features are substitutable.

By evaluating all data features that have demonstrated to be less represented across

the platforms and that have been identified to have a high value, the substitutability of

the data material as a whole is assessed.

4.6 Empirical discussion – a case study

This section presents an empirical framework for assessing the closeness of substi-

tution between non-traded big data materials. The framework builds on the recent

developments in the literature and therefore follows the conceptual framework of data

comparability presented in Section 4.

This section details the implementation of the procedure presented in Section 5

in the context of a real merger decision by the European Commission, namely, the

cleared merger between Microsoft Corporation and LinkedIn in 2016. Although the

information on the Commission’s public merger decisions is limited, it still serves well

as an illustrative framework for an empirical discussion.

This section is divided into two subsections. Subsection 6.1 provides an overview

of the case, while Subsection 6.2 explores how the empirical procedure (presented in

Section 5) could have been applied to assess the substitutability of the data involved in

the merger.

4.6.1 Microsoft/LinkedIn

In 2016, the European Commission (the Commission) published its clearance decision

(the Decision) approving the vertical merger between the global professional social

network service LinkedIn and the multinational technology company Microsoft Cor-

poration (Microsoft).45 One of the theories of harm investigated by the Commission

was related to Microsoft’s interest in LinkedIn’s database of user data.

Microsoft is a global provider of customer relationship management (CRM) soft-

ware solutions (CRM systems). Companies (particularly sales departments) use CRM

systems to, for example, improve customer relationships, better manage accounts,

or identify business opportunities.46 The market for CRM systems is fragmented and

contains a range of active firms providing differentiated products to the same group

45Case M.8124 – Microsoft / LinkedIn.
46Paragraph 29 of the Decision.
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of customers. Some other providers of CRM systems include Oracle, Salesforce, and

SAP.47 A key factor in the Commission’s investigation was that, at the time of the merger,

the providers of CRM systems introduced machine learning (ML) techniques.48 These

techniques allowed the producers of the CRM systems to efficiently process large

amounts of data from many sources.

LinkedIn, the acquired party, is active within the market of global professional

social networks and is a provider of sales intelligence solutions.49 Sales intelligence

solutions provide sales professionals with data on background and contact informa-

tion of individuals (e.g., name, address, phone number, place of employment, and

professional title and position.), as well as about companies (e.g., financial information

and metrics, organizational hierarchy and leadership structure, company’s products

and services, and industry background).50 At the time of the merger, LinkedIn was

competing with several suppliers of sales intelligence solutions, including Dun & Brad-

street, Data.com, Nimble, Avention, DiscoverOrg, ZoomInfo, InsideSales, InsideView,

and Madison Logic.51 Each of these companies provided customers with a range of so-

lutions depending on their needs. The customers could use these solutions to quickly

identify and create new sales opportunities. The sales intelligence solutions could

also be used as inputs in the ML production of CRM systems, i.e., by Microsoft and its

competitors, to improve quality.

LinkedIn’s sales intelligence solution – branded “Sales Navigator” – is a subscription-

based solution that draws on LinkedIn’s full database of user data.52 The full database

contains all the data features that LinkedIn collects and stores about its users and their

activity (e.g., professional details, connections, interests, posts, and endorsements).53

At the time of the merger, LinkedIn did not market its full database, but rather only

provided access to some of the data through Sales Navigator.

The Commission’s concern was that the merger would give Microsoft the ability to,

according to Paragraphs 31 and 34 of the Non-Horizontal Merger Guidelines, foreclose

competition in the market for CRM systems by restricting its competitors’ access

to LinkedIn’s data.54 If that were possible, then Microsoft would be able to restrict

47Worth noting is that all these CRM systems do have larger market shares then Microsoft, see Table 2
(paragraph 210) of the Decision.

48Paragraphs 196-199 of the Decision.
49Paragraph 58 of the Decision.
50Paragraph 57 of the Decision.
51Paragraphs 202 and 203 of the Decision.
52Paragraph 58 of the Decision.
53Footnote 54 in paragraph 58 of the Decision. For about 430 million profiles, of which 105 million are

actively maintained, see paragraph 403 of the Decision
54Paragraph 246 of the Decision.
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its competitors’ ability to improve their products to the same degree as Microsoft’s

own products. That is problematic, as it limits the rivals’ ability and/or incentives to

compete.

The Commission dismissed this theory of harm and stated,55 regarding Microsoft’s

ability to foreclose competition, that “the merged entity would not have the ability to

foreclose competing providers of CRM software solutions as, in any event, by reducing

access to LinkedIn full data, it is unlikely to negatively affect the overall availability of

data for [machine learning purposes] in CRM software solutions.”56 This statement

relies on the assumption that the data are neither essential nor non-substitutable.57

The Commission reached this conclusion based on its market investigation, in which

the respondents indicated that, even if the LinkedIn data contains some specific

qualities, there are alternative sources of data upstream. No further formal assessment

of the closeness of substitution between these alternative sources was undertaken by

the Commission.

4.6.2 An implementation of the presented framework

The Commission’s conclusions regarding the availability of alternatives to LinkedIn’s

data material (full data)58 relied heavily on the market investigation, with reported

claims about the existence of alternative data sources. These claims, however, were

not fully conclusive. When down-stream CRM system providers where “asked about

the existence of alternatives [to LinkedIn’s full data], the views were mixed. SAP, Oracle

and two other providers of CRM software solutions stated that there are alternatives,

while Salesforce, Zoho and E-Deal expressed the opposite view.”59 In addition, there

was general acknowledgment among the CRM system providers that LinkedIn’s data

material indeed had some specific qualities. Its accuracy and updated nature were

mentioned as characteristic features of the data. Nevertheless, no formal analysis of

the substitutability of the data was undertaken by the Commission. This subsection

demonstrates how the procedure detailed in Section 5 could have been used to assess

the substitutability of LinkedIn’s data material.

The mapping

To compare LinkedIn’s data material to potential alternative data materials, the

availability of data in the market must be evaluated. In the mapping phase, the au-

55Paragraph 250 of the Decision.
56Paragraph 253 of the Decision.
57Paragraphs 274 and 276 of the Decision.
58As defined in footnote 54 in paragraph 58 of the Decision.
59Paragraphs 264 of the Decision.
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thority would map out the functionalities of the platform provider’s sales intelligence

solutions – i.e., along with the LinkedIn platform, the platforms of Dun & Bradstreet,

Data.com, Nimble, Avention, DiscoverOrg, ZoomInfo, InsideSales, InsideView, and

Madison Logic.60 By deconstructing the various platforms into their observable func-

tionalities, such as a “personal profile” function, “communication” functions, etc., the

authority obtains an overview of the context in which the platforms are collecting data.

This was, to some extent, done by the Commission, but in the context of the market

definition by listing the functionalities that end users associate with a professional

social networking platform. The respondents to the market investigation listed a range

of functionalities as essential, but “[..] the most relevant ones were considered to be the

creation of a user profile and the possibility to send/receive messages, closely followed

by several others (search for other people in the network, send/accept invitations to

connect with new contacts, post/share content, post comments on items posted by

others, interact with other users through private or public groups and have a newsfeed

displaying news from the user’s connections).”61 In addition, the end users of the

professional social networks listed a range of specifications of the functionalities that

differentiated the professional social networks from social networks. These specifica-

tions included professional relations (colleagues and business partners), as well as the

possibility to apply for job openings, professional experience, and skills – features that

all aim to maintain a business identity.62

To approximate the data that the functionalities can collect, the functionalities

must be deconstructed into their data features. Figure 4.6 illustrates the deconstruction

of LinkedIn’s platform based on the brief description of the functionalities in the

Decision.63 This illustration focuses on the “connection” function and shows how the

deconstruction of the functionality can be further deconstructed into the data features

that the “connection” functionality is associated with.

60The paragraph 202-203 of the Decision.
61The paragraphs 98-99 of the Decision.
62The paragraphs 100-103 of the Decision.
63Footnote 54 in paragraph 58 of the Decision.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of a deconstruction of LinkedIn’s platform

Note: This figure depicts a fraction of LinkedIn’s functionalities and only serves as an illustration.
Source: Based on the description of a professional social network in Paragraphs 98–103 of the Decision, as well as the
description of LinkedIn’s full data in Footnote 54 in Paragraph 58 of the Decision.

To assess the availability of data similar to that of LinkedIn, the corresponding

mapping exercise must be undertaken for all other relevant platforms identified in the

market investigation. By comparing these mappings, it is possible to identify horizontal

overlaps and potential differences between the platforms in terms of what data features

the various functionalities are associated with. Some of the differences may be of such

character that they make LinkedIn’s full data material unique in terms of its content.

This, thorough decomposition of the functionalities, only constitutes an overview of

the data-collecting infrastructure of the platforms. However, together with a market

investigation, it provides a rough indication of the availability of comparable data

materials in terms of the data features they contain.

The identification

From the mapping stage, we now understand the composition of LinkedIn’s full

data, as well as the data possessed by other platforms proving sales intelligence solu-

tions. This provides an understanding of the overlaps between LinkedIn’s data and the

data collected by the other platforms.

The purpose of this stage is to identify how the downstream market values the data

features in LinkedIn’s data material. It is possible that a data scientist using sales intelli-

gence solutions values LinkedIn’s data more highly than other data sources. Thus, it is

necessary to evaluate the value characteristics of the individual data features LinkedIn

can collect from its users. The point of view for this valuation is the downstream data
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scientists deriving CRM software solutions, i.e., the individuals using sales intelligence

solutions as an input for data processing.

We start by dividing LinkedIn’s data features into bundles, in such a way that

features associated with the same functionality are grouped together. Thereby, each

bundle corresponds to a specific functionality. It should be noted that this exercise

should not necessarily involve all data features that LinkedIn collects.64 Nonetheless,

it should involve those that seem to have the least overlap with other platforms.

The main step in this part of the procedure is to take the bundles to the data scien-

tists in the CRM system market for consultation.65 The data scientists have the required

expertise to assess what role LinkedIn’s data features have in their data processing.

They are asked to score the data features along the two dimensions of accessibility

and serviceability. In other words, they grade the content of each bundle according

to the known sources and the accessibility of the sources in terms of technical and

economical requirements for access. They are also asked to state their perceptions of

the serviceability of the data features and, thereby, to grade the bundle in terms the

lifetime of the data features in the bundle.

If no data feature in LinkedIn’s data material is indicated to be hard to access, then

the data material is substitutable. In contrast, if all data features are indicated to be

hard to access, then the data material is non-substitutable.

As described in Subsection 5.2, the bundles are repeatedly evaluated while data

features are individually stripped away between the evaluations. This procedure con-

tinues until all (relevant) data features in LinkedIn’s data have been considered by

the data scientists. Given that the various platforms are differentiated and have non-

identical, but similar, functionalities, the sequential procedure serves to adjust those

differences. When data features are stripped away, this can be thought of as limiting the

functionality it represents. For example, by sequentially removing the non-overlapping

data features from a bundle (representing one of LinkedIn’s functionalities), its content

more closely corresponds to the functionality of other known platforms.66 If the value

score of the bundle drops as data feature(s) are stripped away, then the dropped data

are non-substitutable.

Continuing this section, we now provide one example of a fictive outcome, in

which some data features seem to be problematic for the merger. We consider a case in

which, when the full data bundle containing all data features associated with LinkedIn’s

“connection” function is evaluated, it is scored as hard to access. When the data feature

64The data-bundles must be constructed such that they are reviewable by the respondent in the assess-
ment, see further Section 4.4 above.

65The data scientist of the say 25% largest and/or most sophisticated CRM system developers.
66With “known” we refer to known from the mapping phase.
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“verified connection” is stripped away from the bundle, the score drops, and it is then

considered easier to access.67 This indicates that the “verified connection” data feature

is of particular value for the CRM market. If no alternative to this data exists, then it is

problematic from a merger perspective.

The assessment

The purpose of this stage is to evaluate whether the data feature(s) that have been

identified as platform specific and highly valuable limit the replicability of the data

material. If this is the case, then the data can be considered non-substitutable. The

focus is on the replicability of the particular data feature(s) that can be considered

“rare” and highly valuable.

The replicability of a data feature addresses the role the data feature has in the

data scientist’s production process. The question is whether it is possible to replicate

that role using less “valuable” data in LinkedIn’s data material, i.e., data that seem to

be more represented across platforms and that are deemed to have a lower value, as

these data can be assumed to be more available to the data scientist and therefore

be of less concern from a merger perspective. If these data cannot be used either by

themselves or in combination with alternative sources to replicate the non-overlapping

data features in LinkedIn’s data, the data material cannot be considered substitutable.

In other words, if it is possible to process data with a lower competitive value such that,

in the view of the data scientists, it can replace the data with a high economic value,

the data material can be considered substitutable.

If the “verified connections” data feature associated with LinkedIn’s connection

function does not overlap with alternative sources and is deemed by the data scientists

to be highly valued, then the role of this data feature should be further investigated.

From a competitive perspective, this is important. If it is not possible to replicate the

role of the “verified connection” feature, and it is important for the data scientist, then

it can be used to foreclose competition.

The question is thus whether it is possible to combine other data features pos-

sessed by LinkedIn to replicate the role the “verified connection” data have in the data

scientist’s production of CRM software. If this is possible, these data constitute (in

combination) a substitute for the “verified connection” data.

This is illustrated in Figure 4.7. For example, by processing the data associated

with the features “profession”, “employment history”, “communication patterns”, and

“group association”, it may be possible to derive a data feature that reflects “profes-

sional relations”. If this data feature can replace the data associated with the “verified

67For simplicity, we focus on only one data feature – it is likely that more data features could be identified
as of particular value for the data scientists.
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connection” in the data scientists’ production process, then the data on “professional

relations” comprise (in combination) a substitute for the “verified connection” data.

As described in Subsection 5.3, we now consult the data scientists on their valuation

of the “verified connection” data when they have (and do not have) access to the

“professional relations” data. It is thereby possible to identify whether they find the data

substitutable. If the data scientists report a high valuation of the “verified connection”

data even when in possession of the “professional relations” data, that implies that

the two materials are complementary. In contrast, if the data scientists’ valuation of

the “verified connection” data is low when in possession of the “professional relations”

data, that implies that the data features are substitutable.

Figure 4.7: Illustration of functional substitution of the “verified connection” data

Note: Replication of LinkedIn “verified connection” data using other “less valuable” data features collected by LinkedIn’s
platform.
Source: Author

When all data features in LinkedIn’s data material have been evaluated by the data

scientists, the exercise is complete. The data material has then been compared and

evaluated in detail, demonstrating which parts are unique to the data material and

which parts the data scientists find comparable to other sources. The results of this

exercise thus indicate to what degree LinkedIn’s data material is a close substitute to

alternative sources of data.
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4.7 Conclusion

This paper propose an empirical framework for comparing unobservable and non-

traded big data materials. This framework builds on recent developments in the litera-

ture related to the big data value chain and the comparability of data-derived insights.

It is here argued that one can deconstruct data materials possessed by digital platforms

simply by observing their data-collecting infrastructure.

By observing the functionalities of a digital platform, it is possible to approximate

the data it collects about its users. To evaluate the substitutability of these data, one

must first map out the functionalities and associated data features of the competing

platforms. This map of the platform serves as an approximation of its data material.

By comparing these data approximations, it is possible to visually compare the data

materials between platforms.

Next, one can consult the data scientists using the data on how valuable (in terms

of availability) they find the various data features in a specific data material. If any part

of the data is revealed to possess a particularly high value, regardless of overlaps with

other data materials, that provides an indication of uniqueness.

Finally, to evaluate whether a specific data feature is truly unique, its role in data

processing is further investigated. If it is possible to replace one data feature of high

value with a set or a combination of alternative data features of lower value, the data

can be considered substitutable. This simple framework can be used to assess the

closeness of substitution of big data materials by evaluating the substitutability of a

data material part by part.
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